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SenSeez Vibrating 
CuShion
Help ease the senses, 
soothe and calm the body. 
Simply squeeze or sit on 
to activate those “good 
vibrations”!Developed by a 
mom for her son who had dif-
ficulty focusing and sitting in 
one place for meals and in the 
classroom. Lightweight, so easy to take along and use where-ever the child 
goes; school, library, restraurants, Grandma’s, car, planes & hair-cuts too! 
Choose from easy-to-clean and versatile, blue vinyl square or the touchable 
line that are fuzzy, furry, plushy, or bumpy materials all with tails. Colors, 
styles and availablity vary.   t7065      blue Square  $39.95 

t7067 touchables (Cow/turtle)  $44.95        
t7067J       octopus/Jelly Fish  $49.95
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bumpy DiSC Jr
Seat CuShion
This seat cushion is 
�3” in diameter, has 
one bumpy and one 
smooth side and in-
flation level can eas-
ily be adjusted. The 
greater the inflation 
level, the more move-
ment possible. In 
general, it has a thin-
ner profile than other 
disc’s. Also great for 
working on standing balance and for floor sitting.    

C6451     $34.95

SwiSS DiSC®
This disc is a round, slight-
ly textured cushion with a 
larger �5” diameter and 
slightly beveled edges for 

added sitting comfort. Comes inflated to approxi-
mately a 2” thickness. Using any pin valve pump, air 
can easily be added or removed. Great as a marker 
and floor sitting aid during “circle time” or any floor 
activity. Also used to improve balance in kneeling 
and standing.     C9110     $37.95

moVe ‘n’ Sit 
weDge Seat 
    CuShionS
These wedge shaped cushions come with one 

side highly textured with small bumps 
and one smooth side. Level of infla-

tion is easily adjusted with a few puffs 
of air. Wedge shape offers slightly less 

movement so safer for those with less secure 
sitting balance. Also try with wide edge  toward 

front to increase hip flexion or as a back support. 2 sizes available.  
 C6405 Jr/preschool        (~ 10”x10”)     $34.95 
 C6406  School age         (~13”x 13”)     $39.95

air Filled wiggle Seat Cushions:
Kids think these seat cushions are “cool beans”, but they really 
are filled with air! Most items are dynamic, air filled seat cush-
ions. They may help fidgety or under aroused students maintain 
an appropriate level of alertness & attending, by providing on-
going vestibular, (movement) input, in a manor acceptable in 
the classroom. Additionally, they help facilitate a more upright 
sitting posture, strengthen trunk muscles & reduce back strain 
from prolonged sitting. Most are made of high quality plastic for 
durability, easy cleaning & Latex free. Easily transportable and 
great for home and school use. 

Fitball weDge 
Same great wedge shaped 
design as the Move’N Sit in 
a slightly firmer, more rugged 
material. Provides dynamic 
seating, allowing movement 

while also improving posture. Smooth on one 
side, bumpy on the other. Try one for in the 
classroom and at home during meal times or 
when doing homework. This wedge has no carry 
handle. 
  C6458  large 13” blue wedge $32.95

C6414 Small wedge 10”green $30.95

Fitball balanCe DiSC
A very versatile and dynamic piece of 
equipment. This �4” inflatable air filled 
cushion can be used for sitting, stand-
ing or kneeling. Attractive blue color with 
long sensory points on one side, and a 
smooth, flat surface on other side. Great 
for home, classroom and clinic use.    
        C6459   $25.95

Fitball
Seating DiSC
Similar in design to the bumpy 
disc jr.  The Dome-like profile is 
smooth on one side, bumpy on 
the other. green �2”.  
C6413  $27.95

moDern ball Chair   
The molded plastic frame and high back rest 
on this chair combine to make it a very com-
fortable, very stable, seating system.  Per-
fect for use in the classroom, at home, or 
in the office.  Sitting on the flexible slightly 
bouncy ball helps improve posture, sitting 
tolerance and attention to task.

C1999 Child 35cm ball  $110.95
C2888 adult 52cm ball  $125.95

! ChoKing hazarD Small parts/plug not for under 3.

! ChoKing hazarD Small parts/plug not for under 3.

 http://shoponline.pfot.com/senseez.html
 http://shoponline.pfot.com/Bumpy-discJuniorSeatCushion.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/swissdisc.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product473.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product476.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/fitballbalancedisc.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/fitballseatingdiscjr.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product907.html
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runtz 
ball Chair
E n c o u r a g e s  a c t i v e 
seating; anti-burst ball 
covered in comfortable 
mesh fabric; �7” seat 
height, 4 stable legs. Mesh 
fabric:  Sour apple, Bubble 
gum, licorice. Black Vinyl

Q6155   $165.95

zenergy 
ball Chair
Runtz chair big sister 
@23” seat height; Both 
come deflated with a 
pump. Fabric colors: 
R a s b e r r y ,  B l a c k , 
Crimson, Grass, Gray. 
Vinyl on request.

Q6157  $169.95

Kore wobble Chair
Gently rounded bottom of this chair 
alternative, encourages movement 
while improving tone, posture 
& position in space awareness. 
Variety of sizes & colors. Pre-K 
through Adult.

alert Seat 
Improve concentration & ability to retain 
information using this covered, latex-free 
ball attached to steel frame with 6 rubber 
feet. Dolly with locking wheels available. 
Much safer than just a therapy ball. Variety 
of sizes & colors available. Pre-K through 
Adult.
  Small - user height: 34-45”     $116.95
  medium - user height: 45-55” $124.95
  large - user height: 55-65”     $135.95

alpha-better 
DeSK with 
foot fidget bar
Adjustable height desk 
perfect for sitting or 
standing; from 26-42”  
with patent pending 
footrest f idget bar. 
Under desk book draw 
available.

Q6160    $310.95

preSchool   12” high        $61.95
Children’s   14” high         $71.95
teen            18” high         $81.95
adult           18-25” high    $185.95

puzzle play 
SoFtware anD worKbooKS
With each of these titles you get a full size, 64 page 
workbook with cool, colorful illustrations and a unique 
CD-Rom. So you can solve dot-to-dot puzzles, follow 
mazes or search out hidden pictures in both the work-
book or on the computer. The CD also lets you print out 
additional puzzles or you can create brand new ones, 
print them out or work them right on the computer! Two 
great ways to learn while working on pencil and mouse 
control, visual perception, and language and vocabu-
lary. Get your favorite or all three. Perfect for early el-

ementary school.  
      w6781 puzzle p. mazes        $7.95
        w3569 p  hidden pictures   $7.95
      w6782 p  Dot to Dot             $7.95
      w6297 Set of all 3              $21.95

ozobot
Time to add some excitement  to learning 
pencil control! Amazing mini robot that follows 
any line you draw. Add learning  program with 
markers; progressing from simply following a 
path to performing tricks and solving puzzles. 
Any marker, any paper! 

 r1400   $49.95

SpeCial Catalog Coupon:
Thanks for viewing our online catalog.! As a 
“Thank you” if you enter code cat�7-�0 we will 
take 5% off your  current online order. 
(Expiration to be announced)

http://shoponline.pfot.com/runtz-ballchair.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/zenergyballchair.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/kore-wobblechair.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/smallalertseat-userheight34-45-inch.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/alpha-better-desk.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/puzzleplaydottodot.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/ozobot.html
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ClaSSroom Chair Seat CuShion
This seat cushion is not air filled, but was de-
signed  for the “antsy” student,  the student who 
always sits on the edge of the seat or the student 
that sits on a corner of the chair with his/her feet 
out in the aisle. It helps to center the hips, by pro-
viding a small padded, physical well. The physical 
barrier on three sides help orient the child to where 
his body is in space. Made of extra tough, durable ma-
terial and stuffed with a non-food substance. A large 
non-slip mat is sewn on the bottom to eliminate sliding. 
Available in 2 sizes and is hand washable.    
 C6720 Small (preschool)    $25.95
   C6721 large (School age)  $29.95

“This section offers a varied but 
select grouping of items for develop-
ing and improving the classroom skills 
of writing, and cutting. There are posi-
tional aides, special and unique pens, 
pencils, grips, crayons, markers, writ-
ing papers, instructional materials and 

fun activity based items”   

Mini-board
�0 �/2”x�3”

pFot low proFile Slant boarDS
Ideal for classroom and home use. Low profile spring clip holds paper tight. 
Made from high quality, lightweight, easy to care for plastic, with smooth fin-
ished edges for safety. Will not shatter like plexi-glass if dropped. Features 
nonslip pads on the bottom and convenient “cut - out” carry handle. The 20 
degree angle is ideal for writing and reading, offering positioning benefits for 
the eyes, neck, shoulders, trunk, arm and hand. Optional overlay provides a 
more pleasing, proprioceptive writing surface which can improve handwrit-
ing by diminishing pen/pencil slippage. Slantboards now available in black 
(without overlay); blue with overlay or mini size in black with overlay. Over-
lays are also available to add to your current slantboard.
w7001 Standard black no overlay  $34.95
w7003 Standard blue with overlay  $37.95
w7004 mini black with overlay   $31.95
w7005 overlay only    $  6.95

Standard  
�5”x�3”

DeSK buDDy
It’s true—the best ideas are the simplest 
and frequently the most obvious.  Devel-
oped by a long time teacher who found 
her students needed a place to contain all 
the small school supplies which otherwise 
take up space on their desk tops.  Made 

of 7”x�2” pliable, transparent plastic for ease in cleaning, durability, and 
ready visibility of the contents.  Use year after year to hold papers, fold-
ers, scissors, crayons, pencils and so much more.  Two Velcro strips 
keep it attached to side of desk or chair for easy accessibility.  There is 
even a front pocket to hold nametag.  A wonderfully simple way to help 
organize a student and your classroom!        Q7028   $14.95

CinDy’S eaSel
Amazingly versatile 
piece of equipment 
developed by an OT 
for use in a class-
room or therapy 
setting. Sturdy, �5” 
x �2” crystal clear 
table top easel, 6 
full sized -double sided activity sheets, pack of 6 
dry erase markers, pack of 8 jumbo white board 
crayons and fabric eraser. Unique, “flip down” de-
sign allows 2 children to work at the easel at the 
same time. Simply slide in an activity sheet and 
start writing. 

u5027   $79.95
Sheets cover a wide range of activities including, 
tracing, coloring, letter, number and shape forma-
tion, “what comes next”? etc. Or use your own 
preprinted sheets of mazes, dot to dot and word 
searches. You can even try working on spelling 
words and math problems as the kids just love 
writing on the easel!  Makes a great Learning Cen-
ter in a classroom. Once you start using Cindy’s 
Easel you and the kids will find an endless num-
ber of ways it can enhance learning!  

eaSi-reaDer booKStanD™ 
Totally collapsible, metal wire book-stand is 
well constructed for real heavy-duty workouts. 
Simple, lightweight design neatly holds mate-
rials of any size (paperbacks, workbooks, and 
textbooks) open and easily within reach for 
page turning.  Puts materials at a better angle 
for reading. 
    w3701     $9.95  

http://shoponline.pfot.com/product470.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/deskbuddy.htm
http://shoponline.pfot.com/cindy�sdesktop.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/easi-readerbookstand.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/standardslantboard-bluewithoverlay.html
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SelF opening 
long hanDleD 
SCiSSorS
This scissor combines the 
added control of the long 
molded plastic finger open-
ing with the greater ease of 
a self-opening mechanism. 
Isolated thumb hole facili-
tates isolated thumb move-
ments. The result is greater 
success for even your most 
difficult cutters.  
     C7389r  right    $11.50

 C7389l  left      $11.50

loop SCiSSorS
Lightweight, self-open-
ing scissor with a continu-
ous molded plastic flexible 
loop.  Actual handle is wider 
than most and longer cut-
ting blades allow for easier 
feeding of paper. Operate 
by gently squeezing, using 
fingers and thumb or fingers 
and palm. Release pressure 
and blades re-open auto-
matically. Great first scissor 
or when strength is limited. 

C7341r right    $9.95   
        C7341l   left     $9.95

SelF 
open-
ing SCiS-
SorS
Looks like a conven-
tional high quality scissors 
with molded plastic finger 
openings. But they re-open 
automatically when pressure 
is released. Assists when fin-
ger strength & motor planning 
is difficult.  The finger holes  
are wider than most, for fin-
ger stability. Isolated thumb 
and finger holes facilitates 
isolated finger movements. 
A nice scissor for those not 
ready for Benbow’s.    
          C7362r right   $9.95
           C7362l   left   $9.95  

SpeCial neeDS
SCiSSorS

Unique rotating spring-clip 
morphs this from a standard 
scissor into a “self open-
ing” pair. Squeeze stain-
less steel blades closed by 
applying pressure through 
the finger holes or through 
the outside of the plastic 
handles. Once pressure 
is released the blades will 
open automatically.  Works 
well for beginning cutters 
or for those with finger 
strength or mobility difficul-
ties.        C1341   $4.95

mini loop
SCiSSorS
Finally, the ease of a loop 
scissor in a small, child size. 
The 5 in. scissor has a wider 
grip area for greater stability 
and it automatically reopens 
when pressure is released.  
Great beginning scissor for 
preschools, first-time cut-
ters, or those with small 
hands. Suitable for use with 
either hand.                
       C7343    $6.95

benbow
SCiSSorS
Wonderfully 
crafted scissors 
designed spe-

cifically for 
little hands. 
With small, vi-

nyl coated, fin-
ger holes, shorter overall 
length, and a real cutting 
edge, control is increased. 
Using these scissors, cut-
ting is more successful - 
so kids love using them!  
3” training Scissors  

w7304 right   $4.95
w7305    left   $4.95

SoFt grip SCiSSorS
Quality kids Fiskars scissor with two-tone soft 
touch finger and thumb loops.  Comfortable, 
all purpose scissors with different contours 
and cutting edges for right and left hand users.  
Pointed tip, assorted colors.
      C5420 right hand   $4.95
 C5421 left hand      $4.95

Crazy Cutter
Amazing “mouse” shaped 
cutting device utilizes new 
ceramic technology. The 
small ceramic blade at 
the tip will last forever but 
never cut your finger. It will 
cut paper, pictures, plastic 
packaging, shrink wrap 

and much much more. Held between thumb and 
index finger, cutting occurs as the Crazy Cutter is 
dragged along the surface of the paper. Since paper 
is cut while flat on table it only needs to be stabilized 
and not grasped. This will make cutting an easier 
and more successful task for many children and 
adults.               C7916   $5.95 

total Control 
SCiSSor For KiDS
Same great Fiskars qual-
ity with shorter, precision 
ground blades, blunt tip, 
safer cutting angle and 
an extra index finger loop 
for better cutting control.  
Teaches proper finger 
placement right from the 

start.          C5460  $3.95

SCiSSor bonanza
Convenient, economical way to order a wide vari-
ety of scissors. You receive � of each of our most 
popular scissors. Right & left pairs where available. 
All the scissors teachers & therapists will need to 
evaluate & meet the cutting needs of their students. 
Price may vary slightly to reflect scissors included. 
All at a discounted price. (So picture may not be 
accurate)          C8938   

golDiloCK
SCiSSorS - Just right 
Its overall size is small (only 
3”), it has short �” blades 
and smaller-child size finger 
holes. This makes them “just 
right” for little hands. They 
come in true right or left 
handed models and they 
are ADORABLE! Please 
note the finger holes are 
not coated like the Benbow 
Scissor.
w7304g right/ left $3.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/product552.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product546.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product555.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/cgi-bin/sc/productsearch.cgi?storeid=*14c90f2dbbe050d60f75cbe7
http://shoponline.pfot.com/miniloopscissors.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/benbow1.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product499.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/crazycutter.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/totalcontrolscissorfotkids.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product1256.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/goldie.html
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DeVeloping Cutting SKillS
Developed by OTs and teachers, these books target spe-
cific skills that will enable children to develop the coordina-
tion needed for accurate cutting. Easy to use, reproducible 
worksheets provide a wealth of activities. Book �, for 
younger students, starts by reviewing the proper way to 
hold scissors and open and close them. Next, students are 
taught how to hold and snip paper and then how to cut in a 
single direction and to cut along a line.  Book 2 covers the 
cutting of corners and curved lines. The movement of the 
paper holding hand and the different directions in which 
right and left handed cutters cut is also part of the instruc-
tion.  These are important but little addressed steps to 
successful scissor use. Books also include developmental 
milestones that can be used for planning, assessment, and 
creating IEPs.  w7851  book 1:stage1-3        $16.95 
   w7859  book 2: stage 4         $16.95

paper toyS 1 & 2 
Actual action toys that can be 
played with! These booklets, each 
contain detailed plans, including 
therapist hints, for making 6 different 
paper toys. Paper, scissors, stapler, 
and a few paper clips are the only 
materials required. Booklet � is 

simpler using only a few snips and folds. Booklet 2 has more 
complicated plans. Both are ideal for bilateral coordination, 
refined grasp and manipulation skills. Also available now as 
a digital download! 

X6702 paper toys 1 - printed edition        $4.95           
X6703 paper toys 2 - printed edition        $4.95
 X6702-d paper toys 1 - digital download $2.50         

          X6703-d paper toys 2 - digital download $2.50 

let’S FolD: 
a Kumon FirSt Step booK
This Kumon First Step book is de-
signed to help young children from 2 
years and older learn important basic 
skills while having fun. The focus is on 
developing; fine motor skills, concen-
tration and focus, spatial awareness 
and a knowledge of shapes. The 40 
page 5x8” book is  full color with bold 
engaging graphics and special paper.

             C5372 let’s Fold  $5.95
             

Kumon FirSt Cutting
The exercises in this workbook will pro-
vide students with the opportunity to 
practice using scissors accurately and 
to improve fine motor control. You get 
40 colorful, visually interesting scissor 
tasks printed on special paper stock, 
just right for cutting. Activities progress 
in difficulty of shape being cut and in 
thickness of lines.  Students start by 
cutting straight lines, and move on to 
angled, curved lines, circles and finally 
irregular shapes.  The line thickness 
start at .5 mil and ends at .3 mil. A 
great way to introduce young children 

to scissors as a basic tool!
  w5362    $8.50

Kangaroo’S early 
Cutting aCtiVitieS
This 47 page book provides students 
the`opportunity to practice fine motor, 
and early perceptual/spatial skills as 
they color, cut, glue and fold the repro-
ducable worksheets. Activities include 
jigsaw puzzles, symmetrical pictures 
and picture construction. Bold, unclut-
tered visually appealing graphics mo-
tivate students to work independently, 
increase concentration and develop the ability to work in an 
orderly fashion. Grounding in these areas ensures smooth 
progression to the next level of development. The activities 
are specifically designed to allow students to experience suc-
cess, developing confidence and a positive self image toward 
themselves as a learner.     C6960   $7.95

DeVeloping SCiSSor 
SKillS aCtiVity booK
What a time saver, a collection of 
scissor training activities. Over 60 
reproducible cutting exercises in a 
90 page spiral bound book. Written 
by pediatric occupational therapists, 
the book reviews the impact of sitting 
posture, shoulder stability, arm and 
wrist control, fine motor skills, visual 
perceptual skills and bilateral inte-
gration on the development of scis-
sor skills. Also proper holding, the 
steps to scissor skill development, 
the left-handed child and pre-scis-
sor activities. Then activity sheets 
for cutting straight lines, lines with 
one and then more than one direc- tional change, curves and 
circles. Next are simple project outlines to reinforce the skills 

practiced on the exercise sheets.     C7399       $37.50

http://shoponline.pfot.com/paper-toys.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product1671.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/developingscissorskillsactivitybook.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/kumon-firstcutting.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/kangarooearlycuttingactivties.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sorry-not-available-details.html
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the 
penCil 
grip
Soft pillow 
pencil grip 
fits children 

or adults and left or right hand-
ed writers. Place thumb on the 
“R” or “L” and other fingers 
fall naturally into a cushioned 
tripod grasp. The larger size 
of this grip seems to work es-
pecially well with small hands, 
helping to maintain thumb 
abduction and an open web-
space.  w3601     $1.79 

    the 
   Jumbo

penCil  
grip

New larger size, same great 
positioning!  The Jumbo 
Grip’s elongated shape and 
larger end makes it perfect 
for maintaining an open web 
space and proper finger 
placement.  So comfortable 
it ‘s like a “pillow” for the fin-
gers. Latex Free.  
       w3634  Jumbo  $2.50  
   

the 
CroSSoVer 
grip

On to a basic 
“The Pencil Grip” 

body, they added a set of 
flexible wings. The wings 
help to maintain a mature 
tri-pod grasp with no hook-
ing or “crossing over” of 
index finger and thumb. For 
either right or left hand use. 
Great grip provides support, 
comfort, and finger place-
ment assistance.  
    w3602  $1.75

grotto
grip
Great sculp-
tured grip fa-
cilitates and 

maintains the fingers in a 
mature tripod grasp each 
and every time.  Unique 
finger guards and special 
angles facilitate an open 
web space and hand and 
palmer arching. Discour-
ages hyper-mobility at  
thumb and index finger 
joints. A grip with all the 
“write” stuff! Latex free.

w3652   $1.65

Spongy penCil gripS 
Fun styles and designs! Soft cushioning foam 
pencil grips. Fits standard pencils and pens. 
Ideal for those writers who squeeze too hard 
or who need a visual &/or tactile cue as to 
where to place fingers. 4 styles (Tip: place 
soapy water or lotion on pencil barrel to aid in 
sliding grip onto pencil.)    

big Dipper penCil
Classic round, wide barrel, pen-
cil with the thick lead we all used  
when we first started writing. Now 
comes eraser tipped.      

w5611 (set of 3)   $1.95

Ferby  penCilS™
A new writing and drawing experience: 
not short, not long, not round, not an-
gular…simply Ferby™ and simply a 
wonderful feel in the hand. Developed 
in cooperation with physiologists and 
educators, the new rounded triangular 
shape and un-lacquered wood barrel 
ensures comfortable, proper grasping 
every time. The well balanced shorter 
than standard length and the extra 
thick, soft lead makes it an ideal begin-
ning pencil.    (set of 3) w3617  $6.95

triangle
primary penCilS
A new twist on the young child pen-
cil - they’re triangle shape! The wide 
barrel, thick lead and three sides fa-
cilitates a more mature grasp, and 
greater control, while eliminating 
rolling. Try them they’re cool!      

w5572  (set of 3)     $1.50

neXt Step
Ferby©
A great in between size 
pencil. Slightly smaller 
than our primary trian-
gular and larger than 
the “Bobby”, but same 
great rounded triangu-
lar shape and smooth 
writing, break resistant 
lead for fine lines.  
w3619 (set of 3) 

$6.95

gel 
grip
Fun 
new grip 

helps make writ-
ing a unique tactile 

experience. Inch long 
grip, in hot colors, provides 
great cushioning comfort, 
reducing hand and finger 
strain. “It looks and feels 
like my pencil is wrapped 
in a squishy gummy bear!”                 

w3722    $.50 

w7703 baseball-bat  $.75

KuSh-n-FleX grip
It looks like  a porcupine, but it’s a pencil 
grip! Hundreds of soft tiny massaging bris-
tles wake up your fingers so writing is never 
boring again! Rub one between palms for 
a great sensory workout or try stacking a 
few on your pen to provide all over input. 

           w7602    $.50

the writing Claw
Unique addition to our extensive line of 
pencil grips.  The Claw’s center opening 
stretches to allow most writing imple-
ments to pass through, making it one of 
the most versatile and easy to use grips 

around.  Once placed over implement, the thumb, index and 
middle fingers each fit into one of the thimble like cups, en-
suring correct finger position and use of a true tripod grasp 
when writing. Works as easily for right or left handed writers 
and is latex free.  Choose from 3 sizes. 

w3632 Small (preschool-2nd gr) $1.60
w3636  medium (3rd-6th gr)          $1.80
w3638  large (7th grade-adult)   $2.00
w3631  Small, med, lge Set       $5.00

w7701 (each)      $.35 
w7702 (30 +)        $.30
w7701-t  traditional round  
w7701-s  Smooth satin finish

SpeCial 
Catalog Coupon:
Thanks for viewing our 
online catalog.! As a 
“Thank you” if you enter 
code cat�7-�0 we will 
take 5% off your  current 
online order. (Expiration 
to be announced)

http://shoponline.pfot.com/thepencilgrip-2pack.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/TheJumboPencilGrip-2pack.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/CrossOverPencilGrip.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/grottopencilgrip.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product573.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/bigdipperpencil-setof3.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/ferbypencils.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/triangleprimarypencil-setof3.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/nextstepferby-setof3.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/Kush-flexGrip.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product1275.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/gelpencilgrip-2pack.html


pinCh grip
The New “Pinch 
Grip” designed 
by the folks at 
“The Pencil Grip” 

as step down or interim 
grip between The Pencil 
Grip and the Cross-Over 
Grip.

w3633    $1.79
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tri-grip penCilS
The high tech appear-
ance of this quality pri-
mary pencil draws chil-
dren to it and to writing.  
In addition to its silvery 
good looks, other quali-
ties include a full-length, 
lightweight, rounded tri-
angular shaft covered 
with rubberized “grippy” 
dots, and a soft, dark 
lead.  Design features 
facilitate a comfortable, 
non-sl ip, three-point 
grasp and darker writing 
with less pressure for the 
young hand.   
 w7452  Jumbo  (Set of 

3)  $5.95

tri-go grip
These plastic grips are 
designed for quick and 
easy use. There are three 
molded holes where fin-
gers set, the biggest hole 
is for the thumb. Holes 
allow fingers to touch the 
pencil for greater tactile 
input. Can easily be used 
by lefties or righties.

w3608    $1.00

Start-right™ 
grip
The big grip with the big 
heart. Uniquely shaped 
grip is great at developing 
a three point, opposed, 
pencil grasp. Effectively 
blocks thumb IP exten-
sion and facilitates thumb 
opposition. A wonder-
ful new grip, especially 
for younger children.  

          w7310     $1.75

Stetro grip 
Much softer and more pliable 
than original Stetros to insure 
greater comfort and easier work-
ability for all ages. With new ul-
tra bright fluorescent colors and 
increased comfort, children will 
not only write properly but more 
willingly too! Buy them individu-
ally or in packs of 30 or more.      

w5501  (each)         $.35
w5502  (30+)            $.30

Solo grip
This “sting ray” shaped grip 
goes on pencils the same 
way for right and left handed 
users. The “R” and “L” indi-
cate the thumb placement, 
index and middle fingers 
then fall comfortably into 
place. Made of latex free 
rubber, the solo grip comes 
in a variety of fun colors.        

w3606    $.75

big penCil 
triangle grip
Designed to fit easily on 
thick primary pencils this 
big chunky plastic grip helps 
open tight fingers and en-
courages a tripod grasp.

w3626   $.75

ConFuSeD?  
“grip Sampler 

paCK”
Is just the answer. 

One each of our most 
popular grips - at a 
discounted price!
w7083   $14.95

(Price may adjust as 
new grips are added/
discontinued. Writing 
Claws not  included)

butter penCil grip
The round shape of the 
Ark Butter Grip serves as a 
tactile cue around which the 
fingers grasp, promoting an 
open web space, arch sup-
port and proper placement 
of fingertips in relation to 
tip of pencil. Works equally 
well for right or left handed 
writers on standard pencils 
and with most pens.  The 
�” diameter readily fits the 
hands of children and young 
adults.  2 per pack.

w8809    $7.99
w2515l  left Small  $10.50
w2512l  left med.    $10.95
w2514l  left large  $10.95  

the write right
penCil grip anD train-
er
Using the “shark-like” Write Right 

pencil grip to develop a mature and efficient dynamic tripod grasp is as 
easy as, “pinch the eyes, cover the mouth and wrap your fingers 
around the tail.”  These design features act as visual cues to aid in 
proper finger placement.  Other unique design features include, the 
firm, slightly rough outer surface providing lots of tactile feedback, 
the patented shape and the permanently attached lead pencil. The 
WriteRight works every time!  With improved, more comfortable pencil 
grasp comes improved pencil control, more legible handwriting with 
greater endurance.  Developed by an OT, the WriteRight grip comes 
in 3 children’s sizes with different moldings for right and left handed 
grasps.  Try it; you and your students will definitely like it!

w2515r  right Small  $10.50                
w2512r  right med     $10.95
w2514r  right large  $10.95

pFot mini penCil
The round pencil barrel 
and lead are both of stan-
dard size but the short-
ened length makes it easy 
for little hands to control.  
Comes sharpened with an 
eraser. 
   w7201  (set of 3)  $1.00

http://shoponline.pfot.com/pinch-grip-details.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/jumbotrigrippencil-setof3.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/zanerbloserpencilgrip-tri-go-like-2pack.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/startwritegrip.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product558.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sologrip.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/bigpenciltrianglegrip-2pack.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/gripsamplerpack.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/butterpencilgrip-2pack.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/writerightpencil.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pfotminipencil-setof3.html
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triangular 
CrayonS
Plastic triangular 
shaped crayons are 
washable off floors 

and walls and can be sharpened. 
Great shape for reinforcing proper 
grasp. �2 in a pack.   
      w7414   $3.95

penCil
& pen weightS
Easy to use, �.5 oz. Ceram-
ic weight fits most standard 
stick pens and pencils. 
Simple O-rings let you 
tailor placement for 
each user. The weight 
increases feedback and proprioception so 
there is more awareness of hand and fingers 
resulting in greater control and tolerance.       
     w3627  one weight  $  4.50 
       w3621   Set of 3       $12.95

Flip CrayonS
These unique tiny new crayons make 
coloring fun and a fine motor chal-
lenge. Improve fine motor coordina-
tion as kids use in-hand manipulation 
skills to switch from one end of the 
crayon to the other. Short Length also 
helps promote a proper grasp. Comes 
in �0 colors split between 5 crayons. 
Set includes �0 crayons- 2 of each 
combination or a classroom pack.  
w2990  10 CrayonS  $2.95
w2681   Classroom pack
 206 crayons    $29.95

pen again - ergoSoFt pen
With the unique cradling “Y” shape of the 
PenAgain you really do not need to grip the 
pen with your fingers, as the weight of your 
hand will keep the pen in place. This reduces 
tension and stress throughout the fingers, 
hand and wrist. You can write longer with 
greater ease. Great for anyone who has to 
write a lot or tends to squeeze their pen too 
tight. Now comes with a soft rubber-coating for 
extra comfort and style, retractable tip, pocket 
clip and 2 additional black refills. Try it, you’ll 
like it!      w4880  $5.95

w4877 refill (2 black)  $1.95

ChilDren’S
twiSt up penCil
Hooray! Same great stress 
reducing, muscle relaxing 
shape but now it’s a pencil! 
w4180      4pk for $6.95
w4180r refill leads $2.00

w1424  pencil refill (6 pc)       $1.95
o1415   Vibe pen tips (4)      $14.95
o1402   bite-Chew tips(3)     $11.95

heaVyweight penCil
This weighted lead pencil packs a 
number of really great functions into 
one attractive and durable writing 
implement. The balanced weight, 
ergonomic grip and thick 2.0mm 
lead combine to make it an easy and 
very successful implement for many 
people, children included. Traditional 
pencils can be uncomfortable, result-
ing in poor performance and broken 
leads. Weighs 4.2oz and comes with 9 
refill leads.              w3140   $24.95

Jumbo 
triangle CrayonS
Hooray, jumbo triangle 
crayons are back! 
These �2 high 
quality crayons, 
with a slightly wider 
profile, have more color 
pigments resulting in 
brilliant colors, a smooth 
texture and no waxy build up. The best news 
is the triangular shape fosters a correct 
three point writing grasp and ends frustrat-
ing “roll away!”     w7450   $5.95

Crayon & 
penCil Sharpener 
Sharp crayons are a luxu-
ry you can now have with 
this convenient take along 
pencil and crayon sharpener.  
Simply rotate cover to reveal dual open-
ings, sharpen, and then rotate cover back 
in place.  Canister stores shavings until it 
can be emptied for less mess in your ther-
apy bag or a backpack.      

C5462     $2.25

! ChoKing hazarD Small parts not for under 3.

! ChoKing hazarD Small parts not for under 3.

Crayon 
roCKS
Unique, small 
stone shaped 
crayons in 8 vi-
brant colors. The 
small size and 
uneven shape make them perfect for facilitating 
and strengthening the hand and finger muscles 
used in maintaining a tri-pod grasp. Crayon Rocks 
help prepare the hand for handwriting. Takes little 
effort to apply a lot of color.  Made in the USA of 
all natural soy wax and natural mineral powders. 
Comes in drawstring bag.              w1751    $4.95

mini ColoreD penCilS
“Little pencils for little hands “, and 
now they come in a rainbow of col-
ors. You get twelve, 3 ½ inch colored 
pencils in a pocket sized vinyl pouch. 
A great size for facilitating a more 
mature pencil grasp from bit kids and 
little kids as well.        w5557   $1.95

tranQuil penCil Kit  
For those that want-need to bite when 
they write. All the pieces you need final-
ly in one cool, easy to keep organized 
kit! Comes with a double ended Z-Vibe, 
(with either the original aluminum z-vibe 
body or the New Durable plastic body) 
pencil tip converter, 6 refill pencils and 
3 bite tips. Refills of each part also avil-
able.
o1498 tranq w/new z-Vibe    $39.95
o1495 tranq w/original z-V   $47.95

! ChoKing hazarD Small parts not for under 3.

http://shoponline.pfot.com/product887.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/skinnytrianglecrayons-noweraseabl.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product492.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product786.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/twistuppencils.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/theheavyweightpencil.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/jumbotrianglebeeswaxcrayons.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/crayon-pencilsharpener.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/crayonrocks.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product28.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/tranq.html


Jumbo 
triangle 
CrayonS 
Hooray, triangle 
crayons are back! These �2 high quality 
crayons have more color pigments result-
ing in brilliant colors, a smooth texture and 
no waxy build up. The best news is the tri-
angular shape fosters a correct three point 
writing grasp and ends frustrating “roll 
away!”      w7450  $5.95
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twin hole 
Sharpener
This pencil sharp-
ener has two holes, 
fitting all our pencils, 
thick, thin and any-
thing in between. 
Keeps all shav-

ings contained. Handy to have when 
its time for writing practice.     

w3623   $4.95

mini twiSt up 
CrayonS 
Set  comes with eight 
long lasting “me-
chanical” 
crayons 
that nev-
er need 
sharpening.  Twist bottom of plastic 
hexagonal barrel to advance crayon. 
Great for little unpracticed hands. No 
more broken crayons.   w1106   $5.95

tri-grip marKerS
Rounded triangular barrel de-
sign with Grip dots for easier, 
more relaxed grasping, greater 
control and no rolling off table! 
Washable fine line markers in 
�0 bright, water soluble, non 
toxic colors. Ventilated safety 
cap prevents choking.

w7417   3.95

Color Changing 
marKerS
These are real mag-

ic! �2 non-
toxic colored 
markers 
completely 

change the 
color when gone over with the magic pen. 
2 magic pens included in each set. Watch 
yellow turn to red and black to pink, etc. 
Use your imagination and have fun. Per-
fect motivator for those who are writing-
phobic.          w1101   $7.95

pFot
mini penCil
The round pencil barrel and lead 
are both of standard size but the 
shortened length makes it easy 
for little hands to control.  Comes 
sharpened with an eraser.          

   w7201  (set of 3)  $1.00

tri-grip
ColoreD penCilS
Same rounded triangular 
shape and Grip dots as with 
the Faber Castell markers 
and graphite pencil. Improves 
pencil control and grasp pat-
terns while the pigment rich 
colors make art work really 
“pop”! Made from reforested 
wood helping preserve natu-
ral forests. �2 to a box. 
          w7418   $6.95

! ChoKing hazarD Small parts not for under 3.
! ChoKing hazarD Small parts not for under 3.

 penCil tip Kit
A long awaited addition to the 
Z-Vibe line! Kit comes with one 
screw-in adapter that allows 
a Z-Vibe or Double Z-Vibe to 
hold a pencil, 6 appropriately 
2” pencils; � pencil sharpener. 
Use pencil tip on one end and 
bite tip on other for a perfect 
in-class or at home writing & 
stress-busting instrument. (Z-
vibe sold separately)   
w1423 pencil Kit only $9.95
w1424 pencil refill     $1.95
 (6 pc)

Z-Vibe  A smAll, pencil-
sized, low frequency vibrAting 
orAl motor tool.   
o1406     z-Vibe           $39.95 
o1415   pen tips (4)    $14.95
o1402   bite tips(3)     $11.95 
o1410 replacement battery   
 each $3.50

grip teC 
meChaniCal penCil 
This thick-leaded mechanical 
pencil has a molded tip to re-
inforce an appropriate tripod 
grasp. No additional pencil grip 
is needed and so no grip can 
get lost or removed. Thickest 
lead available resists breaking. 

Additional leads are available.  Please choose right or left 
handed. w7320  right hand   $1.00
 w7323   left hand     $1.00
 w7325 10 pack right hand   $9.00
 w7327 10 pack    left hand   $9.00

SCratCh art 
mini note
You get a box full of 
�25 note sized sheets 
of Rainbow Scratch Art 
paper each 3 ¾” x 3 
¾” inches in size and a 
wooden stylus. Perfect 

size for each student in a group to practice 
letters, shapes, tracing or just create a happy 
color filled picture or design.  Powerfully mo-
tivating way to encourage handwriting and 

fine motor skills. w2524     $7.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/twin-hole-pencil-sharpner.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/twistupcrayons.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/gripmarkers.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/colorchangingmarkers.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pfotminipencil-setof3.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/trigripcoloredpencils.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/penciltipkit.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product1179.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/scratchartmininote.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/jumbotrianglebeeswaxcrayons.html
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eVo-pen
A truly unique shape in writing implements. It 
follows the contour of the fingers and elimi-
nates some of the difficulties associated with 
standard shaped writing implements. Its thin 
size also promotes a more dynamic grasp. Try 
it with school age children and writing-phobics, 
as well as the physically involved. Great for adults too (try 
it at report writing time!) 
w6620   evo pen   $3.95    w6621 3 ink refills $3.95

DeluXe 
weighteD penCil hoLder 
pediAtric size

Vinyl covered sleeve/holder used for increasing weight 
of writing implements.  Holder is 4-in. long, 3/4” in diam-
eter and weighs 4.0 oz. Comes with a pencil and small 
allen wrench for adjusting the 3 set screws which hold 
the pencil in place. Works best with shorter implements.               
w3624    $25.95

ring writer™ Clip
Unique clip with the two linked rings, 
automatically positions and angles a 
writing implement for proper grasping.  
Little to no gripping ability is needed 
but an opposed grasp with open web-
space is facilitated. Comes in 3 sizes 
to accommodate child and adult sized 

fingers. Reduces hand and finger strain, so great for those with 
arthritis as well as improper pencil grasps. Try it yourself during 
report writing! 

w3612-C  3 piece set (1 small,medium,large)         $9.95
w3614  25 piece set  (10 sm, 10 med, 5 large)    $49.95

StanDarD 
weighteD penCil  holDer 
pediAtric size

Same 4 inch long weighted holder but 
without the deluxe vinyl cover. You 
get one long weighted sleeve with 
a 5/8” dia and 3 ¾ oz weight. Made 
from same material as the pencil 
weights but with the 3 set screws can 
hold items up to 5/�6 of an inch in 
diameter. Comes with allen wrench 
and pencil.      w3686  $22.95

! ChoKing hazarD Small parts not for under 3.

hanDiwriter
This clever device does a number of 
things, all at one time to help maintain 
proper position of pencil in hand. To 
use: place the large loop around wrist, 
so that charm hangs straight down. 
Now hold charm into palm using ring 
and little fingers, then grasp pencil 
and place other loop around upper 
end of pencil. The pull or tension created helps keep the pencil 
at an appropriate angle in the web space. Many children respond 
favorably to this pull saying, they like the feel in their hand. The 
friendly plastic charm, facilitates isolation of the two sides of the 
hand by keeping the ulnar side closed. Recommended for use 
with implements a minimum length of 5 inches.  

w5577 Dolphin Charm $4.95
w5579  Sport   Charm  $4.95

pre-writing
patternS
This 64 page book presents a 
simple, systematic, and fun ap-
proach to practicing the 6 basic 
prewriting patterns that are es-
sential to letter formation and 
handwriting fluency. Includes 
60 reproducible practice pages 
and a checklist.

w6241   $12.95

Dry eraSe
marKerS
Thin point dry erase markers in 6 
colors. Great for wipe off writing ac-
tivities and boards. (Please test on 
small area
 before using.)                      

w1111    $4.95

pFot 
Coloring booK
First coloring book of its 
kind!  This unique book con-
tains 3 sets of 8 pictures.  
In each set the major lines 
that make up the drawing 
are of different widths.  The 
lines of the �st set are ¼ 
in. wide and by the 3rd set 
the lines are down to �/�6 
in.  This concrete progres-
sion allows everyone; child, 

parent and teacher/therapist, to take note of and docu-
ment progress in hand and arm control. Additionally, the 
teacher now can give all members of the class the same 
coloring page regardless of their skill level.  Works the 
same for scissor use and cutting skills.      
        w4130   $11.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/product561.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product503.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pencilholder.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/handiwriter.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pre-writing-patterns.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/dryerasemarkers.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/choosealinecoloringbook.html
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raiSeD lineD paper-right line paper
This unique paper actually has raised green lines! The raised 
line assists children (and adults) by providing a physical bump 
to help “feel” where to stop. This bright white paper 8�/2 x ��” 
printed with green lines, comes in 2 widths. Wide rule, with a 
dashed line or narrow ruled.
       
   w6630 wide rule    (25 sheets)       $11.95
   w6631 wide rule  (125 sheets)     $23.50
  w6632 wide rule  (250 sheets)     $42.95
   w6640 narrow rule   (25 sheets)       $11.95
 w6641 narrow rule (125 sheets)     $23.50
 w6642 narrow  rule (250 sheets)     $42.95

Stop & go
raiSeD line paper
On this unusual paper the bottom 
and top writing lines are bright 
red as well as raised. It provides 
a strong visual and physical cue, 
prompting the student where to 
start and stop writing. Only wide 
ruled available.

  w6650Stop & go (25 sheets)      $13.95
  w6651 Stop&go (125 sheets)     $36.95
  w6652 Stop&go (250 sheets)     $57.95

hi-ContraSt
blaCK raiSeD lineD paper
Why are most writing papers lined in 
green?  Don’t know. Well, this spe-
ciality paper actually has raised black 
lines! The rich black is a high contrast 
against the bright white paper. Helpful 
for low vision children, and others who 
need more awareness of the lines. The 
slightly raised line provides a physical 
bump to help “feel” where to stop. 8�/2 
x ��” comes in 2 widths. Wide rule, with 
a dashed line or narrow ruled.       

paper 
Sampler paCK
5 sheets of each of 
our speciality writ-
ing papers includ-
ing: Wide raised 
line- green, Narrow 
raised line-green, 
Raised line Stop & 
Go, Smart start K-�; 
Smart start �-2 pa-

pers, Wide raised line- black, Narrow raised line-black. Total 
number of  40 sheets of paper.          w6669    $13.95

Smart Start 
writing paper
This “sky to ground” paper is so bright 
and cheerful looking, students are 
happy to use it. The bold graphics and 
color coded lines; blue top line (sun/
cloud); red dashed line and green (flow-
ers/grass) bottom line, allow children to 
more easily understand the concept of lines and spaces. The 
paper uses little pictures prompt children to start at the sky and 
pull down to the ground to form letters correctly. The horizontal 
K-� paper is ruled at �”, while the vertical grades �-2 paper is 
ruled at 5/8”.   

w6701  K-1  100 shts   $  8.95
w6702  K-1  360 shts   $22.95
w6703  K-1  720 shts   $31.95

w6744  1-2   100 shts   $  8.95
w6745  1-2   360 shts   $22.95
w6746  1-2   720 shts   $31.95

raiSeD line notebooK
Same great raised line paper now in 
50 page spiral note-book format.  Nar-
row ruled with green lines.  Perfect for 
journals and other daily writing assign-
ments.  No more single sheets to loose 
or fall on the floor.     w6005   $19.95

w6008  wide rule     (125 sheets)    $21.95
w0009  narrow rule (125 sheets)     $21.95

                   

e-z eDit paper
This (spiral bound) writ-
ing tablet has 50, two-
sided pages.  Developed 
for teachers to easily 
leave comments and cor-
rections on a student’s 
paper, we have found it 

very useful for children who are working to master writing 
but are confused by writing lines. The 8 ½ x �� inch pages 
have alternating bright yellow and white writing lines/bars. 
Children are automatically drawn to write within the yellow 
space giving their writing a neater more even appearance.   

   C5146     $6.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/raisedlinespiralnotebook.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/black-paper.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/raised-line.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/e-zeditpaper.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/stop-paper.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/papersamplerpack.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/smart-paper.html
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white boarD 
CrayonS
The perfect companion 
for our Magnetic Write 
and Wipe board. These 
8 colorful crayons wipe 
clean with the rub of a 
paper towel. Safe and non-toxic, they have no odor, never 
dry out, do not stain hands or clothes and are long lasting. 
Crayons provide greater traction for increased control over 
markers and the rubbing is a great way to increase hand and 
arm strength and stability.

w5635   Jumbo whiteboard crayons  $2.25
w7491  Skinny whiteboard crayons   $1.95

better bumpy paper:
Coloring booKS
We have begun referring to these as 
the “sky high” coloring books. That’s 
because the raised outlines of the 
drawings are the highest we have 
ever seen. This provides the greatest 
quanity of tactile input and the greatest 
deterrent to coloring outside the lines. 
Wonderfully successful for children with 
poor coordination, sensory irregularities 
and/or low vision. Level one books are 
simplier with a single object to color. 
Level 2 pictures are more complex and 
scene-like. 

level 1: 
w5750 on the Farm         $17.95
w5752  back to School   $17.95

level 2:
w5754  Spring is here!    $17.95
w5756  autumn leaves $17.95

Smart Start Super Slate
This 9”x �2” dry erase board, printed 
with the colorful sky to 
ground pictures and 
lines makes writing 
practice a fun, take 
along activity. Marker 
included.                  

w6717  $8.95

! ChoKing hazarD Small parts not for under 3.

mazeS 
For ageS 4-6
Over 30 beautifully illustrated, full 
color pages of mazes in this 8 ½ x 
��-inch workbook.  Work in crayon, 
pencil or with fingertip to get all the 
characters where they have to go.  
Solving mazes is a fun, motivat-
ing way to get preschoolers and 
kindergarten age children to work 
on developing visual motor control, 
fine motor skills, attention to detail, 
and thinking skills.  These high interest, appealingly drawn 
scenes are also chock full of opportunities for expanding 
receptive and expressive language.           w9752   $2.95

letter ConStruCtion 
aCtiVity Set
Attractive, beautifully made set of 60 color coded plastic 
pieces snap together to build all the upper and lower 
case letters of the alphabet. Activity cards show you what 
component pieces you need 
to collect and provide a full 
color guild for construction.  
Reinforces letter construc-
tion, pre-writing skills along 
with motor planning and fine 
motor skills.  Largest piece is 
�0” in length.

w7868    $39.95

Kumon FirSt mazeS   
For children ages 3, 4 and 5 this 
first book of mazes is a great 
way to build a strong founda-
tion for pencil skills and reason-
ing ability.  There are 80 bright 
colorful mazes which progress 
from simple to more complex.  
Two and three dimensional il-
lustrations keep interests high 
and help motivate for improved 
pencil control, visual perception 
and decision making. 
          w5369   $8.50

http://shoponline.pfot.com/better.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/mazesforages4-6.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/kumon-firstmazes.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/smartstartslate.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/whitebrdcrayons.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/letterconstruction.html


abC Dot to Dot
A fun 8 ½ x ��-inch preschool workbook filled 
with 30 dot-to-dot exercises.  The dots are 
joined in alphabetical order to complete ador-
able pictures featuring animals engaged in 
everyday childhood activities.  These quality, 
high interest pictures in color and black will also 
generate an abundance of language opportuni-
ties.  Illustrations depict the four seasons and 

become more complicated as they move from “A-J” , “A-O”, “A-T” 
and finally “A-Z”.  Place sheets under a clear acetate or Plexiglas 
cover to reuse.  Great for building letter recognition and visual motor 
coordination.          w9753   $2.95
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w r i t i n g  r e a D i -
neSS:
let’S Do it write!
This writing readiness work-
book is written in an engag-
ing, child centered style, fun 
for both kids and parents. 
“Benjy, the bear” helps the 
child play games and do ac-
tivities that address problems 
with the elements of prewrit-
ing including, sitting posture, 

hand strength, pencil grasp, spatial orientation, shape 
formation and problem solving. There are ��2 beautifully 
illustrated, spiral bound pages with many unique and 
creative activities. Written by an OT who is also a spe-
cial educator. Great resource for parents, teachers and 
therapists providing home and classroom programs.                
          w3124   $19.95 

Copying 
From the boarD-
let’S Do it write!
Benjy the bear is back with a 
wide variety of graded activities 
to help children copy accurately 
and legibly from the board. Spiral 
bound book offers ��2 pages of 
illustrated, entertaining exercises 
for developing better eye hand 
coordination, visual and auditory 
memory, ocular motor skills, fig-
ure ground and near-point/far-

point copying in both manuscript and cursive writing. Written by 
Gail Kushnir, Occupational Therapist/special educator. This is a 
truly wonderful resource for parents, teachers and therapists.               

w3126     $19.95

pre-printing praCtiCe
A comprehensive set of 25 write on/wipe off boards rein-
forcing the 9 strokes necessary for learning how to print 
and control a pencil.  From “tall” and “long” straight lines 
they move to more complicated strokes such as angled 
lines, circles, and curved lines. The graphics are color-
ful and engaging, so helping children feel successful and 
gain mastery over a complex task. 
        w8034      $15.95

touCh anD traCe SanDpaper CarDS
These sets are perfect for delivering just the right amount of 
tactile input for reinforcing correct formation and identification 
of letters and numbers.  The specially formulated tracing is 
not too rough & scratchy, allowing for repeated use without 
irritating skin but not too soft & smooth as not to leave a sensory 
effect.  Cards are a generous 4”x5” with green dots indicating 
where to begin tracing and red dots where to stop.  Directional 
arrows teach correct letter/number formation.  Each set also 
includes multisensory activities for letter-sound recognition and 
instructions in English, Spanish & French.
 C4027  uppercase letter Set – 26 cards  $16.95
 C4029  lowercase letter Set – 26 cards  $16.95
 C4025              numbers Set–  30 cards   $16.95
 C4020 upper & lowercase letter Sets    $32.95

reDi-SpaCe paper
This patented writing paper designed 
to improve legibility, was developed by 
occupational therapists specializing in 
handwriting remediation. All sheets, 
front and back, are printed with inno-
vative cues for impacting proper spac-
ing between letters and words, and 

for regulating letter size and letter alignment on the lines. 
There are even green & red colored margins lines to indi-
cate on which side of the paper to start the writing line and 
where to stop. Try a 48-page pack of refill notebook paper 
and watch legibility improve immediately. Also helps with 
number alignment for math problems.

w3645   $4.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/writingreadiness-letsdoitwrite.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/CopyingFromTheBoard.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/redi-spacepaper.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/preprintingpractice.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/texturedletters.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/abc-dot-todot.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/CopyingFromTheBoard.html


SpeCial Catalog Coupon:
Thanks for viewing our online catalog.! As a 
“Thank you” if you enter code cat�7-�0 we will 
take 5% off your current online order. 
(Expiration to be announced)

myStery boX
Who doesn’t LOVE 
a good mystery! We 
take a standard ship-
ping box and stuff it 
with all kinds of fun 
goodies. We can’t tell 
you what will be in 
it (that would ruin the surprise!), but we can tell you 
that the total retail value will be AT LEAST double the 
price!*  Check the Specials page online.
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magnetiC
Drawing boarD
This �2”x 9” magnetic drawing board 
feature a sturdy writing surface, 2 
shape stamps, attached magnetic 
pen and slide eraser. A fun, easy, 
take along way to work on writing and 
drawing. These have become such a 
classic toy every child needs at least 
one!         w6300   $11.95

water wizarD  
Watch your design come to life 
and then evaporate leaving a 
magically clean and inviting 
slate for your next master-
piece. The specially treat-
ed, �2 x 9 inch board 
comes with one water 
pen (that you fill) 
and is housed in a 
portable laptop like carry case that unfolds to create an up-
right writing/display surface. An amazingly motivating tool for 
practicing letters, words, shapes and numbers and for free-
ing the creative side in all of us.      w0407    $29.95 

String along Kit
It’s a frustration free stitching, 
lacing, pattern following wonder! 
Unique design board, �8 colorful 
laces and kid-safe punch pen invite 
free play or copy the �6 full color 
patterns .Punch pen uses similar 
grasp and movement patterns as 
a pencil, so visual motor control is 
practiced and design copy skills, 
counting and spatial relations are 
reinforced.  A fun, re-usable, “pic-
ture perfect” product for everyone.

w3515   $19.95

magiC pen - 
Color blaSt painting 
Use the pen on the shaded ar-
eas of the pictures to produce 
amazing colorful works of art. 
Work carefully to fully reveal all 
the hidden colors. Comes with 
magic pen & booklet containing 
24 pictures. A fun, motivating 
and easily successful pen and 
paper  activity.   
             w5535    $4.95

ozobot
Time to add some excitement  to 
learning pencil control! Amazing 
mini robot that follows any line you 
draw. Add learning  program with 
markers; progressing from simply 
following a path to performing tricks 
and solving puzzles. Any marker, 
any paper! 

 r1400   $49.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/waterwizard.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/stringalongkit.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/ozobot.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/colorblastpainting.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/magnetic-draw.html


wipe Clean 
worKSheet CoVerS
This amazingly useful set of �0 clear, dry 
erase sleeves, turn any worksheet, coloring 
page or paragraph into a reusable learning or 
therapy exercise. Saves paper and prep time 
while engaging students in fun, motivating 
activities.  Use with our dry erase markers 
for easy wipe off fun or with our whiteboard 
crayons for some extra arm, hand and fin-
ger strengthening. The large 9” x �2” covers 
are so versatile you will wonder how you got 
along without them all this time. Reinforce 
coloring, tracing, writing, design copy, dot to 
dot, mazes… etc. Idea guide included. Don’t 
need all �0... share with a friend!   
    X6255   $22.95
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SQuiggle  wiggle  writ-
er
Writing has never been so much fun! 
This motorized pen is now streamlined, 
making it thinner and lighter then ear-
lier versions and more durable then 
cheap imitations. Runs on � AA Battery 
and comes with 5 colored ink cartridg-
es. Squiggling Wiggling and vibrating 
through any writing or drawing activity. 
This is the most fun you can have with 
a pen! Ideal for writing phobics of all 
ages. (Sorry - battery not included.) 
        w3201         $6.95

! warning:
ChoKing hazarD-Small parts.

m i n i  a Q u a  C o l o r i n g 
boarDS
Set comes with three totally reusable coloring 
boards. Boards are bound together, so you 
can’t lose one and a water pen. Like pages 
in a coloring book but instead of crayons, use 
the water pen to fill in each area with vibrant 
color. When it fades away you are ready to do 
it again. An amazingly motivating tool to get 
children to practice their coloring skills. No 
waxy crayons to lose, break or melt. Perfect, 
small no mess, travel activity for young chil-

DooDle traCK Car
This amazing little sports car 
will follow the twists and turns 
on a track you draw!  While 
it looks like magic, it’s really 
an exclusive patented tech-
nology.  The car has optical 
sensors that read any bold 
black line drawn on a white 
background. Comes with an 
official marker but you can 
use any marker or crayon. 
Children are highly motivated to keep their race car moving and so they 
are highly motivated to keep drawing tracks!  A truly amazing tool for 
working on pencil control.                                w5739   $17.95

traVel eaSel 
Uniquely engineered travel easel 
provides 3 different drawing surfaces at 3 different angles. White 
board surface can be folded flat like a lap desk or angled like an 
easel as can sheets of paper placed under whiteboard clips. Chalk 
board surface is around back and slightly less angled. Storage 
draws on both sides and in front hold chalk, markers, pastels, col-
ored pencils, sponge, sharpener and drawing pad, all included.  Add 
your own crayons and you have a lightweight, take anywhere art 
studio with angled drawing/writing surfaces. 
               w7420   $34.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/doodletrackcar.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/WaterWOW-PaintwithWater.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/SquiggleWiggleWriter.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/traveleasel.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/wipecleanworksheetcovers.html
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Do-a-Dot paint
The non-messy, successful every time, way to make 
pictures. Just twist off cap from the sponge tip ap-
plicator and start “dotting”. Use it to trace lines, color 
pictures or just let the imagination loose to create 
one of a kind designs. Easy set up and clean up, no 
cups, brushes or water needed. Do-A-Dot is actu-
ally nontoxic, water based ink which allows layering 
and blending of colors. Available in a 4 pack Rain-
bow set with red, yellow, blue and green applicators 
and a sheet of 20 project ideas and applications.  

          

Spyro gryro  
This crazy motorized stylist creates a 
continuous series of 3 different shapes, 
(squares, circles and triangles). The 
harder you press on the free float-
ing stylist, the smaller and tighter the 
shapes emerge.  Ease up on the pres-
sure and the shapes get bigger.  It takes 
a steady hand with good midrange con-
trol to master this cool pen but even the 
practice is twisted, good fun!    

  w1226   $12.95

Do-a-Dot booKS
These books are a delightful collection of  pictures, 
designs or letters & numbers, just for dotting! Each 
is 24-28 pages printed on heavy stock paper, perfo-
rated for easy removal. Some designs are comprised 
of circles for beginning dotters, others are spaced for 
dotting but without the circles. 2 book sets are avail-
able at a discounted price or pick fam, zoo, or sea 
themed books. 
X9003  mighty trucks and Critters      $11.95
X9002  play to learn & Discover my world      

         $11.95
X9003z   at the zoo          $5.95
X9002F   at the Farm          $5.95
X9002S   under the Sea     $5.95

magnatabS: 
CurSiVe - print - numberS -   Free play!
This unique sensory-motor product will have children 
asking you if they can practice their letters! Players use 
the magnetic stylus as their pencil and the bead board. 
(��x9) as their paper. Trace each letter using the stylus 
and directional arrow provided. It is fascinating to watch 
as the magnetic stylus pulls beads up to create solid 
lines and curves. Erase, or release beads back down 
by pushing with the top of a finger. The sensory input 
received reinforces the lesson being worked. With the 
Free Play board, (6x7) you get to let your imagination 
run wild! Have fun, this is way cool!

C1351  magnatab-upper case Cursive        $24.95  
C1354  magnatab- lower case Cursive        $24.95 
C1361  magnatab - numbers (0-9)               $19.95  
C1363  Cursive Combo Set lower & upper $54.95

C1331  magnatab - upper case print    $28.95  
C1334  magnatab-lower case print       $28.95 
C1330  print Combo Set lower & upper  $54.95

C1339  magnatab Free play board (Just all dots) 
              $19.95

pull the String  
This very unique play board 
lets you write and draw us-
ing a pen threaded with col-
orful strings. Thread the pen 
and push the tip into one of 
the holes in the board. When 
you lift the pen the string will 
stay in the board. Repeat this 
action to create an endless 
variety of colored lines and 
shapes. If you make a mistake 
or want to start again, simply 

pull the string for a clean slate. Similar to our “String Along,” but more 
resistive heavy duty board for added hand and finger strengthening. 
Comes with one board and pen, �5 design cards and 8  strings. A fun 
motivating way to work our design copy, spatial awareness and pencil 
control.   w8084   $17.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/SpyroGyro.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/magnatab.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pullthestring.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/do-dot.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/do-dot.html
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Dot-to-Dot 
booKS
Basic fun for basic skills! Try 
it the old fashioned way with a 
pencil or with something new! 
Try colored pencils for rainbow 
work, Wikki Stix for extra finger 
work, erasable or color chang-
ing markers for precise pencil 
control.  Fun way to reinforce 
number, letter and directional-
ity skills.
w1805 (1-10) $3.95
w1806 (1-30) $3.95

hiDDen piCture moSaiCS
These appear as random geometric 
shapes, but color in the spaces following 

the color chart given and 
watch a beautiful hidden 
picture develop! 2 books, 
each with different pictures 
and motor skill required.
 w4440 young Child       
     $2.95  
 w4441 older  Child        
     $4.95

maze booKS
Most children find mazes interesting 
and entertaining and these convenient 
little books offer an assortment. The be-
ginners book has simpler designs and 
wider spaces, making it a great pre-
writing activity.  The older child book 
has more complex designs, narrower 
paths and lots of twists and turns. Ideal 
for planning, sequencing, and pencil 
control.
w1821 my First mazes  $2.95   

w1822  older mazes      $4.95

olDer ChilD 
Coloring booK ColleCtion
A 3 book set that will have you coloring by let-
ters, numbers and then symbols. Pictures be-
come progressively more detailed increasing 
the visual and fine motor workout with each 
book.            w1815   $6.95

young 
Coloring booK ColleCtion
Set comes with 2 basic coloring books for 
young children, each with their own special 
twist. One has very simple pictures with broad 
black outlines. The second book is color by 
number with each picture segment numbered 
for coloring following the color key. Books are 
small in size so amount of coloring is not over-
whelming. A terrific set for developing coloring 
skills, color recognition and direction following.    
   w1800   $4.95

maze ColleCtion
A new assortment of 3 progres-
sively more difficult maze books. 
The books also graduate in size so 
that the easiest mazes are in the 
smallest book etc. For ages 3-adult, 
everyone can enjoy solving these 
puzzles. Builds visual skills, pencil 
control and perseverance.   

   w1803   $10.95

pre-writing
patternS
This 64 page book presents a 
simple, systematic, and fun ap-
proach to practicing the 6 basic 
prewriting patterns that are es-
sential to letter formation and 
handwriting fluency. Includes 
60 reproducible practice pages 
and a checklist.

w6241   $12.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/pre-writing-patterns.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/hidden-mosaics.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/older-coloring.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product525.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product527.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/youngchildcoloringbookcollection.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/mazecollection.html
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mat For wooD pieC-
eS 
(Not pictured)
8 ½ x ��”  blue foam mat used with 
the wood pieces to practice form-
ing capital letters.  Yellow smile 
face in upper left corner helps ori-
ent children spatially so formation 
is learned in the correct sequence 
and orientation. Try making “mat 

Capital
letter CarDS
For wooD pieCeS
A readiness product used to introduce capital letters to beginning 
writers. Children place the wood pieces on the letter cards as 
shown, in the order the letter is made. 26 cards on heavy stock 
paper each with a smile face printed in upper left corner and a 
picture of an object beginning with that letter.  Students love the 
successful nature of this step in the curriculum.                

w1595     $15.50

eConomy
Capital letter 
wooD pieCeS Set
Set of  wooden pieces 
in big and little straight 
and curved lines.  Use as 
first step in teaching size, 
shape and formation of 
letters.   w1222   $34.95

hwt Stamp anD See SCreen™
A fun, take along activity for reinforcing the formation of 
capital letters.  The 4”x 6” magnetic writing screen comes 
with four wooden magnetic pieces, which like the large 
wooden pieces, are used to form capital letters.  An at-
tached chalk-like writing tool is used to trace, write or 
draw.  The slide eraser clears the board so it can be used 
over and over.       w1575    $21.50

roll-a-Dough letterS™
A great tactile, hands on product for reinforcing the capital 
letter stage of the HWTears  curriculum. Comes with a 4”x6” 
plastic tray, �8, 2-sided laminated letter/number cards and 
�2 ounces of dough. Roll out the dough and place it over 
the lines on the cards, starting at the arrow. Also use tray to 
write or draw in sand, rice or shaving cream. A multi-media 
experience!      w1577   $26.95

hwt get Set For SChool™ 
Sing along CD 
These 24 original songs will have preschoolers singing, tap-
ping and dancing as they learn letters, numbers, counting, 
shapes and so much more. The songs on the CD are fully 
integrated into the curriculum and provide a delightful way 
to reinforce movement patterns and learning.     w1573    
$21.95

Flip CrayonS
These unique new crayons make coloring fun 
and a fine motor challenge. Improve fine motor 
coordination as kids use in-hand manipulation 
skills to switch from one end of the crayon to 
the other. Short Length also helps promote a 
proper grasp. Comes in �0 colors split between 
5 crayons. Set includes �0 crayons- 2 of each 
combination. 
w2990  10 CrayonS $2.95
w2681  Classroom pack 
 (206 crayons)  $28.95

hwt Capital
letter wooD pieCeS Set
Use the 26 wood shapes as first step in teach-
ing basic size, shape and position concepts.  
Use the lines and curves to form letters on 
the Capital Letter Cards and the Mat. (Each 
sold seperately)  w1590    $41.95

hanDwriting without tearS
preSChool Set
Includes:  Pre-K teachers guide, “Get Set for School” pre-K 
workbook, Stamp and See Screen, Roll-A-Dough Letters 
upper case, “Get Set for School” CD. 
           w6070   pre-School Set   $103.95

 

hwtearS wiDe
Double line primary paper
Use with children working at the K and �st 
grade levels.  Lines are 5/�6” apart.     
    w1588  100 shts  $7.50

    w1587 500 shts $20.95

hwtearS regular 
Double line paper
Use with children working at the 
2nd and 3rd grade level.  Lines are 
3/�6” apart.   
w1586  100 shts   $7.50
w1585  500 shts $20.95

hwtearS narrow 
Double line paper 
Use with children working at the 
4th grade level and above.  Lines 
are 2/�6” apart.   
w1584  100 shts  $7.50
w1583 500 shts $20.95

!
warning:

ChoKing hazarD-Small parts.
not for children under 3 yrs.

http://shoponline.pfot.com/pfot-hwtpreschoolset.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/getsetforschoolsingalong-cd.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/hwt-stamp-see.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/roll-letter.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/economycapitalletterwoodpiecesset.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/matforwoodpieces.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/hwtcapitallettercardsforwoodpieces.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/hwtcapitalletterwoodpieces.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/flip-crayons.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/hwt-paper.html
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pFot intro to printing Set
Includes the K- grade Teachers Guide, Letters and 
Numbers for Me Workbook, Capital Letter Wood Pieces 
Set and one slate.              w1582   
$61.95

pFot printing For graDeS 1 anD 2 Set
Includes My Printing Workbook and �st grade Teachers 
Guide; Printing Power Workbook and 2nd grade Teach-
ers Guide, and one slate.           w1581  $47.95

pFot CurSiVe Set
Includes the Cursive Handwriting Workbook and 3rd 
grade Teachers Guide; Cursive Success Workbook 
and 4th Grade Teachers Guide, and one slate.  
               

Slate ChalKboarD
4”x 6” slate with smiley face for practicing 
letter formation.  Gives a frame of refer-
ence for writing letters and numbers in 
a consistent size and without reversals.       

w1589     $6.50

hwt Can Do booKS 
 graDe 5

The Handwriting Without Tears Workbooks and Teachers Guides 
were designed to make teaching handwriting easier and more suc-
cessful.  The workbooks provide step by step letter formations, a 
developmental teaching sequence, self checking sections, practice 
pages and activities combining handwriting instruction with other lan-
guage arts lessons. Additionally, there are individual teachers guides 
for each grade with lesson plans for each page of the workbooks, 
teaching guidelines by day and week, tips for succeeding on all styles 
of paper and strategies for identifying and remediating problems. They 
also contain time tested tips, resources and strategies.

get Set For SChool - pre K:
4 years:  introduces shapes, 
pre-strokes, letters and num-
bers; multi-sensory play with 
wood pieces and Mat Man 
and other manipulatives.       
                  w1570    $12.50
pre-K teaCherS guiDe   
             w1570tg  $13.95

letterS anD numberS
 For me - graDe K: 
presents activities for teaching 
correct information of capital and 
lower case letters & numbers; 
pencil grip and paper placement 
skills.      w1598   $12.50
 teaCher’S guiDe 

w1598tg   $13.95
my printing booK – graDe 1:
focus is on correct use of upper and lower case 

letters in words and sentences; 
combining handwriting with other 
language arts lessons; printing on 
different styles of paper. 
   w1597    $12.50
 teaCher’S guiDe 
            w1597tg   $13.95

printing power – graDe 2:
more words and sentences; prac-
tice with punctuation; other lan-
guage arts practice; single line 
writing.    w1596   $12.50 
teaCher’S guiDe
             w1596tg   $13.95 

CurSiVe SuCCeSS 
 graDe 4:  
focus on smaller writing size; sin-
gle line writing and producing full 
compositions.   
           W1592     $12.50 
teaCherS guiDe
        w1592tg    $13.95

CurSiVe hanDwriting
  graDe 3: 

focus is on transitioning from 
print to cursive; proper letter con-
nections; practice through para-
graph and poem composition.  
            w1593    $12.50 
teaCherS guiDe   
    w1593tg  $13.95

The Can Do Books are for  5th 
grade or older students need-
ing some continued practice to 
master print and cursive writing. 
Workbooks provide a quick but 
thorough review of letter forma-
tions and lots of practice oppor-
tunities while reinforcing other 
language arts.
w2780 Can do print    $12.50
w2190Can do Cursive $12.50

http://shoponline.pfot.com/hwt-workbks.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/hwtslatechalkboard.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/hwt-value.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/hwt-workbks.html
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loopS anD other 
groupS - a CurSiVe
hanDwriting program” 
by Mary benbow, Ms, otr\

L
A wonderfully easy and imaginative program for teaching 
students from 2nd grade through high school, cursive hand-
writing. Especially effective for students with learning dis-
abilities and perceptual delays. Letters are taught in groups 
that share common movement patterns. This taps into the 
kinesthetic system, helping students “feel” and visualize 
the letter formations. Easy to remember motor and audi-
tory cues aide students in learning the letters. Two levels 
of booklets available. Level �: is used with students during 
their first year of cursive writing instruction. Level 2: reviews 
lower case letters and concentrates on the practice of upper 
case letters.        
w2820  Complete set (includes level 1 & 2 booklets; 
        manual; letter guides)      $85.95         
w2823   level 1   (10 pack of booklets)       $72.95         
w2829     level 2      (10 pack of booklets)             $72.95
w2824     individual level 1 booklet   $10.95
w2896     individual level 2 booklet   $10.95

greateSt Dot-to-Dot booKS
These 48 page full size booklets take Dot-to-Dot designs to 
the next level. More fun than most, it is impossible to identify 
the incredibly detailed drawings until you connect the last few 
dots. For children or adults, the numbers go higher then most 
puzzles. Books also contain many creative variations of dot-to-
dot never seen before. Some of these are called Stars, Field of 
Dots, Sets and Crazy Dots. Interesting and challenging way to 
work on numbering skills, visual-motor coordination, attending 
and visual perception.
  w0025   book 3                 $ 6.95
  w0024   book 4                 $ 6.95
  w0023 bookset (#3 & 4)   $12.95

hanDwriting heroeS - a lower CaSe hanDwriting program
After years in the making, Handwriting Heroes is at long last here! This fun and highly effective 
program is easy to implement and designed to accelerate learning to write lower case letters 
accurately and fluently.
Letters are sorted into five groups based on their first stroke: skydivers, cannon pops, bouncers, 
skiers and surfers. Teaching the letters by their first stroke provides an easy way of remember-
ing the letters and reinforces motor learning. Animations, stories, action words, and songs are 
used to engage all the child’s senses to make learning quick, easy, fun and successful!
The Program is meant to be downloaded and re-produced by the user to save cost and to be 
used by one or several students. Pages maybe photocopied, re-printed, laminated or placed in 

a dry-erase pocket protector.

A variety of packs are available, each tailored for use in that setting. Please purchase 
the appropriate user pack for your setting. Rights to view Youtube.com video’s on letter 
formations included in each pack.

(* A Handwriting Heroes app can be purchased separately in the 
apple store to reinforce letter formations.)

    hh pre-School pack       $6.95
   hh home School-age pack        $15.95

 hh Classroom School-age pack (1-30 students)           $29.95
hh Specialist pack (ot, lD, tutor, etc)              $24.95
hh School Site license for 1 building            $175.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/handwritingheroes.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/greatest.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/loops-handwriting.html
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lauri  KiDS 
puzzle  
Classic, latex 
free crepe rub-
ber puzzle will 
challenge and 
entertain for 

years. Pieces are colorful, pleasingly tex-
tured, virtually indestructible and provide a 
snug friction fit to challenge hand skills. This 
8 �/2” x ��” self correcting puzzle helps with 
reading readiness, as players, must identify 
the slight difference in the pieces positions. 
Comes with assembly pattern card and plas-
tic storage tray. For additional fun, have 
players imitate the positions of the kids in the 
puzzle!   V2598    $9.95

tangoeS Jr.:aDDitional puzzle paCK 
Contains 10 double sided cards depicting common objects.   
    V6041   $7.95

tangoeS Jr. 
This is the updated, user friendly 
version of the ancient Chinese 
tangram puzzle.  Comes with the 
7 classic shapes in large, easy to 
manipulate magnetic pieces.  For 

beginners, simply place the level � side of a puzzle card 
on the magnetic playing surface and fit the pieces in place as 
indicated.  Those ready for a bigger challenge would place the 
level 2 side of the card on the board.  This only shows a full 
silhouette of the total shape with no outlines of the individual 
pieces. Great for travel or therapy bags, as all the pieces and 
the �2 double sided cards store inside the plastic case.  A 
terrific way to build visual perceptual skills, along with spatial 
cognitive abilities.  Perfect for young and old and everyone in 
between.  V5541   $27.95

Colorama 
Classic color and 
shape match-
ing game is very 
versatile.  Play 
can be as simple 
as matching cor-
rect shapes to 
their form fitting 

spaces on the board.  For greater challenge, match 
the color and the shape.  For still more challenge, 
use the color and shape dice to determine which 
colored shape to remove or add.  Want more of 
a challenge, add a time component.  Other game 
variations provided.  Comes with 40 plastic pieces 
in 4 colors and 5 shapes, one color and one shape 
die and playboard with 40 color coded recessed 
fields into which the shapes are placed.  This 
helps keep pieces in place when jostled due to 
in-coordination.           V4712     $21.95

rona’S DeSign Copy
Comprehensive collection of 72 graded, 
dot to dot designs divided into 4 levels 
of difficulty.  Beginner and Intermediate 
levels involve 4, 6 and 9 dot grids with 
designs that are to be copied into empty 
grids right next to the printed design. The 
Advanced level involves more complex, 
�6 dot grids and design must be copied 
onto a separate board. The Expert or 
Black Diamond designs are most difficult. 

These designs show only the dots that were used in making the design. The rest 
of the dots comprising the grid are missing. This makes it much more difficult to 
orient spatially where and how the design fits and on to what size grid it should 
be drawn... Housed in an easy access ring binder, 2 or 3 students could work 
on different designs at one time. All pages are laminated and meant to be used 
with write and wipe markers or crayons.                   V5036   $34.95

Coggy
Can you shift the �6 attached 
co lo r fu l  gears  &  cogs 
around each other to match 
challenge card? Or makes 
an excellant colorful fidget! 
Challenge cards are graded 
from beginner to advanced, 
but a real challenge on every 
level.

r4220   $9.95

“These games involve varying levels of 
visual-perceptual skills along with some 
degree of motor control. For many, the 
motor component may be eliminated. 
Some of the skills addressed include: 
matching, directionality, spatial relations, 
visual attending, memory and discrimina-
tion, scanning and tracking, sequencing, 
organization, classification, visual plan-
ning and critical thinking. These games 
may also be played on the floor or mat
allowing for alternate positioning.”

memory miX-up
Load the shaker with picture 
tokens. Flip it, Shake it, Flip back- 
Can you spot what’s missing? 
Includes way cool paddle and 50 
beautifully illustrated object coins. 
Use as many or as few pictures 
as needed.

V5628   $19.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/coggy.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/ronadesigncopy.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/colorama.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/memorymixup.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/tangoesjr.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/kidshapepuzzle.html
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! ChoKing hazarD Small parts not for under 3.

imaginetS
Boost fine motor 
and visual thinking 
skills with these 
brightly colored 
magnetic blocks 
and 50 full-color 
design challenge 
cards. Make ani-

mals, vehicles, faces and more. The clasp closing wood-
en carry case with handle opens to reveal 2 separate 
magnetic boards which can also be used as dry-erase 
boards. Great take along travel toy for � or 2 users.          
          V9559   $35.95

beginner pattern bloCKS
Set comes with �0 simple; brightly painted wooden pictures and 
30 wooden pieces in 5 shapes and 5 colors.  To add color and 
complete the pictures, children place the appropriate shaped 
pieces into each of the cutouts.  The “form- board” cutouts, keep 
the shape pieces in place so there is less frustration than with 
typical pattern blocks.  A great learning tool for early development 
of colors, shapes, and matching skills. Contents store neatly in 
durable wooden case.               V1721  $20.95

Character Search Puzzle Books
An exclusive PFOT version of classic 
word search puzzles. There are 24 
reproducible puzzles per book in 4 
groupings with each grouping pro-
gressing in difficulty. Puzzles move 
from simple one to one correspon-
dence to finding 2 & 3 characters; 
horizontal, vertical and diagonal; to 

“L” shaped arrangements and directionality variables. Size 
of grid and number of characters presented increases along 
with the difficulty level. While some letter and numbers are 
used, most puzzles are created using simple, black & white 
pictures which are fun, familiar and enticing to children. 
Great for working on visual scanning, attention to detail, pen-
cil/crayon control, visual perception and visual memory.
  V9907   book 1  $11.95
  V9915   book 2  $11.95
  V9916   book set 1&2 $19.95

pFot piCture SearCh

itraX
I nnova t i ve  game 
where players try to 
be the first to use their 
visual tracking and 
problem solving skills 
to find the only path 
connecting 2 blocks 
on the very colorful 
pattern card. They then must recreate the path in 3 dimensions 
using the pieces provided.  Lots of ways to adapt game to students/
players level.  Use fingers or a dry erase marker to help find correct 
path; recreate path directly on top of card; recreate entire board for 
more of a spatial challenge.  Comes with 25 double sided, 8”x8” 
pattern cards in 3 levels of difficulty and 44 plastic lines and blocks 
for recreating the paths. I TRAX, you Trax, we all Trax!

V7866    $19.95

SpeeDy matCh 
This fast paced design copy game 
for 2-5 players will get your eyes 
moving and fingers dancing! Shake 
the ball holder box to redistribute 
the 20 colored balls into the 25 
available spaces. (Each shake pro-
duces a new game board) Players 
then race to place colored disks in 
their foam boards exactly the way 
they appear in the box. The color-

ful, pleasing materials makes this a highly 
motivating tool for building organization, 
design copy, speed of response, concentra-
tion and ocular skills. For older children and 
adults, it is a great way to work on increasing 
response speed!                   V8082   $18.95

early ViSual SKillS    
The 48 reproducible worksheets in this 
book are designed to provide young 
learners (K-�) with a fun motivating 
way to develop visual skills.  The work-
sheets are bold, uncluttered and visu-
ally appealing.  They contain instruc-
tions in graphic form requiring less 
support from adults, fostering indepen-
dent work habits.  Areas addressed 
include figure ground skills, visual dis-
crimination, same/different, position in 
space, part to whole, size sequencing 

and directionality.  Fine motor skill development is also ad-
dressed through the continued practice of coloring, draw-
ing, cutting and pasting.  A terrific activity book, that parents, 
teachers and therapists will reach for again and again.  

  V0001    $7.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/itracx.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/imaginets.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/speedymatch.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pfot-picsearch.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/beginnerpattenblocks.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/earlyvisualskills.html


animal puzzleS in a boX  
Kids will master “puzzle skills 
�0�” with the help of the 4 puz-
zles (8”x6”x2”) in this cleverly de-
signed, self-contained puzzle box.  
Each �2 piece puzzle fits in its own 
compartment and each piece is 
marked on back with its own sym-
bol – so sorting/grouping of pieces 
is quick and easy.  The graphics 
are bright and clear, appealing to 
all ages and with only two inner 
pieces per puzzle, players actually 
learn to successfully complete in-
terlocking puzzles independently.  

zoo in a box  V1705   $12.95
Farm in a box  V1772   $12.95
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bloCK buDDieS
Take block building to a different level with these 2� 
brightly colored, beautifully crafted chunky wood-
en blocks. The variety of shapes allows the 
replication of 76 designs in four levels of 
difficulty. Perfect for “on stomach” play 
as designs are copied flat but have 
fun and create your own vertical 
structures as well. Block Bud-
dies lets young and old alike 
experience the delights of 
building with blocks!     
V9560   $25.95  
  

Shopping liSt
A terrific visual memory 
game where players 
work to be the first to 
fill their grocery cart 
by finding all the items 
on their shopping list.  
Plays like a combina-
tion of Concentration 
and Bingo. Shopping list has pictures as well as words so 
no reading necessary to play. Also, perfect for reinforcing 
healthy eating.               V5034     $14.95

m u l t i  m a t r i X 
game
Developed by Dr .  o f 
optometry to improve; 
spatial processing,reading, 
p a t t e r n  r e c o g n i t i o n , 
w o r k i n g  m e m o r y , 
cogni t ive endurance, 
visual scanning & fatigue, 
bilateral integration, & 

midline crossing. Use by OT’s, teachers or parents, Purchase 
includes rights to an award winning video training course. 
Everyone can learn to build challenges to maximize sensory 
processing, integrate both hemispheres of the brain and 
accelerate development. Engage the brain with the Multi Matrix 
Game! Includes 25 colored patterned dice, 25 white number 

traVel QwirKle
A therapy bag friendly size with 
�08 pieces, take anywhere travel 
version.    r5014     $14.95

QwirKle
Mix together the best qualities of games like 
Scrabble® Dominoes® and Set® and you’ve got 
Qwirkle! The �08 attractive wood tiles come in 6 
colors and 6 shapes and players work at creating 
rows and columns of matching shapes or colors. 
Helps to improve visual perception, strategy, visual 
processing and analysis, concentration and other critical thinking 

skills. The simple level of play even lets younger 
players take on their older siblings or parents. 
For 2 to 4 players.            r5012    $24.95

pattern
play moSaiC
Kids can’t resist the �50 colorful plas-
tic triangles with the little pegs in the 
middle.  Also comes with an 8x8 black 
plastic board with recessed squares 
for holding the triangles in place and 
�6 full color task cards.  Terrific for 
working on design copy and pattern-
ing skills. Try creating your own more 
challenging designs. Build fine motor 
skills using fingertips or one of our 
“hand tools” for grasping the small built 
in pegs.   V2123   $19.95

This game of “froggy fun” has ��2 full color 
cards depicting Frogs in all manner of dress 
and detail.  Players race to assemble 5 full 
frog sets of 3 cards each, from their cards.  
Should this frog be part of the vest set or 
the glasses gang?  Maybe some re-sorting 
is needed and you can make more sets if 
he becomes part of the moustache mix?  
Requires lots of visual work, scanning, sort-
ing, attention to detail along with flexibility of 
thought and a willingness to view and ap-
proach a problem from another direction.            
             V4468    $19.95

tribbit

http://shoponline.pfot.com/multi-matrix.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/qwirkle.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/travelqwirkle.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/shoppinglist.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/blockbuddies.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/patternplaymosaic.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/zooinabox.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/tribbit.html
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! ChoKing hazarD Small parts not for under 3.

Jumbo 
geo-DeSign CubeS  
Set includes �6 larger sized 
plastic cubes with silk screened 
red, yellow and/or blue trian-
gles or squares on all 6 sides. 
Twelve pattern cards show 
designs in 2 or 3 dimensional 
representations, some with indi-
vidual block outlines and some 
without. Or, make up your own 
simple to complex designs. All stores in plastic tray with lid. 
Great for developing spatial awareness, visual perception and 
attention to detail. Work on in-hand manipulation skills by chal-
lenging players to rotate blocks held in only one hand, no help 
from support services.  V1746   $27.95

magnetiC mighty minD 
An award winning game with 
parents, teachers and children 
alike. Uses children’s natural at-
traction to colors and shapes to 
develop skills in problem solv-
ing, creative thinking, counting, 
sorting, categorizing, spatial re-
lationships and matching colors, 
shapes and sizes. There are 32 
colorful plastic magnetic backed 
shapes all stored in handy tin. 
The series of 26 tangram like 
design cards become increas-
ingly more challenging to build 
as you go. This allows players 
to develop the skills needed as 
they progress.                       

V5115   $23.95

DooDle DiCe
Roll the 6 Doodle Dice and see if 
you can put the component lines and 
squiggles together to correctly copy 
one of the doodle cards. A fun way 
to work on visual closure and part to 
whole concepts. Easy to transport 
and appropriate for adults as well as 
children.             V5087   $11.95

hopperS
This great peg solitaire jumping game helps 
develop visualization skills, step by step 
thinking, directionality, spatial relations and 
fine motor control.  Comes with 40 pattern 
cards, �2 frogs and 4”x4” play tray, which 
slides back revealing storage space for all 
pieces.  Play by placing frogs on pond 
as shown on cards.  Then start 
jumping until only one is left.  
Lots of fun for many levels 
of players.Somewhat less 
challenging  than Hi-Q.  
           V2675    $14.95

mini weDgitS
These adorable little blocks are 40% smaller than their cous-
ins in our Wedgit Junior Set; but otherwise they are exactly 
the same. You can even use the same design cards for both 
�5 piece sets. The new mini blocks offer a greater fine mo-
tor/manipulative challenge and can be fully integrated with all 
other Wedgit Sets. Comes stacked neatly in a black storage 
rack. Small size makes them perfect for therapy bags and as 
a “take along” activity.                V1937   $11.95

weDgit DeSign CarDS
40 color design cards for added design 
copy challenges. Four levels of difficulty 
with designs graded within each level. 
 V1932     $7.95

weDgit Jr. Set 
A unique, 3 dimensional building 
and design copy system for children 
and adults. The bright, primary 
colored, chunky, plastic pieces 
are engineered to endlessly nest, link and lock together. Use 
your imagination or use the design booklet to form amazing 
structures and shapes, from simple to complex. Comes with 
�5 pieces, a storage rack, and small design booklet. Buy 2 for 
multi-player fun or as a great 3D design copy challenge. Inviting 
and easily successful at beginning levels, seemingly improb-
able as you progress. Great for working on spatial orientation, 
motor planning, head and arm stability, perceptual skills and 
problem solving.            V1908    $24.95

! ChoKing hazarD Small parts not for under 3.

! ChoKing hazarD Small parts not for under 3.

http://shoponline.pfot.com/hoppers.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/doddledice.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/magneticmightyminds.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/jumbogeo-designcubes.html
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http://shoponline.pfot.com/wedgitfamily.html
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baSiC
tango puzzle Set
A versatile perceptual motor activity 
set. The boxed set includes 2 sets 
of 7 plastic Tango playing pieces in 
two colors and 54 puzzles to solve 
(answers are provided). All self con-
tained in a plastic storage case. It was 
originally designed to be a race chal-
lenge between two players, but it can 
do so much more! Copy the answer 
card for basic design copying; have 
the client copy a design you create, 
use all the pieces or a few; or trace 
the shapes then color.           

V5566     $11.95 

SetS
A very versatile and unusual deck of 
cards and a must for every classroom 
and therapy bag. The deck includes 
8� cards. Each has either �, 2, or 3 
symbols on it. The symbols are either 
ovals, squiggles, or diamonds; ei-
ther red, green, or purple, and either 
solid, striped, or open outlined. The 
original game calls for players to find 
SETS - 3 cards that have 3 attributes 
in common (i.e. all open, red, or go in 
number sequence). But these cards 
can also be used for sorting by � or 
more attributes. The uses are unlim-
ited!                V6101    $12.95

a SenSe oF DireCtion 
by Laura sena otr/L
An amazingly comprehensive book of activities to help chil-
dren build functional directional skills.  The book contains 42 
high interest activities and explains what you do, why you 
do it, how you do it and what to look for while you are doing 
it.  Also provides a review of the developmental components 
leading to directional skills, pre and post tests, goals and 
objectives and a glossary of terms.  Activities organized into 
4 levels; �. Body Awareness, 2. Self as a Reference Point, 3. 
Environment as a Reference Point, 4. Others as a Reference 
Point.  This book is a must have resource for all those seeking 
to help clients who struggle with directional confusion.  

V6613   $68.95

hiDDen piCtureS
A delightfully illustrated, full color 
workbook with 64 fun hidden picture 
puzzles. The first 32 pages proceed 
from A-Z and the children are asked 
to find objects beginning only with 
the designated letter. The items to be 
found are pictured with their spelling 
across the bottom of the page. The 
final 32 pages are theme oriented and 
are a bit more complex. A terrific tool 
for working on visual perception, at-
tention to detail and language skills.  

V9750   $3.95

ViSual 
DiSCrimination
worKbooK  
40 reproducible pages of interesting, 
engaging problems designed to de-
velop visual discrimination, and criti-
cal thinking skills. Players study the 
relationship between two pictures 
and then use this information to de-
termine which 2 of the next 4 pictures 
represents the same relationship. It’s 
like a visual form of analogies for 
grades �-�2. Answers provided.  

V6942   $8.95

FinD it game
animalS
It’s like having a portable, self-contained sand bucket 
complete with hidden objects.  In this highly colorful ver-
sion you don’t dig through the rice to find the objects 
you shake and turn the container in hopes of uncover-
ing and spotting all of the animals hiding in the sand. 
Comes with score cards and a printed list of the hidden 
objects on the top. Great for working on visual attend-
ing, concentration and perseverance while encouraging 
arm and hand movements.                     

V3328   $19.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/sets.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/visualdiscrimworkbook.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/hide.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/aenseofdirection.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/basictangoesjpuzzleset.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/finditgame-animals.html
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CatCh the matCh
These heavy cardboard playing boards are so busy with 
pictures and colors, they could make you dizzy! But that’s 
part of the fun! Each of the �6 boards have exactly the 
same objects, just in different color combinations and in 
different locations or orientations. The trick is to find the 
one item on each board exactly the same in color. The 
identical item changes for each two boards. The person to 
find the match wins that board. Collect the most boards to 
win. For younger children use cards to facilitate language 
and to work on figure ground skills. Play individually or in 
a group.     V2304    $9.95

parQuetry bloCKS & CarDS
Classic set of 32 wood parquetry blocks 
in 6 brilliant colors and 3 shapes. Use the 
20 included design cards inside the work 
tray or next to it for an increased visual 
challenge. If you are 
up for it, try fitting all 
the blocks into tray 
on your own, without 
copying a pattern. So 
inviting kids readily 
work on their design 
copy, spatial relations, 
and visual perceptual 
skills.     
          V3891   $29.95

robot FaCe raCe
It’s a race to be the first to identify and rescue one of the �20 robots 
pictured on the board. Each shake of the Robot Identification De-
vice indicates a different robot by the color of his eyes, nose, mouth 
and skin. First player to find this missing robot gets a purple chip. 
Five chips and your a winner! As no 2 faces are the same, players 
work to sharpen their visual discrimination and concentration skills 
while improving attention to detail. Kids like the game so much it 
makes a great reward/reinforcer.  V3542    $25.95

 i haVe…..CarD game
Developed by a �st grade teacher, 
this is a fun, fast paced, no read-
ing required card game for 2-4 
players. First person puts out one 
card saying, as the card indicated, 
“I have….a cat,” and then they flip 
the card over saying as indicated, 

“who has….a frog?” All 
players then race to be the first 

to put a matching card down 
and say, “I have a frog,” flip it over and say, “Who 

has….a giraffe?” Play continues in this fashion until some-
one gets rid of all their cards. This simple language based 
game packs a lot into a deck of cards, including verbaliza-
tion, articulation, picture identification, auditory and visual 
processing, and sequencing. For younger children, letter 
recognition and reading vocabulary are strengthened as 
they, flip it, say it and play it!                      l2064    $9.95

reaDy, Set, wooF 
Be the �st to find which of the 30 
pups on the board have the fur & 
collar colors you need. Kids LOVE 
the color selector then race to find 
the 2 attributes indicated. Simple 

board layout so not 
a confusing visual 
field.

r3513   $19.95

maKe ‘n breaK
This terrific design copy and con-
struction game will appeal to all! 
Comes with �0 same size rectan-
gular wooden blocks in �0 differ-
ent colors; deck of building cards 
and a timer. Collect points for all 
correct constructions completed 

within the time limit. Modify play by eliminating the timer and us-
ing only level � cards. Three card levels provides every one with a 
perceptual and motor challenge. Structures are copied in the verti-
cal orientation increasing the motor and upper extremity demand. 
Great family game!   

m4770   $32.95
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traCe-the-8’S
A fun and engaging activity designed to be used with 
children or adults. It works on ocular-motor skills, midline 
crossing, laterality, eye-hand coordination and brain inte-
gration. This classic therapeutic activity has been totally 
re-imagined, wildly expanding its therapeutic range! 

Set includes �0 fully laminated charts of increasing com-
plexity, 2 dry erase markers and an eraser. Charts are 
meant to be used in a variety of ways and in various posi-
tions and orientations. Also comes with an Info Sheet out-
lining how to use, skills addressed, suggested variations, 
care and maintenance.        X5002    $45.95

eVen SteVen’S oDD
Fast paced dice game where everyone races to 

roll their 6 dice until they get the numbers that 
complete the challenge on the card, i.e. all 
#3s or total of the colored dice is less than 

the total of the white dice.  Then 
they must be the first to grab the 
squishy “Steven” doll to win the 
round. For 2-4 players, game 
comes with 24 dice, 40--2 level 

challenge cards and 4 dice holder. 
Helps improve visual scanning and processing, memory 
and critical thinking while also working to develop the arches of 
the hand as dice are cupped in the hands.

V6234    $19.95

Q bitS
A beautifully crafted game of visual dexterity. Players puzzle 
over how to recreate the patterns on the game cards using 
their set of �6, two color, half inch cubes. Comes with �20 
pattern cards and enough pieces for 4 players. Or save some 
money and split materials so each teacher/therapist has 2 
sets of cubes and 60 cards. Play “head to head”, individually 
or as a fast-faced 3 round competition. A great visual percep-
tual tool you will reach for again and again!  

V9557    $25.95

Q-bitz Solo
Finally, a single user version of this 
classic design copy game is avail-
able!  Includes 20 new pattern cards, 
wooden tray, �6 cubes in new colors, 
all packed in travel and therapy-bag 
friendly tin box.  Amazingly motivat-
ing tool for strengthening perceptual 
design copy and manipulative skill.  
Perfect for all ages.

V9551  magenta      $10.00
V9553  orange        $10.00

near anD Far: SaFari
A unique 3-D game for working on spa-
tial concepts and directionality. Comes 
with design cards of increasing difficulty, 
colorful and sturdy cardboard pieces and 
a slotted base.  The object of play is to 
copy the design card, placing all the com-
ponents in the correct orientation and in 

proper perspective to each other. Direction following and audi-
tory processing skills can also be worked on by verbally de-
scribing a scene for re-creation, i.e.; “put the zebra behind the 
giraffe but in front of the tree.” Additionally, children will enjoy 
making up their own stories using the pieces.   
   V8936   $18.95

Swipe out
Addictive game of high energy, 
and fast hands! Be the first to 
swipe the poker chips off your 
playing board, leaving only the 
chips matching the pattern on 
the swipe out card. Comes with 
4, �0 x �0 inch game boards di-
vided into 25 squares, �00 poker 

chips in 4 colors and 25 swipe out pattern cards. Great for 
building visual perception skills, visual processing, speed 
of response, design copy and hand skills. Have some extra 
fun stacking poker chips in creative patterns.      
                   r2942   $19.95
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looK liSten thinK!  
40 page workbook filled with reproduc-
ible activities for improving memory 
while building concentration, listening, 
comprehensive, visual and auditory 
discrimination and visual and auditory 
memory.  Geared toward 4-5 grades, 
tasks include studying a picture and re-
membering details, remembering a list 
of items to determine which is missing 
and remembering a series of digits and 

repeating them forward and backward.  A 
great cognitive workout! 

l6936  grades 2-3   $7.95
 l6948  grades 4-5   $7.95 

big boX oF 
Sorting & 
ClaSSiFying
This “big box” is chocked 
full of 250 photos in the 
shape of puzzle pieces. 
The 2x2 inch picture pieces 
are bright and colorful, easy 
to identify and ready to be 
sorted into a variety of dif-
ferent categories. A fun, 

engaging way to build basic concepts and improve think-
ing and visual discrimination skills. The included booklet 
provides directions, teaching suggestions and games, all 
aimed at presenting strategies to help players develop 
organizational skills. Enough pieces for multiple players or 
makes a great classroom center.            l4021   $24.95

FaCe ChaSe
Race to get rid of your cards by matching � of 4 facial 
features. Hair, eyes, nose or mouth. Great attention to detail 
activity. Lay down one card on the simple playing board 
(with limited distractions). Then look through your cards 
to se if you have a match to one of the required attributes. 
Can be as difficult or easy as you need it to be.   
          r2940   $14.95

3-D beaD loop
Terrific new activity focuses on de-
veloping spatial awareness, visual 
perception and attention to detail for 
a wide variety of skill levels. 24 beads 
in 4 vibrant colors 
and 2 different 
tactile designs are 
placed over the 
8 poles exactly 
as they appear in 
the design cards. 
Starts out very 
simple and pro-
gresses through 
7 increasing more 
challenging levels of play. Also works well as a basic fine motor 
placement task for young children.    V8087    $19.95

Shape &
Color 
Sorter
Classic sorting set with 
� plastic vertical aba-
cus stand, 50 brightly 
colored pieces in ten 
shapes and colors and 
�6 pattern cards. Very 
versatile item which 
can be structured in 
many fun and therapeutic ways. Vertical presenta-
tion is great for anti-gravity work in prone position. Try 
sorting by shape or color, or create and copy patterns. 
At such a great price get 2 for multi-player involve-
ment or 3 dimensional design copy tasks.   

 V4620   $19.95
liSten, looK, anD Do!
Useful book filled with �20 activities for ad-
dressing visual and auditory discrimination and 
memory skills for PK-�st grade. Uses stories 
and rhymes, puzzles and pictures, along with 
cut and paste, sequencing, hidden pictures and 
many other types of activities to develop direc-
tion following. Black and white activity pages 
are reproducible for use with students. 

 l4035    $13.95

REMEMBER YOUR MANNERS
This �50 page book uses a teachers guide, stories 
with large pictures, teaching posters, activities, guid-
ed questions and role-playing  to easily make the 
teaching of manners and social skills part of the cur-
riculum.  Perfect for social skills groups and at home 
reinforcement of proper behavior.  Each engaging 
story relates to a specific manner or social situation 
and the role playing practices making it equally ef-
fective for children with autism.    X4012   $14.95
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Programmable
 robot mouse
Cute little fellow moves around following 
the commands you program using the 

simple coding cards 
and matching color 
control buttons. Basic 
sequencing, planning 
needed for beginning 
of learning to code.      
r2900   $29.95

ozobot
Amazing mini robot you learn to program with markers; 
progressing from simply following a path to performing tricks 
and solving puzzles. 

 r1400   $49.95

multi matrix game 
engage the brain with the 
multi matrix game! 
Enhancing cognitive, sensory 
and motor integration! With this 
in your “toolbox” you won’t need 
much more! This small package 
of 25 colored patterned dice, 
25 white number dice and 3 pattern cards has the potential to 
enhance brain development as few products can. Developed by 
Dr. Carl Hiller, optometrist, these colorfully engaging dice can help 
improve; spatial processing,reading, pattern recognition, working 
memory, cognitive endurance, visual scanning and visual fatigue, 
upper extremity midrange control and fine motor skills, bilateral 
integration, midline crossing and sensory integration. Tasks look 
easy and engaging, and the entire brain gets a workout!   For use 
by OT’s, teachers or parents, this 3 dimensional block game is a 
great developmental tool that can be modified to create hundreds of 
challenges appropriate for both children and adults alike. Includes 
online, award winning video training course to learn to build chal-
lenges to maximize sensory processing, integrate both hemispheres 
of the brain and accelerate development. 
                       x9854      $49.95 

Dr euerka
Without touching, transfer colored balls between test tubes until 
matching the challenge cards! 1-4 players, 54 challenge cards, 24 
brightly colored balls and 12 test tubes. Sounds easy enough- but 
getting the correct sequence and using upper extremity control to 
be careful and not drop any balls...  is a real challenge!

u5620   $12.95

Critical Thinking

“Items in this section all focus on building ones 
ability to analyze, organize, classify, and then gen-
eralize information so meaningful conclusions can 

thinking skills  (Preschool)
A full color workbook with 32 exercises fo-
cusing on essential preschool skills.  The 
richly colored, child-friendly illustrations 
motivate children to practice organiz-
ing information, classifying, sequencing, 
completing picture categories and solving 
logic puzzles.  Try placing the worksheet 
in a clear acetate pocket so it can be used 
repeatedly.              r9754   $2.95

Foot-Prints
Follow the footprints down 
the path for a gross-motor, 
motor-planning, sequencing 
and processing challenge. 
You get 10 circles to position 
on the floor and 12 footprint 

maps to follow. Put down on 
the floor as many circles as shown on your map. Players 
stand in the start position and perform the action as dem-
onstrated by your maps footprints, i.e.; if both footprints are 
pictured inside the circle...jump so both of your feet land 
that way. If the map shows the right foot in a circle and the 
left one out, then you do the same.  The footprint maps be-
come more complex as you go with crossed, sideways and 
alternating patterns possible. If a player has trouble inter-
preting how to do what the footprints show, let them follow 
someone else through the path.  Where will the footprints 
lead you…?                           m5019   $24.95

Follow the Feet
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Pocket 
katamino
This smaller, lighter, plastic version of the classic wood 
game will become a perennial favorite of therapists, teachers 
and families.  Suitable for all ages, it encourages players to 
experiment with shapes and geometry while improving spatial 
awareness and visual imaging skills.  Younger children will 
love simply rearranging the colorful pieces to fit back into 
the board.  For a greater challenger, move divider bar to 
notch #4 and use any 4 blocks to fit the remaining space or 
try using the 4 specific blocks indicated on the picture card. 
The greater the number of pieces used, the more difficult 
the challenge. Comes with 12 Pentaminos, divider piece and 
instruction booklet of challenges all self contained in 4x8 
inch board with hinged cover. The more you play Katamino, 
the quicker your visual spatial skills will improve!  

r4256   $21.95

Face chase
Race to get rid of your cards by 
matching 1 of 4 facial features. 2-5 
players, 60 double sided face cards. 
Attention to detail is needed to spot the 
subtle differences. Also can be used to 
recognize facial expressions.

r2940   $14.95

color PoP
Pop brightly colored disks from the 
black board to play a real 3D version 
of the classic video game; or just 
“Pop” away!

r4255   $34.95

solitaire chess
Set up & solve 60 sequential 
logic puzzles, based on 
the rules of chess. Quick, 
simple version one player 
works at own challenge 
level so successful, yet 
challenging for all ages.

   r8845   $19.95

reaDy, set, wooF 
Shake the special color selector, 
then race to be the 1st to find which 
of the 30 pups on the board have the 
exact matching fur & collar colors. 

r3513   $19.95

coggy
Can you sh i f t  the  16 
attached colorful gears & 
cogs around each other to 
match challenge card? Or 
makes an excellant fidget!

r4220   $14.95

Critical Thinking

clouD match-maker
Truly unique shape making and matching game. Consists 
of 24 wooden shape tiles, 24 matching cardboard cards, 
a card stand and a length of plastic chain-link.  Players 
choose one of the cardboard shape cards and place it 
in the stand for only them to see. They then arrange and 
manipulate the chain to resemble the shape they have 
chosen.  Other players try to identify the shape being made 
by matching it to the correct shapes on one of the wooden 
tiles. Fun, challenging game increases awareness and 
perception of geometric shapes while facilitating motor 
planning, bilateral coordination and manipulative skils.   
            m2013   $19.95
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Puzzle boarD 100
Solve the many puzzles of the 
dotted plastic shapes and how 
they fit on the 100 dot board.

r1187   $19.95

color coDe
Sleek, colorful design of this puzzle 
game is very enticing, and with 100 
challenges to choose from, you could 
play all day! Game consists of boldly 

colored shapes on 18 transparent 
cards, a display holder and the 
challenge designs. Players pick a 
challenge and then stack tiles in 
the display rack to re-create the 
composition layer by layer. Think 
smart, it can become tricky! 
You must consider and analyze 
shape, color, sequence and ori-

entation of all component pieces. Develops logical thinking skills, 
strategic planning and visual and spatial perception. Solutions 
provided. Ages 5+             r5540   $22.95

cuP a cuP
Grab the cup that completes the set 
or use steady hands to build a cup 
tower. Includes 9 cups and 2 die. 1 
for color and 1 for shape.

r4515   $15.95

Critical Thinking

kanooDle-lonPos 
The fun colors and shapes of this 
take anywhere puzzle game with 
the built in game boards, draws 
in everyone! The 101 puzzles 
start out as a simple design copy 
task. Players place pieces on 
the 3” x 5” recessed and dimpled 
playing areas as shown in the 
48 page design book. Begin-

ning puzzles leave out only one piece that players must fit 
into the remaining recesses. As you progress the exact lo-
cation of more and more pieces are not provided and so 
more and more puzzle must be solved. After all the rectan-
gular puzzles are solved try the 3-D pyramid puzzles, if you 
dare! Great for building on problem solving, spatial concepts, 
visual imagery and concentration skills.   r2755  $12.95

monkey memory
A quick thinking logical memory game! The monkeys 
have taken a total of 10 items from the visitors at the 
zoo. But in each round of play all but one of the items is 
recovered. You need sharp eyes, fast thinking and good 
visual memory to be the first to determine what item is 
still missing.  Make game easier or harder by adjusting 
the number of items in play and by allowing use of the 
object prompt cards or not. For 2-8 players, 5 to adult.          
             r2373   $9.95

r u s h  h o u r 
Jr.
A truly exciting 
puzzle game. Comes 
with a 6”x 6” game grid, 16 plastic ve-
hicles and 40 junior  challenge cards. You 
start by duplicating the pattern of vehicles 
from the card onto the game grid. You then 
slide the vehicles along the grid until the ice 
cream truck can make it’s way out of all the 
traffic. Fun perceptual and motor task stress-
ing visualization and problem solving skills 
for first graders and older. 

  V2662     $19.95

my First brainbox
Boost memory and concentra-
tion skills in just 10 seconds! 
That’s how long you get to 
memorize as many details 
about a picture as you can. 
Players are then asked a ques-
tion from the back of the card. ie. How many windows 
are in the room? What was on the table? Comes with 
hundreds of simple, engaging pictures and a 10 sec-
ond timer. Need more time?...use the timer twice. 
Fast paced game of concentration, attention to detail 
and visual memory for ages 4 and up.           
           r2717     my First brainbox   $15.95
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Day anD night  
A unique product for developing visual 
perception, design copy, shape and 
color recognition and fine motor skills 
in children as young as 3 years. The 
“day” picture challenges clearly show 
the color and shapes of the individual 
wood pieces needed to recreate, on the 
stand, the chosen picture. The “night” 
picture challenges only show the picture 
components in silhouettes with no details 
provided.  Greater visual perception, 
logical reasoning and problem solving 
skills are required to re-create these 
designs. Enticing, brightly colored, all 
wood toy will last for years.    
                  r5533    $29.95

Be the first and fastest to con-
nect your brain to your 
hand in this seriously 
slappy game of su-
per speedy response!  
When the Action card 
shows “right hand 
pickle, players try 
to be the first one 
to place their right 
hand on a green 
Reflex card. First 
one there correctly 

gets the card.  First to collect all 8 of the brightly colored reflex cards wins! All 
80 Action cards display brilliantly colored objects and corresponding name.  Ter-
rifically fun game for building vocabulary, listening and attending skills, visual 
discrimination, eye-hand coordination and directional and color concepts.  
                    l5037    $9.95

tribbit
Race to make sets of 3, based 
on details of Mr  Frogs attire. 
Attention to detail & problem solving 
required.

V4468   $19.95

lab mice:
The object of this cheese-chasing brainteaser is 
to connect the mice to their color of cheese by 
drawing pathways through the maze. None of the 
trails can intersect so it can become a challenge. 
But don’t worry if you make a mistake, simply use 
the built in eraser on the dry erase marker to re-
work your paths. Comes with 100 puzzles cards 
in 3 levels of difficulty. 2 dry erase markers and 
helpful instructions. Fun way to work on ocular 
motor skills, critical thinking and pencil control.

r2751   $16.05

Critical Thinking
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mini simon 
A true classic!  This colorful, fast 
paced electronic game of memory is 
back.  Try to repeat the ever-increas-
ing sequences of lights and sounds 
by depressing the appropriate section 
at the appropriate time.  Challenging 
and addictive then… challenging and 
addictive now.  But now, with the small 
size you can take it everywhere.   
       r2511   $13.95

chocolate Fix
Players of all ages and skill levels are 
challenged to arrange the 9 chocolate  
candies into their correct positions.  This 
is done based on the players interpreta-
tion of the spatial/ positional clues provid-
ed on the 40 challenge cards.  Puzzles 
progress from beginner to expert levels 
and along the way players sharpen their 
critical thinking, sequencing and visual 
problem solving skills.  Similar game 
play to our Clever Castle (R2678), but 
more advanced.  A terrific way to engage 
your brain no matter what the age!

r5733    $19.95

raPiD reFlex
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snaPoo
Snapo blocks slide, snap, and push to-
gether as well as pull apart…all with a 
satisfying and motivating “snap”! Comes 
with 81 colorful plastic pieces in a clear 
container.  These half inch sized pieces 
connect on all sides and are a perfect ma-
nipulative for young and old alike. Comes 
with a sheet of suggested builds or you 
can construct your own original designs. 
       m7862    $12.00

keVa connect
Create simple & complex structures by com-
bining 40 pine planks, 24 plastic connectors. 
Beginning guide book.

b9852   $25.95

orbo
Use planning & strength 
to push each colored ball 
into its matching hole with 
a “snap”.

b3312   $9.95

Pallino
A fascinating pinball-
like game that encour-
ages bilateral coor-
dination and logical 
thinking.  Includes 16 
pattern cards for creat-
ing, with a touch of a 
few buttons – realistic 
pictures or graphic de-
signs.  Bright, contem-
porary colors keeps 
players motivated and 

working. Made of durable plastic with fold up legs and 
no loose parts. An amazing tool for improving motor 
planning, sequencing, motor coordination, hand and 
finger strength and visual perception.  Young children 
simply work on motor control as they make the balls 
zip or drop around the board.    

  m3506   $45.95

Motor Planning
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“These toys and materials encourage the child 
to originate, plan, initiate, sequence and implement 
a plan of action, thereby enhancing efficiency and or-
ganizational skills.”

JumPz
These active little guys have so much energy they 
can actually jump 10 times their own height…but 

at only 2 inches high, your ceilings are safe. To play you push down 
on their rubbery little heads until fully compressed, then launch ‘em, 
watch ‘em fly and try to catch ‘em! Assortment of 12 different charac-
ters, sorry no choice. Fun arm, finger and visual workout.

m3326     each $1.95

yoga carDs
Stretch the body, focus the 
mind and complete your mis-
sion. 48 cute illustrated posi-
tion cards, 6 mission cards.

m8512   $5.00

“i can Do that!”  carD game
Join all “The Cat in the Hat” Characters to play this 
activity card game.  On each turn a player flips over 
3 of the 24 activity cards. When 1 red, 1 yellow and 
1 blue card is turned over you have created a new 
challenge to try. Maybe you have to dance around 
a chair with the fish between your knees or jump to 
a door with the fish under your chin.  Great group or 
family game. Builds motor planning, coordination, 

endurance and general game playing skills.
  m1018    $6.95

go aPe!
Everyone will go bananas 
over this card game that 
puts a motor twist on the 
classic “Go Fish”. Instead 
of verbally asking other 
players for a specific card, 
you act out what the funny 
monkey is doing. So you 
might wink, or stick out your 
tongue or pull on your ears, 
etc. Collect the most mon-
key matches and you’re the 

winner. Motor planning fun for ages 4 and up. Comes in 
reusable plastic case. 

m2575   $9.95
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Jeliku
This amazing little, (3”x4”), toy unfolds into countless shapes and 
designs.  Virtually indestructible, Jeliku is the perfect fidget toy, 
stress reliever, and unique puzzle toy all in one!  Appropriate for 
children of all ages, this hands-on 3D folding puzzle facilitates 
spatial, logical and creative thinking while challenging eye-hand 
coordination, fine motor skills and problem solving.  Comes with 

some beginning shape and animal sculpture 
ideas with more design ideas and step by 
step folding instructions available on line.  
Once you have Jeliku in your hands, you 
won’t want to put it down.  So buy extra for 
your friends!  
              m1945   $4.95

bi-color 
training shoelaces
This great aid for teaching shoetying, ac-
tually has 2 colors on each lace! So when 
verbal directions or cues are given, it’s 
clear which lace is needed. Includes one pair of thick laces 
(for easier handling) and a brief methods/instruction sheet. 
You might need several pair though - kids love the two colors 
and might not give them up!       x6770     
$4.50

k - basket-
ball: a kines-
thetic game
K- Ball, short 
for Kinesthetic 
Basketball, is a  
game you play 
with your eyes 
closed! Impos-
sible you say…..read on! One side of the 11” x 17” dry-
erase surface depicts an entire basketball court, complete 
with men and a scoreboard. The other side shows only 
half court with men arranged in foul shot position.  The 
men are actually preprinted circles and squares in 2 dif-
ferent colors scattered across the court. The object of the 
game is for the human players to score points. To do so, 
your game piece or tip of a dry erase marker is placed on 
your shape at center court. Decide which of your team-
mates you want to “pass” to and practice that move 2 or 3 
times with your eyes open. When ready, make that same 
move but with your eyes closed. If your dot lands totally 
inside your shape, then it was a successful pass and you 
get to go again.  If you missed your mark, ball goes to the 
other side. Feeling lucky?... go for that 3 pointer!  It’s fun 
for young and old alike. So, why not challenge Grandpa 
to a game of K-Ball!          t5033     $19.95
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JuDe’s silly 
shoelace box
While the name is silly 
the shoe-tying method 
is anything but! But it 
is possibly the easiest, 
least frustrating, most 
foolproof method of 
learning to tie shoes 

we have ever encountered.  Children ask if they can use 
the “silly box” you don’t have to ask them.  Comes with flat 
laces, travel box, shoe-tying template, and direction sheet.  
All you do is bring the markers and follow the directions. 
(Some assembly required.)

Foot-Prints
Follow the footprints down the 
path for a gross-motor, motor-
planning, sequencing and pro-
cessing challenge. You get 10 
circles to position on the floor and 
12 footprint maps to follow. Put 
down on the floor as many circles 

as shown on your map. Players stand in the start position and 
perform the action as demonstrated by your maps footprints, 
i.e.; if both footprints are pictured inside the circle...jump so 
both of your feet land that way. If the map shows the right foot 
in a circle and the left one out, then you do the same.  The 
footprint maps become more complex as you go with crossed, 
sideways and alternating patterns possible. If a player has 
trouble interpreting how to do what the footprints show, let 
them follow someone else through the path.  Where will the 
footprints lead you…?                 m5019    $24.95

Follow the Feet
take aPart Vehicle
A child’s dream come true. A toy 
you’re supposed to take apart again 
and again! Comes with many pieces 
for each 7” vehicle including inter-
changable screw drivers, wrenchs,  
and nuts and bolts. Tool use, hand 
skills, bilateral coordination and mo-
tor planning skills are all reinforced 
with this highly motivating toy. *No 
drill included*
(Assorted styles- 2 per order.)

m2722   $29.95

Juggling scarVes
Set includes 3 brightly colored chiffon scarves, 
which appear to float on air, making juggling 
easier to learn. Try just 1 or 2 scarves for de-
veloping timing, crossing midline and visual 
tracking. Then try adding the third!

m3701   $5.50

http://shoponline.pfot.com/product1243.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/judessillyshoelacebox.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/jelinku.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/bicolortrainigshoelaces.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/jugglingscarves.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/takeapartvehicle-assorted.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/footprints.html


swingball Jr.
A great piece of equipment for par-
ents and therapists, at home, clinic 
or in school.  When set-up you have 
a soft foam ball attached to a length 
of rope, which is attached to a height 
adjustable central pole.  Using the 2 
included rackets children play together 
or alone, trying to hit the ball around 
and around. Use inside or out to work 
on visual tracking, timing, arm strength 
and generalized endurance and fit-
ness.  Made of lightweight plastic, all 

components can be easily fitted back into the 
carry case…which also acts as the stand.

m3568      $49.95

make a sounD & moVe arounD – cD
An exciting collection of 16 songs and activities to 
nurture coordination, speech, sensory integration 
and social skills. From the good and dedicated 
people at Pediatric Therapy Network, the accom-
panying “how to” booklet is filled with activity ideas 
and resources for parents and teachers. Toddlers 
and young children of all levels of ability will be 
able to listen and learn with these engaging musi-
cal activities!        m3609  $21.95

mini 
suPer sPort Disk
Hey, these rackets are 

round, is that right? Well, when it comes to Mini Super 
Sport Disks, round is right and beautiful as well! Hand-
somely designed 12 in. diameter rackets with a super 
stretchy but durable elastic center and foam rim. Hold 
the rim with one or both hands to catch, bounce or 
shoot a ball over 100 ft. Comes in a set of 2 rackets 
with one ball. Can be used with almost any type ball 
but water balloons and koosh balls work very well. Try 
using the Sport Disk to play modified volleyball, ten-
nis or baseball. Go for distance or accuracy. Throw it, 
catch it like a frisbee; great beach toy, it floats! Light-
weight material and large “sweet spot” on net makes 
this a very successful racket.   m6676   $29.95
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inFinity looP
This way cool toy presents 
quite a challenge. The two 
colored, 13-in. plastic fig-
ure 8, opens and closes 
to form an infinity looping 
track.  When opened and 
closed with smooth appro-
priately timed movements a 
ball placed in the track will 
keep on rolling. How long 
can you loop? Facilitates 
upper extremity stability, 
quick reflexes, concentra-
tion, balance, visual track-
ing and a good time!

m3531   $28.95

PaPer toys 1 & 2
Actual action toys that can be played with! 
These booklets, each contain detailed plans, 
including therapist hints, for making 6 differ-
ent paper toys. Paper, scissors, stapler, and 
a few paper clips are the only materials re-
quired. Booklet 1 is simpler using only a few 
snips and folds. Booklet 2 has more com-
plicated plans. Both are ideal for bilateral 

coordination, refined grasp and manipulation skills. 
x6702 Paper toys 1    $4.95                x6703  Paper toys 2   

$4.95

make
       ‘n break
This terrific design 
copy and construction 
game will appeal to all! 
Comes with 10 same 
size rectangular wood-
en blocks in 10 different 
colors; deck of building 
cards and a timer. Col-
lect points for all correct constructions completed within the time limit. 
Modify play by eliminating the timer and using only level 1 cards. Three 
card levels provides every one with a perceptual and motor challenge. 
Structures are copied in the vertical orientation increasing the motor 
and upper extremity demand. Great family game!   

m4770   $32.95

Fastrack
Ready, aim, score with this 
fun, fast-paced disc-flinging 
game! The goal is to shoot all 
the wooden discs to the other 
side of the board through the 
small opening in the center 
divider. To accomplish this, 
players pull the discs back 
against the elastic band, 
propelling them forward.  Work 
quickly but accurately or your 
opponent will clear their side 
first.  Helps improve response 

speed, modulation of force and attending while also 
encouraging modification of response based on 
performance feedback. Careful, Fastrack can quickly 
become habit forming!       m3007   $19.95

Motor Planning

http://shoponline.pfot.com/infinityloop.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/fasttrack.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product1845.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/swingball-jr.htm
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http://shoponline.pfot.com/make�nbreak.html
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air heaDs
“Off with their heads!” is the cor-
rect response when playing with 
this fun, flying toy.  Hold the body 
shaped handle in one hand, pull 
the retractable string with the other 
and watch the heads fly! Great tool 
for bilateral coordination and visual 
tracking.  Smooth, simple mecha-
nism and variety of funny faced 
foam heads make this a motivating 
and successful toy for indoor and 
outdoor use.          
     b6931   $9.95

Froggy toss
Young child version of our classic 
Supercatch (B1401), velcro catch-
ing game. But Froggy toss has 2 soft 
mitts and 2 soft balls. No one gets 
hurt but everyone gets to practice 
their catching and throwing skills.
                   b1757   $12.95

Bilateral Motor Coordination
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turbo toP tower
You get 5 colorful tops in graduated 
sizes and one wind-up launcher. Wind 
top onto launcher in a clockwise mo-
tion until you feel resistance build. 
Hold firmly in one or 2 hands, push re-
lease button and watch the tops take 
off.  Best results when launcher is held 
straight and just above table surface. 
Increase the challenge and try to get 
all 5 rotating at the same time or if you 
are brave, try stacking them.  Can you 
get all 5 towered?    b6435   

$7.95

tricky Fingers 
All cheer the return of this wonderfully tricky 
game!  Standard set includes 2 individual 
playing boards and a set of 14 design cards. 
Great for classroom activity centers and group 
work.This modern classic of a game requires 
movement of 16 colored balls within the self-
contained box. Patterns are duplicated by 
moving balls from holes in the bottom of the 
board. Helps develop kinesthetic awareness 
of fingers, bilateral and perceptual motor skills. 

Play individually or have races. 
  b4404      $14.95

baby 
soDa 
bottles
You get 3 large clear 
plastic test tubes with soda bottle caps 
to keep them tightly closed. Perfect for 
securely storing pegs, pennies and other 
small manipulative. Great “put in” con-
tainers when using tweezers or tongs 
and as bottom is not flat but rounded, it 
must be held, facilitating bilateral hand 
use.  
 P6127       3 pc set  $5.95
 P6129    15 pc set   $22.95

the ziPPer
Classic two player toy for developing 
bilateral coordination, team work, 
timing, arm and hand strength and 
endurance. Soft 5” ball with approxi-
mately 7 feet of string. Smaller size 
makes it easier for indoor use and 
for fitting in therapy bags.   

 b6905   $10.95

“The skilled and coordinated use 
of two hands/arms/sides of the body at 
the same time is encouraged and devel-
oped as your child plays with and prac-
tices these activities.”

PoPbeaD Value sets
large Popbead Value set: Includes 
60, mixed color, 1” charm beads in 4 
shapes (heart, stars, bears, butter-
fly). Also includes 40 rings that can 
be placed between the beads for an 
extra fine motor challenge. 
        P0009  $7.95

small round Popbead Value set: 
Includes over 300 small  12mm 
round popbeads. A fun, timeless fine 
motor activity for all ages.
       P0008   $7.95

combo PoPbeaD 
Value set:
Get both the Large Charm 
Set and Small Round 
Popbead Set at areduced 
cost.    P0005   $14.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/thezipper.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/airheads.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/froggytoss.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/turbotoptower.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/trickyfinger.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/babybottles.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/valuebeads-small.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/valuebeads-small.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/popbead-value-set-large-beads-details.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/popbead-value-set-large-beads-details.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/popbeads-value-combo.html
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zoomball 
with Foam cushions 
Larger and longer version of the classic Zipper. This 
ball is 7 inches long and travels back and forth along 
an 18 foot length of rope.  To reduce fear and force 
associated with any incoming balls hitting handles,  
small foam balls can be threaded onto each line acting 
as a bumper between the easy grip handles and the 
propelled ball.  This tricky therapeutic piece of equip-
ment provides a total body workout. Great for adults 
as well as children. b2458   $12.95

lacing neeDles
Get a set of 5, blunt -ended plastic needles 
to use for all your lacing needs. The 3” long 
needle provides greater stability and so in-
creased lacing success.        b4134  (set of 

5) $2.95beaD stick
A most versatile piece of equipment. Hold the dowel at the end cap 
and place beads over the tip. Bead stringing now becomes an activity 
for young and old. Great for bilateral coordination, range of motion,  
upper extremity stability and in-hand manipulation. Can be easier to 
work with than floppy laces. Will work with most size beads.

b6711  (set of 2) $4.99

long tiP laces set 
You can never have enough laces! 
These are 36 inches long and have 
an extra long plastic tip for greater 
success. You get 2 in a set so make 
sure you have some with all of 
your lacing materials.         b4033   

$1.50

Fun sPecialty  
stringing beaDs
Bored with your standard beads? 
Add life, color and pizzazz to a 
classic developmental activity 
with this new set. At approxi-
mately 1 inch, these brightly col-
ored, high quality plastic beads 
are a good, challenging size for   
hands. Set includes 48   beads, 
12 in each of 4 categories: trans-

portation, safari animals, marine life; pets, and 100 multi-colored pony 
beads for use as spacers. Great for stringing, sorting, patterns, in-hand 
manipulation, tool use and classifying. The possibilities are endless. 
A perfect pairing with our handy bead stick!                    b9922   

$5.50

manuscriPt 
stringing letters
Beading fun with letters!  
These 3/4” capital letters are 
3-dimensional, so you can feel all the bumps and 
curves. Each letter has a hole through its side. This 
allows the laced letters to hang unobstructed in cor-
rect reading orientation.  Set includes 288 pieces in 
primary colored plastic – so there’s lots to share. 
Try standing letters on a tabletop, push into clay 
or sort by color or shape using our new tweezers 
or other hand tools.  (Laces not included).          

b4112   uppercase letters  $17.95
 b4189   lowercase letters  $17.95

tubation 
Fun, successful, early construction 
set of 40 colored unbreakable ABS 
plastic tubes. Four “pipe like” shapes 
readily fit together encouraging 
creations both big and small! 
Almost as much fun to 
take apart as to build. 
Comes in a great box 
with take along han-
dle. 

b0532   $24.95

artec blocks
These vividly colored, 
beautifully crafted ¾ 
inch plastic blocks attach smoothly and snuggly in 
all directions. Create 2 or 3 dimensional pictures, 
models designs and artwork.  Each block has a 
number of open squares and one square projection 
for connecting to another block. Each size set comes 
with a different quantity and type of block and a 
poster of possible models for copying or to spark the 
imagination. Terrific product for building fine motor 
skills, bilateral hand skills, finger/hand strengthening 
and design copying and motor planning.

        b1863   54 pc pouch    $9.95
b1865       112 pc box $24.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/zoomballwithfoam.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product1564.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/specialtystringingbeads.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/tubation.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product627.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/longtippedlaces.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/lacingneedles.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/beadsticks.html
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accorDion 
The one and only corrugated plastic tubes 

that make an amazing, addicting sound when 
pulled open and pushed together. 8 inch long, 
vibrantly colored pipes expand to 3’ when fully 
expanded. Pipes can be linked together and 
bent to form twisted designs and marble mazes 
(sorry-no marble included). Great for develop-
ing hand, finger and arm strength, hand stability, 
bilateral coordination, motor planning and visual 
and auditory attending.  12 pipes to a set. 

b8701  assorted colors     $14.95 
b8702  all clear pipes        $15.95
b8704  1 of each set          $29.95

accorDion PiPe accessory kit 
By popular request, we have put together some 
of our favorite materials (2 end stoppers, 6 mar-
bles, die and game ideas) 

 b8703  accessory kit   $2.00  

choPPer squaDron
Great bilateral motor activity 
where one hand holds the pow-
er base the other hand pulls the 
power launcher… sending one of 
4 small plastic helicopters flying 
and/or spinning away! Also great 
for working on arm strength, visu-
al tracking and reflex inhibition.

b1872  $4.95

keVa connect
Create simple & complex struc-
tures by combining 40 pine 

Pallino
A fascinating pinball-like game that encour-
ages bilateral coordination and logical thinking.  
Includes 16 pattern cards for creating, with a 
touch of a few buttons – realistic pictures or 
graphic designs.  Bright, contemporary colors 
keeps players motivated and working. Made of 
durable plastic with fold up legs and no loose 
parts. An amazing tool for improving motor 
planning, sequencing, motor coordination, 
hand and finger strength and visual percep-
tion.  Young children simply work on motor 
control as they make the balls zip or drop 
around the board.    

  m3506   $45.95

m7097 Deluxe 4 piece set  $79.95
Large & multi-sized buttons, zipper 
and snap

PFot ”cut-aways”
Fastening aids
The best training aid around. More functional than dressing toys, “cut-
aways” allows you to actually practice buttoning and zipping anytime any-
where. With velcro collar and waistband and no back panel, “cut-aways” 
are one size fits all and easy to stuff in a therapy bag. Neutral print cotton 
is machine washable.

m7090     large buttons       $21.95
4 large buttons with slightly larger 
button holes to facilitate success 

while learning motor pattern.

m7092  multi-size buttons  $21.95    
6 buttons, (2 large, 2 medium, 2 small) 
with appropriate sized buttonholes.

m7094 separating zipper   $21.95
A full size separating zipper front. 

m7096 snaps open-close  $21.95

m7099  basic 3 piece set  $57.95  
Large button, multi-button & zipper.

suPercatch
Greatest ball game ever - it should 
be called Sure Catch! Far superior to 
all other velcro mitt and ball games. 
Well constructed of durable hard 
plastic and brightly colored velcro. 
Roll it, throw it, bounce it, play alone 
or in groups - it’s hard to miss! De-
velops hand/finger strength, builds 

eye-hand coordination and promotes self esteem. Set includes 
2 paddles and a velcro plush tennis-sized ball. Extra Super-
catch balls are especially useful for independent play.     b1401      

$9.95

planks, 24 plastic 
connectors. Begin-
ning guide book.

b9852   $25.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/supercatch.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/kevaconnect.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/accordionpipesets.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/accordianpakaccessorykit.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/palino.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product622.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/choppersquadron.html
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gertie ball
Very unique soft tacky texture 
makes these safe and easy catch  for young 
children. 9” ball comes with straw for easy 
inflate and deflate.           t2701     $6.95

nobbie
gertie ball
2 color gertie with little  
green nobbies covering 
the surface. Adds visual 
and tactile interest. Soft 
and nonthreatening, but 
very visually alerting! 
   t2704    

mini bumPy gertie 
5” dia. comes pre-inflated 
and covered with mini 
bumps.         t2720   $4.95

zoobs
Zoob is the greatest snap, 
click and pop together 
toy! Pieces come in 5 
slightly different shapes 
and 5 colors, and all 
interact with each other. 
Zoobs are intrinsically 
easy to use, so kids are 
not intimidated by complex connections. Simply push 
together and pull apart! And once together the pieces 
can move and rotate, increasing play value. Unlimited, 
open-ended building potential spurs the imagination 
but the 40 piece travel set does come with directions 
for some amazing creations, as well as a clear vinyl 
carry case with shoulder strap. There is also a special 
piece that provides a stable base for building or stand-
ing your constructions. Perfect, success oriented con-

struction toy will 
also improve hand 
and arm strength, 
motor planning 
and bilateral co-

ordination!  
b0441   $19.95

sensory ball
It’s the perfect sized ball (7 inches) cov-
ered in perfect little nubs. Provides strong 
tactile input when thrown, caught, rolled, 

grasped or hugged. These balls are 
a sensory sensation!

t2707   $12.95

textureD PoP beaD
Easy to grasp, easy to snap, these textured beads 
are just the right transition size between our ex-
tra large snap beads for infants and preschoolers, 
(E8322) (E4403) and our more challenging sets of 
stars, hearts and bears (P9903). 100 beautifully craft-
ed colorful beads in reusable plastic tube. Great for 
refining hand skills, shaping arches of the hand, and 
reinforcing bilateral hand skills.
       b3639  $19.95

Fun to Fasten Dress uPs
These are almost too good to be true! 
Adorable dress up outfits designed with 
realistic details to foster pretend play and language skills while also 
developing dressing and fastening skills. Three different careers and 
fasteners represented in each set (buttons, snap & zipper). All are 
highly durable, made from a machine washable cotton blend fabric. 
One size only, fits children from 2-7 years or possibly older. Matching 
hats included. Perfect item for preschool, day care and at home dress 
up areas. Dress Ups also make great Halloween costumes.   
  b9906 Dress up set      $71.95
  (3 piece set: one each button, snap, zipper) 

   
Don’t need a full set? order just the fastener wanted. Designs 
Vary.  b9986  button Dress up   $26.95
  b9988  zipper Dress up    $26.95
  b9987   snap  Dress up    $26.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/product660.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/texturedpobeads.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sensoryball.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/zoob40set.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/minibumpygertie.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/gretieball.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/nnobbiegertieball.html


Ducks on PonD
Innovative set for working on kines-
thetic awareness, hand skills and up-
per extremity stability. Players work 
to move the magnetic duck through 
each maze by moving the magnetic 
handle under the maze board. Vision 
is blocked so sense of kinesthesia is 
facilitated. Comes with 3 ducks, 3 han-
dles 6 maze boards and wooden maze 
holder Frame requires some assembly.    
m1743   $64.95

These toys and materials encourage the 
use of arm/hand in slow, controlled movements 
away from the body and against gravity. This 
also improves the shoulder stability and mid-
range control or the arms needed for improved 

hand skills.

magnetic maze
Use the magnetic wands to guide the metal 
balls through the maze. Fully enclosed-no 
parts to lose. Finely crafted of wood and plexi-
glass. Develops problem solving skills, visual 
tracking, eye-hand coordination and logical 
thinking. Dry erase markers (not included) 
can be used to draw various destinations for 
players. Play alone or with a friend. Have a 
race! Also can be used as a bilateral hand 
held maze. Tilt board to maneuver the balls 
through the maze.                       
      u4503    $30.95

chinese yo-
yo
This Yo-yo on a stick is 
easier then a standard 
yo-yo. Encourages con-
trolled, isolated move-
ments of one hand and 
wrist. Small, lightweight 
and inexpensive.        

balance 
birD
Plastic birds with  a 
wind span will balance 
on your fingers if you let them. 
See how long you can balance the 
bird on finger or plastic perch, while 
you stand on one foot, jump, walk or move 
your arm around. Also try bird on your nose 
contests or a bird in each hand.                 

u3434     $1.00

susPenD Jr. 
Carefully place each 
squiggly rod without 
knocking it all down!

u1771   $16.95

sPace sPinners
Use centrifugal force to carefully be the first, to 
lift your fuel balls to the mother ship! But don’t 
stop spinning the ball, because it will fall. Co-
contraction & Controlled movements of the up-
per extremity needed.          u3948   $24.95

magnet-
ic wheel
The plastic wheel will continu-
ously rotate around the 9” met-
al frame if moved with appro-
priately timed, smooth graded 
movements.              m3909   

$4.95

rainbow ribbons
Put this beautifully crafted and bril-
liantly colored 7 foot long ribbon 
on a stick into a child’s hand and 
watch them create eye-catching 
swirls, loops, wiggles and squig-
gles. Develops motor coordination 
and builds arm and shoulder stabil-
ity. Try one in each hand for a bilat-
eral twirling challenge.  
    u2021   $7.95

egg & sPoon race
You get 4 colored spoons and 
matching eggs. Balance your egg 
on the spoon and race to the fin-
ish line. Run, walk, kneel walk, 
walk backwards, etc…but drop 
your egg and it will crack, spilling 
it’s “yolk like” bean bag. Classic 
relay game working to improve 
shoulder and arm stability and 
to help slow down and organize 
those “hyper” kids.  

u0572  $15.95

Upper Extremity Stability

http://shoponline.pfot.com/suspendjr.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/magneticwheel.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/chineseyoyo.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/spacespinners.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/balancebird.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/rainbow-ribbons.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/eggandspoonrace.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/ducksonapond.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product156.html


shark Fishery
Classic, non-magnetic, hook the fish arm stability 
game. 4 rods, 16 fish; small easy to transport.

zoomball 
with Foam cushions 
Larger and longer version of the classic Zipper. This ball is 7 
inches long and travels back and forth along an 18 foot length 
of rope.  To reduce fear and force associated with any incoming 
balls hitting handles,  small foam balls can be threaded onto 
each line acting as a bumper between the easy grip handles 
and the propelled ball.  This tricky therapeutic piece of equip-
ment provides a total body workout. Great for adults as well as 
children. b2458   $15.95

magnetic 
Picture maker
Horray, this fantastic game is back! 
Create works of art by moving 
the totally self contained colored 
chips into position as marked on 
one of the 6 double sided picture 
cards. Chips are moved from bot-
tom of frame into position using the 
attched magnetic wand. Kids love playing with magnets and so 
don’t realize how hard they are working as they complete the 
designs. Skill such as pencil grasp, arm and hand control visual 
focus and attending are all reinforced. Or create you own de-
signs and work on patterns and sequences.
        u1775   $24.95

4 in a row
Classic strategy game where players try to be the 
first to get 4 of their color disks in a row. Single 
players will enjoy creating patterns with the 23 red 
and 23 yellow disks. Vetical orientation of the game 
board makes it perfect for working on arm and shoul-
der stability, head/neck extension, prone propping, 
weight shifting and fine motor control. If you don’t 
have one of these games, you need one!
    u4518   $12.95

choPPer squaDron
Great bilateral motor activity where one hand holds the power 
base the other hand pulls the power launcher... sending one of 4 
small plastic helicopters flying and/or spinning away! Also great 
for working on arm strength, visual tracking and relfex inhibitio.
            b1872   $4.95

Dr eureka
You get to be the mad 
scientist! Choose a pat-
tern card. Begin with the 
colored balls randomly 
placed in your test tubes. 
Then without touching 
the balls, transfer them  
between test tubes until 
you match the challenge 
cards!

 u5620   $19.95

Upper Extremity Stability

http://shoponline.pfot.com/4inarow.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/shark-fishery.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/choppersquadron.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/magneticpicturemaker.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/zoomballwithfoam.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/dreureka.html
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Peg-a-mosaic
Driver tool helps with the push-
in & push-out of the 900, very 
small, rubbery, colorful pegs. 
Patterns included. 

P6806   $14.95
P6801 1000 extra pegs 

$3.95

Funny Family: 
the Dough heaDs
Plays like Mr. Potato Head 
but with dough for body & 
enough parts for 4 characters.         

t3507   $13.95

thumbs uP

PoP’emz
252 One inch, colorful mini 
hexagon shaped suction 
cups for design copy and 
creative fun! Fine grasp can 
not be avoided.

P3333   $19.95

Turn over your design card, figure out the 
order needed, then ace to stack colored 
rings on your thumb in the correct order 
the fastest! Try using only one hand for a 
real manipulation challenge! 48 rings and 
50 challenge design cards included, so 
enough for small groups of players.

P4225   $14.95

ouch! 
the Pinning game
A unique game consisting 
of 1 die, 40 pin pegs in 2 
colors and a 4” long, body 
shaped piece of perforated 
silicone. This 1 or 2 person 
game can be played in a 

number of ways, but all require fine grasp to place the 
small pin-pegs into the tiny holes. Game ideas include: 
roll the die and put that many pin-pegs into holes. First 
to place all their pegs wins; Time It- Fastest player to 
fill 10, 20 or all the holes is the winner in this timed 
competition. Or buy an extra Ouch body for head to 
head competition. 

x4769  ouch! Pin game  $11.95
x4763  extra 50 Pin-Pegs  $1.00
x4765  extra ouch body $12.00

“The hand and finger positioning and move-
ments needed to develop appropriate pinch, grasp 
and manipulative skills are innately based within 
these toys. (Caution: Many items in this section are 
small and brightly colored.  Supervision is needed for 
all young children, and clients who mouth items.)

! choking hazarD (1) not for under 3.

stretchy
mouse & cheese
These are the cutest, fun-est mice ever! 
First you squish ‘em and push ‘em into and 
through the Swiss cheese holes…and then 
you stretch ‘em and pull ‘em out again. Per-
fect for improving finger mobility and hand 
and finger strength.

P3478   $4.95

! choking hazarD (1) not for under 3.

! choking hazarD small Parts not for under 3.

choking hazarD 
small Parts & 
functional sharp 
piecs not for under 5.

! choking hazarD small Parts not for under 3.

! choking hazarD small Parts not for under 3.

Fruit stanD 
aValanche
Using a jumbo tweezer, fruit 
must be picked from or placed 
into the angled fruit stand…
but don’t let the fruit spill! 
Angle of stand adjusts for a 
greater or lesser challenge 
and spinner can be used to 
determine number and color 
of fruit to be placed. Beautiful 
materials provide a great fine 
motor workout for the hands. 

P1967  $20.95

wooDen
Pegs & Pictures
A beautiful crafted 5” 
square wooden peg-
board with 91 holes.  
Comes with 100 ¾”  
painted wooden pegs in 
4 colors and 4 pictures 
to re-create. Small size 
and attractive design 
makes it easy to trans-

port and irresistible to children and adults.  Try using 
with one of our tweezers or other tools to challenge 
hand skills, visual perception or spatial relations.  Ver-
satile piece for use with a wide variety of clients.         

               P5612    $24.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/ouch.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/peg-a-mosaic.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/funnyfamily.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/thumbsup.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/popemz.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/stretchymouseandcheese.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/woodpegsandpicture.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/fruitstandavalanche.html
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socket to me: Design & Drill
As part of the award-winning Design & Drill 
line of toys, kids can now learn to use a 
working socket wrench to attach colorful 
bolts to 4 construction projects. Flip the 
switch to use wrench for removing bolts 
when completed. Includes a boat, robot, 
race car and rocket which can be filled 
with bolts and then used in pretend play.  
Strengthens motor planning, hand skills, and 
endurance while encour-
aging creativity.  Add 
additional power drills 
for play by 2 or more 
individuals.     
        P3512     $21.95

suPer sorting Pie
Provides a fun way to strengthen hand 
and arm skills while also reinforcing early 
concepts of sorting by attribute. (color, 
number, shape, and category). Set comes 
with large, durable, 8 3/4 inch diameter 
plastic pie shell, removable divider, 60 
substantial fruit counters in 5 colors, 3 
double sided sorting cards, 2 jumbo twee-
zers and Activity Guide. Top crust acts as 
bowl to hold counters while playing and as 
lid when it is time to clean-up.  

P2135  $29.95

Dancing  animals
They’re back! 
Those cute little dancing animals 
we all loved as a child are back! 
These well-made plastic animals 
are activated by your thumb or 
individual fingers pressing up on 
the base. Press hard and hold 
it- they lay down. Press lightly in 
various spots and isolated body 
parts will move. Assorted ani-
mals available, after all, every-
one needs a dancing partner            

 P3902    $1.95

magnetic chiPs 
anD wanD
You’ll find 1000 uses 
for this strong magnet 
& small plastic color-
ful chips.Play: follow a 
path; chip pick up; move 
the chip but don’t attach 
it”. Also use for sorting, 

counting and in-hand manipulation 
tasks.
 x2503    magnetic chips  (20) 
           & wand set   $4.95
 x2502  magnetic chips (50) 

         only    $2.00 

P3525  extra Power Drill & 2 bits 
(requires batteries)             $9.95

P3519 Deluxe activity center 
(Power Drill, manual hand wrench, 
screwdrivers, & 20 patterns)    

       $42.95

Jumbo 
sticker Puzzles
Each of the 8 puzzle 
sheets is divided into 
15 numbered squares. 
Players peel off a num-
bered self stick piece of 
the puzzle and carefully 

place it on the correspond-
ing space on the worksheet. Continue do-
ing this until all squares are filled and a col-
orful scene is revealed. Placement of the 1 
inch square pieces challenges fine motor 
skills, attention to detail, ability to remain 
focused and number matching. Assorted 
designs; 1 pack only.
 P5537   $4.95

! choking hazarD small Parts not for under 3.

take along Design & Drill
All kids love playing with tools!  Simi-
lar to our Drill & Design Activity Center, 
(P3519) but new compact carry case 
folds out into a sturdy design board with 
60 bolts in 5 new colors, 3 interchange-
able bits and a power screwdriver in-
stead of a drill.  Activity guide with 10 
patterns to follow is also included.  Pro-
vides hours of fine motor, construction 
fun for little builders.     P3522   $29.95

squiggle 
wiggle worms
Cute little worms bounce up and down 
in the big red apple, just waiting to be 
picked.  Pluck one and check the col-
or of his tail.  Keep your color, but put 
the others back. Player with the most 
worms wins. Helps develop timing and 
digital grasping patterns. A delightful 
game, full of giggles and squiggles. 2-
4 players. No batteries required.             

    P2061   $19.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/socket-to-me.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product903.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/dancinganimals.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/squigglewiggleworms.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/jumbostickerpuzzle.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/supersortingpie.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/takealongdesignanddrill.html
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 mini Playing 
carDs
21/2 inch glossy finished 

playing cards in 
a plastic storage 
box. Great size for 
smaller hands or 

makes larger hands 
work harder. Unlimited uses 

for therapy and play. Small and conve-
nient for travel and therapy bags.  

          P1501   $1.50

winD-uP toys
A fun assortment of 3 quality wind-up 
toys, each with attention grabbing ac-
tions. Some flip and roll, some popover 
and some are part of a marching band. 
All great for encouraging bilateral co-
ordination, fine motor skills and finger 
strengthening.    

P7911 3 pc set   
$11.95
P7915  single wind up 
assorted styles   $3.95 
 

my tissue art
What a great idea – keep the best part 
of a classic classroom art project and 
get rid of the messy, hard to control 
part. The artist must still crunch up the 
small tissue paper squares into balls 
of color but instead of worrying about 
too little or too much glue, they now 
just push them down onto the self stick 
pattern card. Comes with 800 rainbow 
colored tissue paper squares and 6 
self-stick pictures. A great bilateral fine 
motor, and finger strengthening activity. 
And clean-up is now a snap so, “on the 
go” therapists have a new tool!  
  P1965  $11.95

magna mix
It’s like coloring by numbers with magnetic 
foam shapes on a vertical board with 
a magical magnetic release button. 
Includes 262 colorful magnetic foam 
pieces & 16 design patterns.

Jumbo tweezer
These colorful plastic tweezers feature 
ergonomic depressions to guide proper 
thumb-finger placement facilitating use of 
an open web space when working.  Helps 
build hand and finger skills for better writ-
ing and fine motor skills. 6” length pro-
vides moderate resistance when picking 
up counters or small for sorting, midline 
crossing and range of motion activities.  
No color choice.                P6248    $1.50

FriDas Fiesta game
Spin 3 spinners, pick needed 
letter & place on board using 
bird squeezer tongs to get 4 

in a`row. Includes 
26 letters and 
wobbly bowls 
for them to 
stand on.

     P 3 5 1 6 
$21.95

! choking hazarD small Parts not for under 3.

mosaic Puzzle
Set comes with 490 half inch plastic 
squares  and triangles that fit perfectly into 
the square holes of the grid. Create your 
own patterns and pictures or follow the ones 
provided. There are 6 full size pictures that 
fit under the grid allowing for simple one to 
one matching to complete the picture. The 
24 pictures in the booklet are smaller and 
so must be copied by counting and spatial-

ly figuring out where to start and when to change colors. Handling 
and placement of the small, colorful pieces facilitates development 
of a refined pincher grasp.  But for removal everyone loves using 
the special suction tool provided.  Also try using one of our twee-
zers to help with placement and removal. A terrific product you will 
reach for again and again!          P8083   $24.95

muFFin matchuP
This fun set of materials 
includes a 6 well muffin 
pan, 60 colorful mini muf-
fin counters, 1 Squeezy 
Tweezer, 12 double sided 
sorting inserts,, 2 foam 
dice, (1 for color, 1 for 
number), and an Activ-
ity Guide.  Engaging set 
helps develop a multitude 

of sorting, counting, matching and early math skills along 
with fine motor/manipulative skills.  Add another Squeezy 
Tweezer or another tool for 2 or more players.  Great as a 
classroom center or for individual or group play.  
                  P3508    $24.95

 

mini clothesPins
Small, 1”  clothes pins-that work! 24 in a 
package. Ideal for fine pinch and finger 
strengthening. Place around boxes, on 
clothes, attach to each other, even use 
to pick things up. Style & color may vary 
from picture. May be wood.   P4802   

http://shoponline.pfot.com/fridasfriends.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/miniplayingcards.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/mytissueart.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/magnamix.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/miniclothespins.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/jumbotweezer.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product904.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/mosaicpuzzlewithsuction.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/muffinmatchup.html
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Deluxe Peg set
  - Daisy style
The only peg set you’ll ever need or 
want. Soft plastic board,and 280 as-
sorted colored pegs in 3 sizes. Unique 
board joins with storage space to form 
a handy carry box with a handle. Can 
also be used vertical for display. Some 
picture ideas included.               

P3502    $22.95

beaD Do
Clear reverse peg board, 
colorful pegs and inviting 
designs to copy.

P3232   $14.95

sneaky, 
snacky squirrel game 
Fun game for 2-4 young children. Players 
take turns using the adorable Squirrel 
Squeezers to pick up and place the 
correct color acorn into the corresponding 
hole in their log. First to fill their log wins. 

Spinner tells 
you which color acorn to pick 
but it also has spaces marked, 
“pick an acorn,” “steal an acorn,” 
“lose an acorn,” so there is some 
beginning strategy lessons to be 
learned. Motivating way to work 
on improving fine motor color, 
hand strength, matching and 
sorting, and decision making 
skills.  

P3532   $21.95

in-hanD maniPulation kit
Therapist designed box of finger fun! Includes tasks to work 
on small muscle control of the fingers. Start by manipulat-
ing three small balls around the palm. Next use the unique 
adjustable butterfly device for placing washers. Third task 
places chips into hand held container and last uses the pen-
cil-like magnet device to pick-up, retrieve and retain as many 

washers as possible in one hand. Unusual and 
motivating devices challenges the hands and 
encourages hard work from the finger muscles 

needed for writing.                      P6704     
$19.95

 PoPbeaDs
It took us awhile, but 
we finally found the 
BEST POPBEADS 
and they REALLY 
WORK !  All the ben-
efits of the old stand 
by activity, but made 
more fun and mo-
tivating by the new 
designs available. 
These hard to find popbead designs are made in the USA, of 
high quality plastic.  A wonderful activity to address bilateral 
hand skills, finger strength, and stability of the hand. As with 
most small items, PFOT provides a recloseable plastic bag, 
for easier  travel in your treatment bag or in backpacks. Three 
types are available, and all are interconnecting!

butterFly
PoPbeaD set 
By popular demand we have expanded our line of fine pop-
beads! Like our other large popbeads, they’re easier to 
grasp, they’ll connect to all other designs, but they’re also 
more resistive!  A great challenge for fingers! 24 in a set. 
                         P9905     

$3.95

large-size
PoPbeaD set
This set includes a dozen each of stars, hearts and teddy 
bears for a total of 36 beads and 24 rings. Each popbead 
is easy to hold at approximately 1” wide and 1/4” thick. (All 
interlock with each other and with the others below.)   

P9903    $5.95

small-size PoPbeaD set
This set includes a dozen each of twists, ovals, and round 
beads, in 2 colors, for a total of 48 beads and 24 rings. Pop-
beads are approximately 1/2” long and 1/4” thick. Rings add 
a new and different challenge.      P9904     $4.95

! choking hazarD small Parts not for under 3.

multi-cubes
Bag of 100, top quality 3/4” cubes in 
10 bright colors. Cubes link on all sides 
for six way finger strengthening fun. A 
playful, manipulative to work on motor 
planning, 3 dimensional design copy-
ing, sequencing, patterns and spatial 

concepts.       V6262    $17.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/beaddo.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/multicubes.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/deluxepegboard.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/inhandmanipulationkit.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sneakysnackysquirrel.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product669.html
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b.  hanDy scooPers
Bubble Tongs, Bug Tongs, what 
ever you call them this kooky 
tool is a handy way to build the 
muscles of the hand needed for 
scissor use, pencil control and 
other fine motor tasks such as 
buttoning…and they’re crazy fun!  
The translucent scoops at the end 
of these sturdily made easy-grip 
handles lets players see what 
they have inside.  Great for pick-
ing up small objects, water play 
and bug collecting!  
           P6244    
$3.50

a. helPing 
hanDs tool 
set
This colorful set of 
4 high quality plas-
tic tools makes 
working on fine 
motor control and 
hand skills a breeze for the younger child.  Set includes one each 
of the; small Gator Grabber Tweezers: Handy Scoopers/Bug 
Tong; Twisty Droppers where you squeeze the bulb to push an 
air stream out of the twisted tube; Squeezy Tweezers which acts 
like a smaller, less resistive version of our Trap, (P8201). Children 
are highly motivated to use these terrific tools for building the little 
hand muscles needed to develop writing, cutting and fastening 
skills.                 s7855    $12.95

D.  mini traP – squeezy 
tweezers
This new “mini trap” fits perfectly 
in small kid’s hands! Squeeze 
the handles together to open, 
release and the trap closes. Used 
it to easily pick up or “capture” 
small items. Can be used by 
preschool populations on up, 
to promote thumb use, cause 
and effect, and repetitive arm 
movements. Mini Trap is plastic 
and approximately 4” long.  
 P6233   $2.50

a. mini gator tweezers
These pint-sized tweezers have real pick-up power. Just 4” long, they 
were designed for little hands. Durable plastic. Colors vary.

P6239   $1.50

Drill anD Design
A powerfully fun and meaningful activity for 
a wide range of children. Use the “power” 
drill or screwdriver to screw bolts into the 
100-hole activity board. Set comes with 120 
plastic bolts in 5 colors, 3 interchangeable 
drill/screwdriver bits, 2-sided wrench and 
10 picture/pattern cards. Follow the cards 
or create original patterns. Watch hand and 
planning skills develop as this well designed 
tool provides years of fun and purposeful ac-
tivity.    P3519    $42.95

! choking hazarD small Parts not for under 3.

critter balls
Perfect food for hungry ani-
mal snappers! A spiny ball 
with a cute little face and long 
tail! Great used with our toolkit 
for developing hand skills or 
as classroom  manipulatives. See how many 
you can hold in one hand or will fit into cupped 
hands. Assorted colors; 6 critters per set.   
            P3905    

lil’ grab-
ber
It looks and works 
like a small plastic 
mechanical arm. 
Squeeze handle 
between two fingers to close the pincers. Play robot 
and pick up and move small items without ever touch-
ing them. An amazingly motivating new tool for work-

mini 3 Point grabber  
Adorable little plastic grabber will pick 
up most small, adorable little items.  
A fun way to exercise and strengthen 
the 3 fingers used for writing, button-
ing, shoe typing and most skilled fine 
motor tasks.  Push the plunger down 
and 3 grabber legs appear to snatch 
up M&M’s, pegs, beads, screws, etc. 

s0426   $3.75

choking hazarD small Parts not for under 3.

baby soDa bottles
You get 3 large clear plastic 
test tubes with soda bottle 
caps to keep them tightly 
closed. Perfect for securely 
storing pegs, pennies and 
other small manipulative. 
Great “put in” containers when using tweezers or 
tongs and as bottom is not flat but rounded, it must be 
held, facilitating bilateral hand use.  
  P6127       3 pc set  $5.95
  P6129    15 pc set   $22.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/drillanddesign.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/mini3pointgrabber.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/critterballs.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/lilgrabber.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/babybottles.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/helpinghands.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/minigatortweezer.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/handyscoopers.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/minitrapsqueezytweezer.html
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cutie 
choPstick tongs

Adorable addition to our 
line of hand tools. These 
long legged friends are 
perfect for picking up all 
sorts of items and working 
the small muscles of the 
hand. T Rex and Toucan 
have mouths that open 
and close automatically as 
tool is being used and the 
Chimp Sticks have wide 
hands for getting a firmer 

grip on things. All come with a set of grippy “leg warmers” which really 
help keep fingers from slipping. Made of food grade ABS, 7 ½ - 8 ½” 
long. These Chopstick Cuties are also a fun way for kids to eat their 
veggies or popcorn!

x4767  trex chopstick $6.00
x4766  toucan bird chopstick $6.00
x4762  chimpstick chopsticks $8.00

reD mitten tongs
The cute as can be red sili-
cone mittens on the ends of 
this new tong make it easy 
to pick up larger and more 
slippery items like blocks or 
marbles or ping pong balls! 
While the wide span of the 
sturdy metal legs makes it 
a more resistive tool and 
great for building hand and 
finger strength. 
x4760  red mitten $9.95

www.pfot.com                                *Prices subject to change www.pfot.com                                *Prices subject to change

! choking hazarD small Parts not for under 3.

key chains
And you thought they were just for 
holding your keys... Think again! 
These brightly colored plastic 2 1/2” 
belt clip key rings are great hand/fin-
ger therapy tools. Brightly colored 
and highly motivating. Attach many 
together to form long chains or neck-
laces. Comes 12 to a set in assorted 
colors. Great for classroom and home 
programs.         

        P4808     $2.95

bean counters
You receive 200 flat 2 color chips 
with a unique bean like shape. White 
on one side, red on the other. Great 
for working on in-hand manipulation 
skills and speed.  Try putting 3 in 
your hand and turning them all to the 
same color, or line up 10 or more in 
a row and see how fast you can turn 
them over.  When cleaning up, pick 
up each one with fingertips, no slid-
ing to edge of table allowed.    

P6703      $9.95

mini Dice
These tiny 1/4” little guys are real dice 
in mixed colors. So cute and appeal-
ing everyone will want to play. You 
get 24 in a package along with activ-
ity ideas. Great for number and color 
matching, picking up with hand tools 
or with fingers for in-hand manipula-
tion work. Also develop the arches of 
the hand as you practice that perfect 
roll!      P4804     $3.50

! choking hazarD small Parts not for under 3.

animal snatchers
12” reacher. Easy one-handed trigger oper-
ation. Fun to “eat” marbles, cotton balls, etc., 
but don’t let him “eat” you! A great crossing 
midline activity.       P4801 alligator   $2.95
      P4810 Dolphin    $2.95

large 
heaDeD snaPPers
So vibrant and authentic looking kids 

cannot help but interact with these jaw 
snapping wild animals. The 12 inch long 
handle and trigger mechanism are con-
structed of heavy duty plastic, more du-
rable than most.  Larger mouth opening 
and heavier weight facilitates two hand-
ed use when picking up items.  Buy 2, 
even wild animals need friends.  
  P9878   shark       $4.95
  P9879 Dino         $4.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/red-mitten-tongs-details.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product675.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product991.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/beancounters.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/minidice.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/keychains.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/chopstick-cuties-details.html
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Three-PoinT Grabber
Push the plunger and three thin 
wire legs emerge ready to grab their 
“prey” (small items). Once caught 
release the items into a container, by 
again pushing on the plunger. This 
8” long plastic grabber really works 
the muscles of the thumb, index and 
middle fingers helping to develop 
strength and stability in this area. 
Also helps to develop the ability to 
use tools. Low price allows you to 
order many for use with groups or 
to recommend for home programs. 
Supervision recommended due to 
design of legs. Try it with small ani-
mal figures or our spiny balls. 
             S2902   $2.95

Tool KiT SamPler
One of each of our most popular tools, plus 
plastic tweezer, set of spiny balls and critter 
balls, all at a discounted price! Great for groups 
of 2 or more. (Price may change as more 
tools are added).   

    P8210    $29.95

STrawberry PicKer
A very unusual pint-sized picker 
upper! Made of stainless steel 
(no sharp edges), this strawberry 
picker is ideal for little hands. Use 
to pick up cotton balls, pom pom 
balls, yarn, monster men, almost 
anything. Helps strengthen grasp 
patterns, while also developing 
open/close pattern needed for scis-
sor use.   P2901     $.95

The TraP
Kids love this metal trap attached 
to plastic handles. Squeeze the 
handles together to open, release 
and the trap closes. Can be operated 
easily to pick up or “capture” small 
items. Can be used by preschool 
populations on up, to promote thumb 

use, cause and effect, and repetitive arm 
movements. Trap is approximately 5” long.          
                P8201    $4.95

heavy DuTy TonGS
Similar in function to our wood 
tongs, but  shorter and made 
entirely of metal. Requires greater 
hand and finger strength to use 
and encourages sustained co-
contraction of the hand/fingers to 
maintain “grasp” on item being 
grabbed.  P2903   $2.95 

wooD TonGS
Use these 8” wooden tongs to 
move and sort small items. En-
courages proper wrist and finger 
positioning needed for scissors 
and crayon use, while also devel-
oping finger strength, endurance 
and sustained cocontraction of 
the hand/fingers. Lightweight 
and inexpensive,  ideal for group 
work or to use in classroom & 
home programs.         

P2904    $2.50

The use and mastery of tools is an ever 
present challenge for children and adults alike. 
The motor planning, hand skills, and cause and 
effect principles inherent in their use is hard to 
duplicate - and clients love them! We are pleased 
to expand this line and bring you the broadest 
range of simple tools available. Order in multiples 
for classroom programming.

 mini 3 PoinT Grabber  
Adorable little plastic grabber will pick up most 
small, adorable little items.  A fun way to exercise 
and strengthen the 3 fingers used for writing, button-
ing, shoe typing and most skilled fine motor tasks.  
Push the plunger down and 3 grabber legs appear 
to snatch up M&M’s, pegs, beads, screws, etc.  

S0426   $3.75

lil’ Grabber
It looks and works like a small plastic me-
chanical arm. Squeeze handle between 
two fingers to close the pincers. Play robot 
and pick up and move small items without 
ever touching them. An amazingly motivat-
ing new tool for working on finger and hand 
strength.              P3913   $1.00

SPiny ballS
Brightly colored, soft spine balls. 
Fun to squeeze, throw, hide, grab. 
How many can you tuck into the 
palm of your hand?  12 balls in a 
set.          P3901    $3.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/toolkitsampler.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/mini3pointgrabber.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/woodtongs.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/spinyballs.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/heavydutytongs.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/strawberrypicker.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/three-pointgrabber.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/lilgrabber.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/thetrap.html
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Zoo STicKS 
 farm STicKS
  fiSh STicKS

A  great tool for little hands. Shaped like animals with long 
legs, these zany tongs can pick up even the smallest things. 
Try them with M&M’s! Great for pre-scissor work & basic hand 
strengthening & coordination.  

P2302   Zoo Stick   $2.50  
P2304   farm Stick   $2.50

             P2306    fish Stick   $2.50
P2310  animal Stick Set (1 zoo, farm, fish Stick)   $27.95
P2307  Deluxe animal Stick Set (1 Zoo, farm, fish stick,  
  12 Spiney balls, 6 critter balls)     $56.95

K. e-Z reverSe TweeZer
It’s a tweezer but you squeeze-er to open, not close.  Release 
the tension and tip automatically closes.  Five inch stainless 
steel tweezer requires little physical strength to operate.  Pickup 
small items, place pegs, use one in each hand to string small 
beads.  Fun tool for small hands.  Has a pointy though not 
sharp tip.  P9964   $2.95

m. PlaSTic TweeZerS
At only 4 inches long, this “grabby, grippy” new hand tool is 
just perfect for little fingers. Specifically engineered to maintain 
alignment, the grooved plastic handle also provides tactile and 
visual cues for finger placement. Tip is pointed but not sharp 
and lined with non-slip teeth for holding items. Opens only 1/2 
inch, so subtle and refined movement of the thumb and fingers 
are reinforced. Also great for working on midrange control of 
arms, midline crossing and range of motion. Try picking up 
small items including spiny balls, letter beads, colored rice, 
etc.  P2622    $1.50

l. reSiSTive reverSe offSeT TweeZer
Same concept as above but longer in length and more 
resistive to squeeze open.  It also has a bent or offset point 
giving a clearer view of the object to be picked up.  Wood-
like overlay provides clear indication of finger placement 
for best balanced operation.  Great tool for building hand 
strength and endurance.    

P9966   $2.95

TweeZer SeTS
Get one of each of the four tweezers. 3 stainless steel, 
1 plastic as described below.                  
     P9963    Tweezer Set   $9.95
P9962   combo Set Tweezer & Tool kit   $38.95

J. larGe e-Z offSeT TweeZer
These standard operating tweezers are 7 inch long stainless 
steel and require only a minimal amount of hand strength 
to squeeze closed.  The pointy, not sharp, offset tip makes 
it easy to see the object you want to pick up.  Quality con-
struction allows for use as a precision tool capable of precise 
work.  Pick-up paper clips, our new mini erasers, rice, etc.  A 
great, highly durable addition to any “tool” collection.
    P9965   $2.95

m.

J.

l.

K.

Jumbo TweeZer
These colorful plastic tweezers fea-
ture ergonomic depressions to guide 
proper thumb-finger placement fa-
cilitating use of an open web space 
when working.  Helps build hand and 
finger skills for better writing and fine 
motor skills. 6” length provides mod-
erate resistance when picking up 
counters or small for sorting, midline 
crossing and range of motion activi-
ties.  No color choice. 
                    P6248    $1.50

http://shoponline.pfot.com/tweezerset.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/largeezoffsettweezer.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/ezreversetweezer.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/zoofarmsticks.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/resistivereverseoffsettweezer.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/plastictweezers.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/jumbotweezer.html
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hanDy ScooPerS
Bubble Tongs, Bug Tongs, 
what ever you call them this 
kooky tool is a handy way to 
build the muscles of the hand 
needed for scissor use, pencil 
control and other fine motor 
tasks such as buttoning…and 
they’re crazy fun!  The trans-
lucent scoops at the end of 
these sturdily made easy-grip 
handles lets players see what 
they have inside.  Great for 
picking up small objects, water 
play and bug collecting!  
          P6244    $3.50

helPinG 
hanDS Tool 
SeT
This colorful set of 
4 high quality plas-
tic tools makes 
working on fine 
motor control and 
hand skills a breeze for the younger child.  Set includes one each 
of the; small Gator Grabber Tweezers: Handy Scoopers/Bug 
Tong; Twisty Droppers where you squeeze the bulb to push an 
air stream out of the twisted tube; Squeezy Tweezers which acts 
like a smaller, less resistive version of our Trap, (P8201). Children 
are highly motivated to use these terrific tools for building the little 
hand muscles needed to develop writing, cutting and fastening 
skills.                 S7855    $12.95

mini TraP
SqueeZy TweeZerS
This new “mini trap” fits 
perfectly in small kid’s hands! 
Squeeze the handles together 
to open, release and the trap 
closes. Used it to easily pick 
up or “capture” small items. 
Can be used by preschool 
populations on up, to promote 
thumb use, cause and effect, 
and repetitive arm movements. 
Mini Trap is plastic and 
approximately 4” long.   
P6233   $2.50

mini GaTor TweeZerS
These pint-sized tweezers have real pick-up power. Just 4” long, they 
were designed for little hands. Durable plastic. Colors vary.

P6239   $1.50

criTTer ballS
Perfect food for hungry animal 
snappers! A spiny ball with a 
cute little face and long tail! Great 
used with our toolkit for developing hand skills 
or as classroom  manipulatives. See how many 
you can hold in one hand or will fit into cupped 
hands. Assorted colors; 6 critters per set.    
           P3905    $2.95

GliTTer Pom PomS
Soft, colorful, fluffy ½ inch pom poms 
with the glittery threads that keeps 
them from sticking together.  Perfect 
for picking up with any of our tongs, 
tweezers or other hand tools. 80 to 
a pack so there are plenty for group 
activities.  How fast can you pick up all 
the red ones and put them in a plastic 
bottle? Also great for craft activities. 

P6247   $2.95

baby SoDa 
boTTleS
You get 3 large clear 
plastic test tubes with 
soda bottle caps to keep 
them tightly closed. Per-
fect for securely storing 
pegs, pennies and other small manipulative. 
Great “put in” containers when using tweezers 
or tongs and as bottom is not flat but rounded, it 
must be held, facilitating bilateral hand use.  
  P6127       3 pc set  $5.95
  P6129    15 pc set   $22.95

fruiT STanD 
avalanche
Using a jumbo 
tweezer, fruit must 
be picked from or 
placed into the angled 

fruit stand…but don’t let the 
fruit spill! Angle of stand ad-
justs for a greater or lesser 
challenge and spinner can be used to determine num-
ber and color of fruit to be placed. Beautiful materials 
provide a great fine motor workout for the hands. 

P1967  $20.95

SPecial 
caTaloG couPon:
Thanks for viewing our online 
catalog.! As a “Thank you” if you 
enter code cat17-10 we will take 
5% off your  current online order. 
(Expiration to be announced)

http://shoponline.pfot.com/glittrpompoms.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/critterballs.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/babybottles.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/helpinghands.html
hoponline.pfot.com/minigatortweezer.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/handyscoopers.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/minitrapsqueezytweezer.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/fruitstandavalanche.html
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cuTie 
choPSTicK TonGS

Adorable addition to our 
line of hand tools. These 
long legged friends are 
perfect for picking up all 
sorts of items and working 
the small muscles of the 
hand. T Rex and Toucan 
have mouths that open 
and close automatically as 
tool is being used and the 
Chimp Sticks have wide 
hands for getting a firmer 

grip on things. All come with a set of grippy “leg warmers” which really 
help keep fingers from slipping. Made of food grade ABS, 7 ½ - 8 ½” 
long. These Chopstick Cuties are also a fun way for kids to eat their 
veggies or popcorn!

P4767  Trex chopstick $6.00
P4766  Toucan bird chopstick $6.00
P4762  chimpStick chopsticks $8.00

reD miTTen TonGS
The cute as can be red sili-
cone mittens on the ends of 
this new tong make it easy 
to pick up larger and more 
slippery items like blocks or 
marbles or ping pong balls! 
While the wide span of the 
sturdy metal legs makes it 
a more resistive tool and 
great for building hand and 
finger strength. 
P4760  red mitten $9.95

mini Dice
These tiny 1/4” little guys are real dice 
in mixed colors. So cute and appealing 
everyone will want to play. You get 24 
in a package along with activity ideas. 
Great for number and color matching, 
picking up with hand tools or with 
fingers for in-hand manipulation work. 
Also develop the arches of the hand 
as you practice that perfect roll!      

P4804     $3.50

muffin 
maTchuP
This fun set of materi-
als includes a 6 well 
muffin pan, 60 colorful 
mini muffin counters, 
1 Squeezy Tweezer, 
12 double sided sort-
ing inserts,, 2 foam 
dice, (1 for color, 1 for 

number), and an Activity Guide.  Engaging set helps 
develop a multitude of sorting, counting, matching 
and early math skills along with fine motor/manipula-
tive skills.  Add another Squeezy Tweezer or another 
tool when 2 or more players.  Great as a Classroom   
Center, of for individual or group play.  
                P3508    $24.95

SuPer SorTinG Pie
Provides a fun way to strengthen hand 
and arm skills while also reinforcing early 
concepts of sorting by attribute. (color, 
number, shape, and category). Set comes 
with large, durable, 8 3/4 inch diameter 
plastic pie shell, removable divider, 60 
substantial fruit counters in 5 colors, 3 
double sided sorting cards, 2 jumbo twee-
zers and Activity Guide. Top crust acts as 
bowl to hold counters while playing and as 
lid when it is time to clean-up.  

P2135  $29.95

mini eraSer
collecTion 
You receive an assortment of 
50 small adorable erasers in the 
shapes of flowers, stars, turtles 
and other friendly characters.  
Approximately  3/4” x 3/8” in 
size.  They can be sorted by 
shape and placed flat on table 
or stood on edge for a greater 
fine motor challenge.  Try picking 
them up or towering them using 
one of our tweezers or other 
tools to increase the hand and 
arm workout received.         

P7643   $3.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/supersortingpie.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/minidice.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/minierasercollection.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/muffinmatchup.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/red-mitten-tongs-details.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/chopstick-cuties-details.html


Spinning ToyS
Newly designed spinning toy is wonderfully engaging. Spin the 
globe faster and faster til it magically opens revealing its animal 
surprise inside.  Encourages the use of a three point pinch against 
resistance and isolated thumb movements. Made of plastic. As-
sorted styles available. Great pre-writing warm-up activity!  
   p2345  Animal/Butterfly   $4.50
   p2347      Under the Sea  $4.50
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“These toys and materials all require the exertion of 
differing degrees of hand and finger strength.”

SnAp n plAy 
This classic set of 65 wood 
blocks that literally snap to-
gether, a must for every therapy 
clinic, preschool and kindergar-
ten classroom, after school and 
recreation program. Challenges 
the imagination while building 
arm/hand and finger strength, 
and facilitating bilateral motor 
skills. Start younger builders 

off by simply attaching 2 rods. Next, try making a basic 5 part car, 
it will really roll! Add passengers to the cars and race them or con-
nect them together to make a caravan. Challenge older children to 
attach all the pieces together and time their effort so progress can 
be documented. Enough pieces for multiple players or split a set 
with another parent or therapist. A terrific set you will use again and 
again!  S1741    $69.95

hip hop hopper - MegA JUMpz
Push’em, jump’em, fly’em! These soft foam heads with the wo-
ven plastic bodies, are not very pretty but they really do move!  
Larger, mega version of our original Jumpz can actually reach 
15 times their own 4 inch height.  With Mega Jump action, 
these big guys are even easier to catch than their little broth-
ers but work the same way.  Push down on their heads and 
launch them off a table, wall or out of your hand.  Go for height 
or distance, go bowling and knock down paper cups, score a 
basket…etc.  Mega Jumps are mega fun for the hands! 
               M3326   $1.95

Monkey 
hAnd exerciSer
Designed especially for kids, Monkey 
is the most comprehensive, durable, 
comfortable and fun total hand exer-
ciser.  Perfectly sized for kids from 2-
12 years of age, it is made of a soft, 
highly elastic, washable material that is 
latex and phthalate free. Work on flex-
ion and extension of the whole hand 
or of individual fingers.  Also makes a 
great fidget.  Have fun, make Monkey 
faces!                       S5737      $11.95

MonSTer lAUndry
Hang the monster’s laundry on the line, but remember, 
dots to the right and stars to the left!

B5608   $19.95

poppin peeperS
These are the best quality, eye poppin 
little guys available. Squeeze their cute 
little bodies and watch their big rolley 
polley eyes pop! Different shaped bodies require different 
hand positions but they are all perfect for building hand and 
finger strength and providing visual feedback regarding 
sustained grasp and endurance. Assorted varieties 
available, so order several and start your collection!     

S1151  $4.50

http://shoponline.pfot.com/monsterlaundry.htm
http://shoponline.pfot.com/poppinpeepers.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/megajumps.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/snapnplay.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/monkeyhandexcerciser.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product1557.html
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popper
It only looks like a half of ball - but 
turn it inside out, drop it and watch it 
pop back up ready for you to catch.  
Small and easily portable, these 2” 
rainbow colored spheres, are made 
of nontoxic rubber. Improves eye 

hand coordination, finger strength and bilateral hand skills. 
           S3907   $2.00

zeeBeez
Can we play ZeeBeez, please? ZeeBeez is a new spin, pop and 
catch toy that everyone wants to try. Press thumbs against the 
plastic design button in the center to turn the ZeeBeez inside 
out. Now grasp the stem, give it a spin and let it drop! Try to 
catch it as it popz and jumpz  to 6 feet. A highly motivating way 
to work on hand and finger strength, visual tracking, aim, arm 
control and catching skills.  You are going to need more than 
one so collect all 6 ZeeBeez designs! S3346    $3.95

popping gUy
It’s wonderful, it’s 
amazing, it’s the 
return of The Pop-
ping Thing! This 
cute 4 1/2” soft or-
ange rubbery alien 
has blue eyes, 
red ears and a 
red nose - that all 
“POP” when he is 

squeezed! Great for developing cause 
and effect, hand and finger strength and 
reducing tension. (No loose parts.) Order 
2 or more - they get lonely.    
            S1003     $9.95

WATer SqUirT
These most adorable, 21/2 
inch round squeeze balls will 
squirt water or air. Great way 
to work on hand/finger strength 
and palm arching. They are so 
cute together, you might need 
more than one! 
      S6305   $1.00

BUTTerfly popBeAdS 
By popular demand we have expanded 
our line of fine popbeads! Like our other 
large popbeads, they’re easier to grasp, 
they’ll connect to all other designs, but 
they’re also more resistive!  A great chal-
lenge for fingers!  24 in a set.  
            p9905     $3.95

pUTTy kiT
A self contained kit you 
will reach for again and 
again! This convenient 
travel case contains 2 oz. 
of 3 different resistance 
therapy puttys and a va-
riety of small items. Use 
these pieces for pushing, 
making designs, hiding, 
etc. Enough putty provid-
ed in each color (yellow, 

red, and green) to fill most children’s hands. All materials 
neatly maintained in separate compartments. Designed for 
the therapist on the go!     S1210       $21.95

choking hAzArd Small parts not for 

STAple free 
STApler
Teachers, parents, 
grandparents…no 
more worry about 
the children in-
advertently hurt-

ing themselves, or 
others, with a stapler. This handy little 
device will bind 2-5 sheets of paper 
together without using a single staple, 
so it’s also better for the environment. 
Requires a forceful push, strengthen-
ing hand and arm muscles. Kids love 
to staple, so let them with the Staple 
Free Stapler.

x3635   $6.95

coSMo-orBo
Use planning & strength to 
push each colored ball into its 
matching hole with a “snap”.

B3312   $9.95

SqUidy
Just squeeze the bottle and watch the 
diver, a squid-like creature, sink to the 
bottom, where it will stay until grasp is 
released. Then watch it rise.  Buy two 
and have races.           S7506      $2.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/zeebeez.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/watersquirt.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/squidy.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/orbo-cosmo.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/poppingguy.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product669.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/popper.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/puttykit.html
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clAy 
AlphABeT STAMperS  
Work on hand and finger 
strengthening as you reinforce 
letter and number recognition. 
Set includes all the letters of 
the alphabet and numbers 0-9. 

Push the 4” long plastic stampers into clay, dough or putty to see a 
dotted outline of the character appear. Kids are fascinated by the 
impressions left behind and so are motivated to try writing simple 
words, their addresses, phone numbers, etc. A great addition to 
your collection of clay/dough tools.  S1749   $30.95

clAy preSS  
This heavy duty plastic press encour-
ages kids to squeeze the handles to-
gether as hard as they can. As they 
do this, the clay in the well is pressed 
through the holes creating strands of 
hair, grass, spaghetti or a mess of 
worms! What could be more fun than 
making a plate full of worms!
              S1748   $6.95

SqUeeze SqUirTS
Cute and adorable water /air puff 
toys. Assorted 2” animals squirt wa-
ter when squeezed. Order several, 
each one is different. Encourages 
finger strength, arch development 
and digital grasping patterns. Perfect 
size for little fingers. 

 p2702  each     $1.00

reUSABle clAy
Special  nontoxic, non-harden-
ing polymer clay comes in a 
one pound package containing 

4 colors. Can be readily 
worked with hands 

or tools to create 
simple or com-
plex projects. 
Once complete, 
projects retain 

their shape indefinitely or can be re-worked as the 
imagination dictates. It never hardens so you can use 
it again and again. There’s also no needed to wrap or 
cover projects from session to session. So start a dino 
today, finish it next week!     r6720  $4.95

clAy picTUreS
Just push and smush! Use the 8 bright colors of 
never dry clay to color the 3 pictures. Reuse the 
picture molds or decorate with included preprint-
ed background cards and colorful frames. Terrific 
hand and finger workout, improves strength, tone 
and endurance.           S1184   $13.95

SqUeeze egg Toy
Simply squeeze the egg and watch the cute little character “pop” 
out. Release your squeeze and the little guy disappears back into 
his hideout.  Great little tool for working on cause and effect, hand 
and finger strength, sustained grasp and they are loads of fun and 
very motivating. Assorted characters     .                 S1161   $3.00

SpArkle 
Wheel 
New and Improved 
version! Watch the 
sparks fly as you 
make the wheel 
spin! Encourages 
the use of a three point pinch against 
resistance and isolated thumb 
movements. Sparks are safe and 
colorful. Made of durable plastic. 
Colors vary.      S3908    $1.95

pop rockeT
Set includes 3 
colorful, air pow-
ered, rockets and 
a soft grip launch-
er all made from 
soft, safe foam.  
These, take any-
where, air blas-
tin’ rockets can 
really fly but are 
safe for indoor or 
outdoor fun.  Great for working on bi-
lateral coordination, hand strength and 
cause and effect.

S3326   $6.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/minisqueezerocket.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/squeezesquirts.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sparklewheel.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/claypictures.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/squeezeeggs.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/clayalghabetstampers.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/claypress.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/reusableclay.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product675.html


AniMAl   
SnATcherS
12” reacher. Easy 
one-handed trigger 
operation. Fun to “eat” 
marbles, cotton balls, 
etc., but don’t let him “eat” 
you! A great crossing mid-
line activity.               
  p4801 Alligator   $2.95
  p4810 dolphin    $2.95

lArge 
heAded 
SnApperS
So vibrant and 
authentic look-
ing kids cannot 
help but interact 
with these jaw 
snapping wild animals. 
The 12 inch long han-
dle and trigger mecha-
nism are constructed of 
heavy duty plastic, more 
durable than most.  Larg-
er mouth opening and 
heavier weight facilitates 
two handed use when pick-
ing up items.  
p9879   $4.95  Alligator/dino
p9878   $4.95   dolphin/Shark
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pleASingly 
plUMp
SqUirT 
BAllS
These roly poly 
1-1/2” vinyl wa-

ter toys were originally requested by 
a hand therapist, because they’re the 
perfect shape to encourage little hands 
to bend and arch just the right way. 
Use them with or without water. Try 
confetti air blowing (then, of course, 
confetti pick up!) Animals sometimes 
available, but usual fun sports balls.    

      S3904    $1.00

SqUiShy fiSh
Squeeze the bellies of these small 
adorable squishy sea creatures and 
watch their eyes bug out! Keep one in 
your pocket, for close at hand squeez-
ing. Great as a fidget or to strengthen 
finger muscles.      

S7604   $1.25

Mini SqUeeze rockeT
Small palm sized squeeze bulb with 
tapered end for launching the 3 in-
cluded soft foam rockets. Squeeze 
with one hand or both, aim at tar-
gets or go for distance. Build hand 
and finger strength and endurance, 
along with visual tracking. Purchase 
a bunch and add a lift to your next 
group activity or staff meeting!  

  S6920    $5.95

Mini hole pUnch
An adorable little tool with big time 
attitude. One handed lever action is 
easy and smooth to operate. The 2” 
punch comes with a rubber gasket 
for catching the punched holes and 
a hinge for locking it closed. The 
bright, neon colors help motivate 
while working on finger strengthen-
ing, ocular and fine motor skills.      
    p2711   $1.95

TenniS BAll gUy
The idea for this cute, little, fuzzy, round 
guy with the big mouth, has been around 
for a while. When you squeeze the cor-
ners of his mouth he opens wide, so you 
can feed him. Kids love interacting with 
the hungry fellow. Great hand strength-
ening and open webspace positioning 
encouraged. Bilateral coordination and 
in-hand manipulation  can also be facili-
tated. Comes with one Tennis ball guy 
and 20 chips and beans for feeding.   
                  S7015     $3.95

pop MoUThS
Extraordinarily hearty little fellows who 
stick out their tongues with a resound-
ing “pop” whenever you squeeze their 
bodies!  Wonderfully motivating means 
for building strength and stability in the 
3 fingers needed for writing, scissor 
use and most fine motor/manipulative 
tasks.  Opposed finger positioning and 
an open web space are reinforced. 
Assorted styles.

S5055    $2.00 each

pUTTy BUddieS
Who knew putty could be so much fun! 
Includes 2 containers of colorful putty 
(each with 3oz. of putty, but 2 differ-
ent child-friendly resistances) and a 
variety of crazy plastic body parts. You 
can put together 2 crazy looking bud-
dies at once! The real fun comes from 
watching them sag over time, creating 
new looks as they melt. Great for build-
ing finger strength, wrist extension and 
refining hand skills. Putty is latex free.

T1846   $14.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/product991.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/squisheyes.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/plump.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/popmouth.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/puttybuddies.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/miniholepunch.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/minisqueezerocket.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/tennisballguy.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product675.html


SenSory Snap BeadS
These great quality, highly du-
rable, soft plastic snap beads 
will provide multi-color and 
multi-texture fun and skill de-
velopment for little hands!  Easy 
to grasp, the beads come in 

a reusable plas-
tic jar with handle.  
Whether pull ing 
apart or pushing 

together these beads are perfect 
for encouraging bilateral hand 
use, hand strength and stability 
and visual focus. Classic, infant, 
toddler and preschool toy.   
       B4453    $24.95

MUFFIn MaTCHUp
This fun set of materi-
als includes a 6 well 
muffin pan, 60 colorful 
mini muffin counters, 1 
Squeezy Tweezer, 12 
double sided sorting 
inserts,, 2 foam dice, (1 
for color, 1 for number), 

and an Activity Guide.  Engaging set helps develop a multitude of 
sorting, counting, matching and early math skills along with fine 
motor/manipulative skills.  Add another Squeezy Tweezer or another 
tool when 2 or more players.  Great as a Classroom   Center, of for 
individual or group play.                  p3508    $24.95

preSS & SpIn
pICTUre BIngo 
This classic game comes in a 
conveniently small package 
but packs a lot of play value.  
Picture Bingo  features a 6 
color/fruit spinner that re-
quires a push for each spin.  
Comes with the 4 fruit filled 
16 space bingo cards and 
markers for covering the matching pictures.  The winner is the first to 
get 4 in a row, the 4 corners, the perimeter, make an “x” or fill the entire 
card.  Work on fruit and color identification and counting.  Also perfect 
for work in different positions, such as on belly, quadruped and while 
sitting on or lying prone over a bolster or wedge.     
               e2527       $6.95

Early Learning
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“Items in this section reflect the infants and young child’s need to interact 
with objects providing diverse sensory input. Vision, touch, hearing, cause 
and effect, basic concepts and simple motor skills are all reinforced.”

SCrIBBle Maze
Avoid the holes as you 
carefully guide the ball, in 
the inverted cup, through 
the scribbly maze!

B3231   $19.95

FarM FrIendS 
pop-IT BeadS
Classic push together, 
pull apart beads in hard 
to find 2” size, perfect 
for little hands.

e9851   $9.95

Colors may vary current choices include:
Blue with Green tabs
Camofgage
Neon Rainbow
White with Black tabs
White with Neon tabs
Black with Neon Rainbow tabs

All White
All Gray
All Black
All Pink
All Blue

ready SeT roar
20 foam animal print mats & 
3 large direction cubes gets 
everyone up & moving!

e1676   $34.95

HICkIeS
Stop tying shoes, use stretchy, colorful, 
way cool Hickies instead. Convert s tie 
shoes to slip ons.

X5901 kids doo-Hickies $9.95
X5903 adult Hickies      $14.95 

http://shoponline.pfot.com/scribblemaze.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/readysetroar.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/kidsdoohickies.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/farmfriends.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/muffinmatchup.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pressandspin-picturebingo.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sensorysnapbeads.html


! CHokIng Hazard Small parts not for under 3.

! CHokIng Hazard Small parts not for under 3.

! CHokIng Hazard Small parts not for under 3.

! CHokIng Hazard Small parts not for under 3.

HelpIng HandS Tool SeT
This colorful set of 4 high quality plastic tools makes work-
ing on fine motor control and hand skills a breeze for the 
younger child.  Set includes one each of the; small Gator 
Grabber Tweezers: Handy Scoopers/Bug Tong; Twisty 
Droppers where you squeeze the bulb to push an air stream 
out of the twisted tube; Squeezy Tweezers which acts 
like a smaller, less resistive version of our Trap, (P8201). 
Children are highly motivated to use these terrific tools for 
building the little hand muscles needed to develop writing, 
cutting and fastening skills.           S7855    
$12.95
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! CHokIng Hazard Small parts not for under 3.

Wooden STrIngIng BloCk SeT
Each set includes 12 chunky wood beads and a cotton lace 
with long, round tipped wooden needle and permanently at-
tached end bead. Built for success, these first stringing 
beads are attractively decorated on both sides and each can 
stand on edge, making them perfect for pretend play as well 
as lacing. Two styles available. 

e5320  String & Beep  $15.95
e5325  String a Farm  $15.95

zooB Jr.
Combines Zoob’s award 
winning creative play with 
larger, softer pieces designed for young chil-
dren. Zoob Jr’s  pieces are made of a special 
material that flexes and returns to its original 
shape for a snug fit and easier snapping to-
gether. Set comes with 15 pieces and instruc-
tion cards featuring basic connections and di-
rections for over 12 creations. Great bilateral 
and arm workout. Also facilitates hand strength 
and motor planning.  
           e0445   $19.95

SHark FISHery
Classic, non-magnetic, hook 
the fish arm stability game. 
4 rods, 16 fish; small easy 
to transport.

U9820   $24.95

BUTTon Up My FelT
Build dexterity by folding, rolling 
& buttoning sturdy pieces of felt 
together following the pattern 
book or your own designs.

e5631   $29.95

SoUnd BIngo
Press the button, hear the sound, 
cover the correct animal on your 
card.

l5733   $19.95

ready, SeT, WooF 
B e the 1st to find which of the 30 
pups on the board have the fur & 
collar colors you need.

r3513   $19.95Colors may vary current choices include:

http://shoponline.pfot.com/readysetwoof.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/soundbingo.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/helpinghands.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/shark-fishery.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/buttonupmyfelt.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/zoobjr-15piece.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product996.html


e1111   original      $19.95
e1113 Super Hero  $19.95
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Bead SeqUenCe
This sturdy set of 44 jumbo wooden 
beads also comes with 5 wood-
en rods and 10 sequence/pattern 
boards. Beads come in 7 shapes and 
6 colors. All are self-contained in a 
wooden tray with slide on Plexi-glass 
cover. Holes and slots are built in to 
hold the rods and pattern boards ver-
tical. Children place the beads on the 
rods in the sequence presented in 
the patterns. Younger children can follow the colors; older 
ones try to match shapes as well. Great item for visual 
perception, hand skills and upper extremity stability work.      
e1763   $24.95

TeXTUred Snap BeadS
These are the crown jewels 
of snap beads! 16 highly tex-
tured, brightly colored top qual-
ity plastic beads snap together 
when pushed. A great bilateral 
workout for little hands. 

 e4403   $19.95

CHUnky 
SHapeS pUzzle  
This bright, hand 
painted 8 piece form 
board will really 
grab your attention! 

To kids, the playful colors and 
shapes shout “Play with Me!” and 
these chunky pieces make that 
very easy. Pieces are so thick 

they sit down securely in the cut outs while still rising above 
the surface far enough for easy grasping by little hands. The 
pieces will also stand on their edge for added play value. 

   e1702   $9.95

eaSy  grIp pegS & Board 
Classic 25 hole rubber crepe pegboard 
with 25 large colorful, stack-
able pegs.  Work on building 
hand skills and hand 
strength while rein-
forcing color recog-
nition, patterns and 
color sorting.  Latex free.  
 e6228   $13.95

FanTaColor Jr.
A terrifically fun workout for 
little hands and eyes. Colorful 
plastic disks are pushed onto 
the 48 short peg-like projec-
tions on the clear 12”x12” 
pegboard. Pegboard can be 
used upright for great hand 
positioning or flat where it 

! CHokIng Hazard Small parts not for under 3.

nUT & BolT SeT  
Classic set of 12 large bolts and their matching nuts. The 
4 different diameters of the bolts can be easily matched 
by pairing parts with the same color and shape. All blue 
nuts are square in shape and fit all the blue bolts which 
have square tops. This lets younger children work or color 
and shape concepts while they exercise their hand skills 
and bilateral coordination.  A must toy for all 
children to experience!                           e1742   $14.95

locks down as the top to the storage tray.  Comes with 16 
colored picture cards and 48 disks in 4 colors.  Great for 
working on basic color matching, design copy and hand 
skills!               e6253   $29.95

dInner 
WInner plaTeS
Dinner Winner Plates 
make mealtime fun! Even 
the fussiest eaters will 
make it through their “3 
square meals a day” us-
ing these 8.5” x 8.5”, dish-
washer safe, melamine 
plates. Covered in bright, kid-friendly graphics and divided 
into 9 separate sections, small amounts of food are placed in 
each section. Children are encouraged to eat their way along 

the path, discovering each 
encouraging word printed 
there and leading them to 
the hidden surprise treat 
in the last covered section. 
Also solves the dreaded 
“food touching” problem!

http://shoponline.pfot.com/fantacolorportable.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/dinnerwinner.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/texturedsnapbeads.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/easygrippegboard.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/nutsandbolts.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/beadsequence.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sorry-not-available-details.html
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kIM’S kUp
Designed by a thera-
pist, this simple product 
accomplishes a lot.  6 
inch, high clear plastic 
cup with handle and 2 
screw on/off caps. Caps 
have two different sized 

holes and a slit on top allowing various items to be pushed/dropped 
inside. Set includes: 6 spiney critters, 6 spiney balls, 12, 2” long pegs, 
12 small 1/4 inch pegs, 12 plastic counters and 12 small beans.  All 
require different grasp patterns and varying amounts of pressure to 
drop through holes into the container. Great early toy, the handle en-
courages the use of both hands. Children love the simple cause and 
effect, the see through container, the feeling of accomplishment and 
the unique rattling when shaken.                     
           p6702  $17.95

MakIn’ SIlly FaCeS 
A turn taking game for young 
children from Colorforms. 
Spinner selects the facial 
feature to be added to your 
face card. First to complete 
their silly face is the win-
ner! Includes: spinner and 4 
play surfaces. Ideal for body 
awareness, social skills and 
fun!          V2002   $15.95

TraFF IC  JaM Snap-
BeadS
Unlike ordinary snapbeads, 
these come in fun shapes.  
Trains, planes, boats and au-
tomobiles. Good for early sort-
ing, identification, labeling, color 
recognition, hand and finger 
strength, and bilateral hand use. 
Don’t be fooled by the name, 
these beads are not a “snap” to 
join together. 16 large chunky 
plastic pieces to a set.   
              e8322  $11.95

SorT & Snap Color MaTCH
Wow! How can one product do so much? Comes with 
an 11” x 15” wooden playboard with 54 holes, 10 revers-
ible picture cards and 64 Snap Caps in 4 colors. Start 
with coloring in the picture cards by placing the match-
ing snap caps in the holes. You can also use the black 
and white side of the card and color in the picture your 
way. Or use no picture card and simply make patterns 
on the wooden playboard. For older students try hav-
ing them hold board in vertical position with one hand 
while other hand places caps. Snap caps fit snugly into 
holes so they will not fall out even if turned completely 
over. Slight resistance when removing gives fingers a 
mild workout. Comes with idea sheet with over 10 dif-
ferent activities. A really great piece of equipment you 
will use with everyone on your case load – even the 
older kids!                   e1764  $19.95

aBC laCIng anIIMal CardS  
Classic lacing boards brought up to date with colorful 
graphics and lacing holes sequenced from A-Z. The let-
ters of the alphabet and their sequence are reinforced 
as children sharpen their bilateral motor coordination 
and motor planning skills. You get 6 extra thick wild 
animal cards, and 6 - 36 inch laces in each set.    
                         e2595    $9.95

learn To dreSS Monkey
Mr. Monkey is a fun, non-stressful way to introduce young children 
to dressing and fastening tasks. The friendly, and easy to handle 
22” plush doll has 11 different dressing activities to help improve 
fine motor skills. Practice buttons, snaps, hook and loop, zipper and 
more. Sneakers, socks, overalls and shirt can be fully removed and 
put back on and laces can be tied. You help the monkey with his 
clothing and he will help you with yours!         e5315   $41.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/makinsillyfaces.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/trafficjamsnapbeads.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/learntodressmonkey.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/abclacinganimalcards.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sort&snapclolrmatch.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/kimskup.html


SMarTy BloCkS
Amazing set of 12 beautifully crafted 
wooden blocks with engaging graphics 
of letters, numbers, animals, colors etc. 
on each side. Children have one minute 
or as long as you decide, to complete as 
many challenges as they can.  The 120 
Challenge Cards smoothly transition 
players from simple stacking puzzles 
to sequencing, reading, patterning, and 
logic cards.  Designed by educators with 
content based on National Common 
Core Standards, Smarty Blocks helps 
children stretch to higher thinking as they 
play. Builds manipulative skills, visual 
and spatial skills, pattern recognition, 
number concepts and critical thinking.  
Appropriate for solo or small group play 
for ages 3 years to 99.

e4464    $29.95
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SpIn aroUnd
Classic toy provides fun vestibular play 
while building hand and arm strength. A 
must have for every clinic, preschool pro-
gram and home with young children.  
                      e8316   $37.95

! CHokIng Hazard Small parts not for under 3.

SHape &  SoUnd 
pUzzle SorTer 

delUXe peg Board 
 daISy SHaped
This great pegboard will meet all 
your needs. Includes 260 colored 
pegs in 3 sizes. Pictures on the 
box can be copied or design your 
own. Box has convenient carry 
handle built in.
     e0564  $20.95

TeXTUred pop Bead
Easy to grasp, easy to snap, these textured beads are just 

the right transition size between our extra large snap 
beads for infants and preschoolers, (E8322) (E4403) 

eXplorer rIng
Totally unique, clear plastic bead filled ring. Beads 
flow from one chamber to the next based on the perfor-
mance of a variety of fine motor tasks. Encourages tactile, 
auditory and visual exploration while working on basic 
hand skills, timing, visual tracking, motor planning and 
bilateral coordination. Game booklet with play ideas for all 
levels included. 12 inch diameter.         B3033   $49.95

FarM pegS 
Stack, match or make patterns with these friendly new 
pegs. Play mat is printed with farm scene and animals 
for extra visual interest and fun. Great, 25 hole, foam 
peg board with colorfully printed surface gives the 
pegs a perfect place to be pushed. A great way for 
toddlers and other children to develop hand strength, 
shoulder stability and color matching. *Picture may not 
be accurate.       e5316   $15.95

Simple yet classic 3 shape sorter 
makes a fun sound each time one of 
the shapes slides through the tube.  
Bright colors, easy to manipulate 
shapes and rewarding auditory feed-
back make this is a real hit for little 
ones 18 months and older.    
  e8931  $19.95

and our more challenging sets of stars, hearts and 
bears (P9903).  100 beautifully crafted colorful 
beads in reusable plastic tube. Great for refining 

hand skills, shaping arches of the hand, and rein-
forcing bilateral hand skills. B3639  $19.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/smartyblocks.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/spinaround.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/soundsorterpuzzle.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/deluxepegboard.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pegafarm.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/explorerring.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/texturedpobeads.html


Seek-a-Boo
Delightful picture game features 
36 large, round “Seek Me” photo 
cards and 36 smaller matching, 
“Find Me” cards.  Scatter photo 
cards around an area either face 
up or face down depending on 
challenge level you wish to cre-
ate. Players must “seek” out the 
matching pictures. Beautiful, color 
photos depict themes such as food, clothing, animals, col-
ors, every day activities, etc.  Great materials for facilitat-
ing language, attending, ocular scanning and categorizing 
skills. Try crawling or jumping between pictures to add a 
motor component to the game.                e3223    $19.95

panCake pIle Up
Fun, physical game gets everyone 
up and moving!  Player’s race, 
relay-style, to stack and serve 
the pile of pancakes that matches 
the menu cards…but don’t let the 
pancake fall off
the spatula as you walk them to 
the table or you will have to start 
again.  Develops balance, coor-
dination, upper extremity stability 
and mid-range control along with 
visual memory and pattern recog-
nition.  Great group activity.

e4467    $19.95

pengUInS on ICe
Way “cool” set features 
100 happy little pen-
guins that love to be 
placed atop the 10 pro-
jections on each of their 
10 ice bars.  Ice bars 
connect horizontally to 
make a 100 peg grid or 
end to end to make a 

number line. Penguins come in 10 brilliant colors and lend them-
selves perfectly to tool use and all sorts of in-hand manipulative 
practice, as well as sorting, patterning, and many other math 
concepts. Very versatile set for individual or group work. Enough 
materials to split set between 2 therapists or classrooms. Comes 
with Activity Guide, correlates to NCTM Standards.        
     p7861    $37.95
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one InCH CUBeS
Classic set of 100 solid 
wood cubes in 6 colors.  A 
staple in every  pre-school, 
kindergarten and therapy 
clinic. Use blocks to ob-
serve a child’s fine motor, 
control, upper extremity 
stability, design copy skills 

and spatial concepts.  Enough pieces for multiple play-
ers or to split with another parent or therapist.  Defi-
nitely, a therapy and educational oldie but goody!     
        X2147    $23.95

STrIngIng pegS and pegBoard SeT
Classic peg and pegboard set that every child 
should have the opportunity to experience. 25 
hole crepe rubber pegboard comes with 32, 2 ½ 
inch long pegs with hole for stringing. Create your 
own designs or follow one of the 24 pattern cards. 
A great activity you will reach for again and again 
to improve fine motor skills, increase hand/arm 
strength, introduce geometric and spatial thinking, 
and build patterning and design copy skills.   
                 M2596   $19.95

BaBy BUzzer 
Who would guess, this simple smiling 

face with the big bendable, textured 
ears is really a gentle vibrator? 
And it blinks and plays music! 
Push one button for one input 
or all three for simultaneous 

blinking, music, and intermit-
tent vibration. Provides controlled                                         

sensory input and can be used as a 
means of distraction when needed and 

an attention grabber. 
 e3362  original Face  $19.95
 e3362b Baby Bee       $21.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/seekaboo.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/stringingpegs&pegboardset.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/penguinsonice.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/babybuzzers.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pancakepileup.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/oneinchcubes.html
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MInI aqUa ColorIng BoardS
Set comes with three totally reusable coloring 
boards. Boards are bound together, so you 
can’t lose one and a water pen. Like pages 
in a coloring book but instead of crayons, use 
the water pen to fill in each area with vibrant 
color. When it fades away you are ready to do 
it again. An amazingly motivating tool to get 
children to practice their coloring skills. No 
waxy crayons to lose, break or melt. Perfect, 
small no mess, travel activity for young chil-
dren. *Actual design and theme may vary. 

MagIC pen - 
Color BlaST paInTIng 
Use the pen on the shaded ar-
eas of the pictures to produce 
amazing colorful works of art. 
Work carefully to fully reveal all 
the hidden colors. Comes with 
magic pen & booklet containing 
24 pictures. A fun, motivating 
and easily successful pen and 
paper  activity.   
             W5535    

leTTer 
ConSTrUCTIon 
aCTIVITy SeT
Attractive, beautifully made set of 60 color coded plastic 
pieces snap together to build all the upper and lower 
case letters of the alphabet. Activity cards show you what 
component pieces you need to collect and provide a full 
color guild for construction.  Reinforces letter construction, 
pre-writing skills along with motor planning and fine motor 
skills.  Largest piece is 10” in length.

W7868    $39.95

MagneTIC
draWIng Board
This 12”x 9” magnetic drawing board 
feature a sturdy writing surface, 2 
shape stamps, attached magnetic 
pen and slide eraser. A fun, easy, 
take along way to work on writing and 
drawing. These have become such a 
classic toy every child needs at least 
one!         W6300   $11.95

pre-prInTIng praCTICe
A comprehensive set of 25 write on/wipe off boards rein-
forcing the 9 strokes necessary for learning how to print 
and control a pencil.  From “tall” and “long” straight lines 
they move to more complicated strokes such as angled 
lines, circles, and curved lines. The graphics are colorful 
and engaging, so helping children feel successful and 
gain mastery over a complex task. 
        W8034      

$15.95

pFoT 
ColorIng Book
First coloring book of its kind!  
This unique book contains 3 
sets of 8 pictures.  In each set 
the major lines that make up the 
drawing are of different widths.  
The lines of the 1st set are ¼ 
in. wide and by the 3rd set the 
lines are down to 1/16 in.  This 
concrete progression allows ev-
eryone; child, parent and teacher/therapist, to take note of and 
document progress in hand and arm control. Additionally, the 
teacher now can give all members of the class the same color-
ing page regardless of their skill level.  Works the same for scis-
sor use and cutting skills.       

ToUCH and TraCe Sandpaper CardS
These sets are perfect for delivering just the right amount of 
tactile input for reinforcing correct formation and identification 
of letters and numbers.  The specially formulated tracing is 
not too rough & scratchy, allowing for repeated use without 
irritating skin but not too soft & smooth as not to leave a sensory 
effect.  Cards are a generous 4”x5” with green dots indicating 
where to begin tracing and red dots where to stop.  Directional 
arrows teach correct letter/number formation.  Each set also 
includes multisensory activities for letter-sound recognition and 
instructions in English, Spanish & French.
 C4027  Uppercase letter Set – 26 cards  $16.95
 C4029  lowercase letter Set – 26 cards  $16.95
 C4025              numbers Set–  30 cards   $16.95
 C4020 Upper & lowercase letter Sets    $32.95

MazeS 
For ageS 4-6
Over 30 beautifully illustrated, full 
color pages of mazes in this 8 ½ x 
11-inch workbook.  Work in crayon, 
pencil or with fingertip to get all the 
characters where they have to go.  
Solving mazes is a fun, motivating way 
to get preschoolers and kindergarten 
age children to work on developing 
visual motor control, fine motor skills, 
attention to detail, and thinking skills.  

These high interest, appealingly drawn scenes are also chock 
full of opportunities for expanding receptive and expressive 
language.           W9752   $2.95

kUMon FIrST MazeS   
For children ages 3, 4 and 
5 this first book of mazes is 
a great way to build a strong 
foundation for pencil skills and 
reasoning ability.  There are 
80 bright colorful mazes which 
progress from simple to more 
complex.  Two and three di-
mensional illustrations keep in-
terests high and help motivate 
for improved pencil control, 
visual perception and decision 
making. 
          W5369   $8.50

SMarT STarT 
WrITIng paper
This “sky to ground” paper is so bright 
and cheerful looking, students are hap-
py to use it. The bold graphics and color 
coded lines; blue top line (sun/cloud); 
red dashed line and green (flowers/
grass) bottom line, allow children to more easily understand 
the concept of lines and spaces. The paper uses little pictures 
prompt children to start at the sky and pull down to the ground 
to form letters correctly. The horizontal K-1 paper is ruled at 1”, 
while the vertical grades 1-2 paper is ruled at 5/8”.  
 

W6701  k-1  100 shts   $  8.95
W6702  k-1  360 shts   $22.95
W6703  k-1  720 shts   $31.95

W6744  1-2   100 shts   $  8.95
W6745  1-2   360 shts   $22.95
W6746  1-2   720 shts   $31.95

aBC doT To doT
A fun 8 ½ x 11-inch preschool workbook 
filled with 30 dot-to-dot exercises.  The dots 
are joined in alphabetical order to com-
plete adorable pictures featuring animals 
engaged in everyday childhood activities.  
These quality, high interest pictures in color 
and black will also generate an abundance 
of language opportunities.  Illustrations 
depict the four seasons and become more 
complicated as they move from “A-J” , “A-

O”, “A-T” and finally “A-Z”.  Place sheets under a clear acetate or 
Plexiglas cover to reuse.  Great for building letter recognition and 
visual motor coordination.          

W9753   $2.95

kUMon FIrST CUTTIng
The exercises in this workbook will pro-
vide students with the opportunity to 
practice using scissors accurately and 
to improve fine motor control. You get 
40 colorful, visually interesting scissor 
tasks printed on special paper stock, 
just right for cutting. Activities progress 
in difficulty of shape being cut and in 
thickness of lines.  Students start by 
cutting straight lines, and move on to 
angled, curved lines, circles and finally 
irregular shapes.  The line thickness 
start at .5 mil and ends at .3 mil. A 
great way to introduce young children 

to scissors as a basic tool!
  W5362    $8.50

kangaroo’S early 
CUTTIng aCTIVITIeS
This 47 page book provides students 
the`opportunity to practice fine motor, 
and early perceptual/spatial skills as 
they color, cut, glue and fold the repro-
ducable worksheets. Activities include 
jigsaw puzzles, symmetrical pictures 
and picture construction. Bold, unclut-
tered visually appealing graphics mo-
tivate students to work independently, 
increase concentration and develop 
the ability to work in an orderly fashion. Grounding in these areas 
ensures smooth progression to the next level of development. The 
activities are specifically designed to allow students to experience 
success, developing confidence and a positive self image toward 

http://shoponline.pfot.com/WaterWOW-PaintwithWater.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/magnetic-draw.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/colorblastpainting.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/mazesforages4-6.html
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http://shoponline.pfot.com/choosealinecoloringbook.html
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MInI aqUa ColorIng BoardS
Set comes with three totally reusable coloring 
boards. Boards are bound together, so you 
can’t lose one and a water pen. Like pages 
in a coloring book but instead of crayons, use 
the water pen to fill in each area with vibrant 
color. When it fades away you are ready to do 
it again. An amazingly motivating tool to get 
children to practice their coloring skills. No 
waxy crayons to lose, break or melt. Perfect, 
small no mess, travel activity for young chil-
dren. *Actual design and theme may vary. 

MagIC pen - 
Color BlaST paInTIng 
Use the pen on the shaded ar-
eas of the pictures to produce 
amazing colorful works of art. 
Work carefully to fully reveal all 
the hidden colors. Comes with 
magic pen & booklet containing 
24 pictures. A fun, motivating 
and easily successful pen and 
paper  activity.   
             W5535    

leTTer 
ConSTrUCTIon 
aCTIVITy SeT
Attractive, beautifully made set of 60 color coded plastic 
pieces snap together to build all the upper and lower 
case letters of the alphabet. Activity cards show you what 
component pieces you need to collect and provide a full 
color guild for construction.  Reinforces letter construction, 
pre-writing skills along with motor planning and fine motor 
skills.  Largest piece is 10” in length.

W7868    $39.95

MagneTIC
draWIng Board
This 12”x 9” magnetic drawing board 
feature a sturdy writing surface, 2 
shape stamps, attached magnetic 
pen and slide eraser. A fun, easy, 
take along way to work on writing and 
drawing. These have become such a 
classic toy every child needs at least 
one!         W6300   $11.95

pre-prInTIng praCTICe
A comprehensive set of 25 write on/wipe off boards rein-
forcing the 9 strokes necessary for learning how to print 
and control a pencil.  From “tall” and “long” straight lines 
they move to more complicated strokes such as angled 
lines, circles, and curved lines. The graphics are colorful 
and engaging, so helping children feel successful and 
gain mastery over a complex task. 
        W8034      

$15.95

pFoT 
ColorIng Book
First coloring book of its kind!  
This unique book contains 3 
sets of 8 pictures.  In each set 
the major lines that make up the 
drawing are of different widths.  
The lines of the 1st set are ¼ 
in. wide and by the 3rd set the 
lines are down to 1/16 in.  This 
concrete progression allows ev-
eryone; child, parent and teacher/therapist, to take note of and 
document progress in hand and arm control. Additionally, the 
teacher now can give all members of the class the same color-
ing page regardless of their skill level.  Works the same for scis-
sor use and cutting skills.       

ToUCH and TraCe Sandpaper CardS
These sets are perfect for delivering just the right amount of 
tactile input for reinforcing correct formation and identification 
of letters and numbers.  The specially formulated tracing is 
not too rough & scratchy, allowing for repeated use without 
irritating skin but not too soft & smooth as not to leave a sensory 
effect.  Cards are a generous 4”x5” with green dots indicating 
where to begin tracing and red dots where to stop.  Directional 
arrows teach correct letter/number formation.  Each set also 
includes multisensory activities for letter-sound recognition and 
instructions in English, Spanish & French.
 C4027  Uppercase letter Set – 26 cards  $16.95
 C4029  lowercase letter Set – 26 cards  $16.95
 C4025              numbers Set–  30 cards   $16.95
 C4020 Upper & lowercase letter Sets    $32.95

MazeS 
For ageS 4-6
Over 30 beautifully illustrated, full 
color pages of mazes in this 8 ½ x 
11-inch workbook.  Work in crayon, 
pencil or with fingertip to get all the 
characters where they have to go.  
Solving mazes is a fun, motivating way 
to get preschoolers and kindergarten 
age children to work on developing 
visual motor control, fine motor skills, 
attention to detail, and thinking skills.  

These high interest, appealingly drawn scenes are also chock 
full of opportunities for expanding receptive and expressive 
language.           W9752   $2.95

kUMon FIrST MazeS   
For children ages 3, 4 and 
5 this first book of mazes is 
a great way to build a strong 
foundation for pencil skills and 
reasoning ability.  There are 
80 bright colorful mazes which 
progress from simple to more 
complex.  Two and three di-
mensional illustrations keep in-
terests high and help motivate 
for improved pencil control, 
visual perception and decision 
making. 
          W5369   $8.50

SMarT STarT 
WrITIng paper
This “sky to ground” paper is so bright 
and cheerful looking, students are hap-
py to use it. The bold graphics and color 
coded lines; blue top line (sun/cloud); 
red dashed line and green (flowers/
grass) bottom line, allow children to more easily understand 
the concept of lines and spaces. The paper uses little pictures 
prompt children to start at the sky and pull down to the ground 
to form letters correctly. The horizontal K-1 paper is ruled at 1”, 
while the vertical grades 1-2 paper is ruled at 5/8”.  
 

W6701  k-1  100 shts   $  8.95
W6702  k-1  360 shts   $22.95
W6703  k-1  720 shts   $31.95

W6744  1-2   100 shts   $  8.95
W6745  1-2   360 shts   $22.95
W6746  1-2   720 shts   $31.95

aBC doT To doT
A fun 8 ½ x 11-inch preschool workbook 
filled with 30 dot-to-dot exercises.  The dots 
are joined in alphabetical order to com-
plete adorable pictures featuring animals 
engaged in everyday childhood activities.  
These quality, high interest pictures in color 
and black will also generate an abundance 
of language opportunities.  Illustrations 
depict the four seasons and become more 
complicated as they move from “A-J” , “A-

O”, “A-T” and finally “A-Z”.  Place sheets under a clear acetate or 
Plexiglas cover to reuse.  Great for building letter recognition and 
visual motor coordination.          

W9753   $2.95

kUMon FIrST CUTTIng
The exercises in this workbook will pro-
vide students with the opportunity to 
practice using scissors accurately and 
to improve fine motor control. You get 
40 colorful, visually interesting scissor 
tasks printed on special paper stock, 
just right for cutting. Activities progress 
in difficulty of shape being cut and in 
thickness of lines.  Students start by 
cutting straight lines, and move on to 
angled, curved lines, circles and finally 
irregular shapes.  The line thickness 
start at .5 mil and ends at .3 mil. A 
great way to introduce young children 

to scissors as a basic tool!
  W5362    $8.50

kangaroo’S early 
CUTTIng aCTIVITIeS
This 47 page book provides students 
the`opportunity to practice fine motor, 
and early perceptual/spatial skills as 
they color, cut, glue and fold the repro-
ducable worksheets. Activities include 
jigsaw puzzles, symmetrical pictures 
and picture construction. Bold, unclut-
tered visually appealing graphics mo-
tivate students to work independently, 
increase concentration and develop 
the ability to work in an orderly fashion. Grounding in these areas 
ensures smooth progression to the next level of development. The 
activities are specifically designed to allow students to experience 
success, developing confidence and a positive self image toward 
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do-a-doT paInT
The non-messy, successful every time, way to make 
pictures. Just twist off cap from the sponge tip ap-
plicator and start “dotting”. Use it to trace lines, color 
pictures or just let the imagination loose to create 
one of a kind designs. Easy set up and clean up, no 
cups, brushes or water needed. Do-A-Dot is actually 
nontoxic, water based ink which allows layering and 
blending of colors. Available in a 4 pack Rainbow 
set with red, yellow, blue and green applicators and 
a sheet of 20 project ideas and applications.        
    X9001   $12.95 

yoUng 
ColorIng Book ColleCTIon
Set comes with 2 basic coloring books for young 
children, each with their own special twist. One has 
very simple pictures with broad black outlines. The 
second book is color by number with each picture 
segment numbered for coloring following the color 
key. Books are small in size so amount of coloring is 
not overwhelming. A terrific set for developing color-
ing skills, color recognition and direction following.    
               W1800   $4.95

do-a-doT BookS
These books are a delightful collection of  pictures, 
designs or letters & numbers, just for dotting! Each 
is 24-28 pages printed on heavy stock paper, perfo-
rated for easy removal. Some designs are comprised 
of circles for beginning dotters, others are spaced for 
dotting but without the circles. 2 book sets are avail-
able at a discounted price or pick fam, zoo, or sea 
themed books. 
X9003  Mighty Trucks and Critters      $11.95
X9002  play to learn & discover my world      

         $11.95
X9003z   at the zoo          $5.95
X9002F   at the Farm          $5.95
X9002S   Under the Sea     $5.95

pre-WrITIng
paTTernS
This 64 page book presents 
a simple, systematic, and fun 
approach to practicing the 6 
basic prewriting patterns that 
are essential to letter forma-
tion and handwriting fluency. 
Includes 60 reproducible prac-
tice pages and a checklist.

W6241   $12.95

doT-To-doT BookS
Basic fun for basic skills! Try it 
the old fashioned way with a 
pencil or with something new! 
Try colored pencils for rain-
bow work, Wikki Stix for extra 
finger work, erasable or color 
changing markers for precise 
pencil control.  Fun way to 
reinforce number, letter and 
directionality skills.
W1805 (1-10) $3.95
W1806 (1-30) $3.95
W1823 (1-50)    $2.95
W1807 (a-z)     $3.95

Maze BookS
Most children find mazes interesting 
and entertaining and these conve-
nient little books offer an assortment. 
The beginners book has simpler 
designs and wider spaces, making 
it a great pre-writing activity.  The 
older child book has more complex 
designs, narrower paths and lots of 
twists and turns. Ideal for planning, 
sequencing, and pencil control.
W1821 My First Mazes  $2.95   

W1822  older Mazes      $4.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/pre-writing-patterns.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product527.html
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THe 
penCIl grIp
Soft pillow pencil grip fits 
children or adults and 
left or right handed writ-
ers. Place thumb on the 
“R” or “L” and other fin-
gers fall naturally into a 
cushioned tripod grasp. 
The larger size of this 
grip seems to work es-
pecially well with small 
hands, helping to main-
tain thumb abduction 
and an open webspace.  

W3601     $1.79 

THe JUMBo 
penCIl  grIp
New larger size, same great 
positioning!  The Jumbo Grip’s 
elongated shape and larger end 
makes it perfect for maintaining an 
open web space and proper finger 
placement.  So comfortable it ‘s 
like a “pillow” for the fingers. Latex 
Free.         W3634  Jumbo  $2.50  
   

BIg dIpper penCIl
Classic round, wide barrel, pen-
cil with the thick lead we all used  
when we first started writing. Now 
comes eraser tipped.      

W5611 (set of 3)   $1.95

FerBy  penCIlS™
A new writing and drawing experience: 
not short, not long, not round, not an-
gular…simply Ferby™ and simply a 
wonderful feel in the hand. Developed 
in cooperation with physiologists and 
educators, the new rounded triangular 
shape and un-lacquered wood barrel 
ensures comfortable, proper grasping 
every time. The well balanced shorter 
than standard length and the extra 
thick, soft lead makes it an ideal begin-
ning pencil.    (set of 3) W3617  $6.95

TrIangle
prIMary penCIlS
A new twist on the young child pen-
cil - they’re triangle shape! The wide 
barrel, thick lead and three sides fa-
cilitates a more mature grasp, and 
greater control, while eliminating 
rolling. Try them they’re cool!      

W5572  (set of 3)     $1.50

neXT STep
FerBy©
A great in between size 
pencil. Slightly smaller 
than our primary trian-
gular and larger than 
the “Bobby”, but same 
great rounded triangu-
lar shape and smooth 
writing, break resistant 
lead for fine lines.  
W3619 (set of 3) 

$6.95

SelF openIng 
long Handled 
SCISSorS
This scissor combines the 
added control of the long 
molded plastic finger open-
ing with the greater ease of 
a self-opening mechanism. 
Isolated thumb hole facili-
tates isolated thumb move-
ments. The result is greater 
success for even your most 
difficult cutters.  
     C7389r  right    $11.50

 C7389l  left      $11.50

SelF 
open-
Ing SCIS-
SorS
Looks like a conven-
tional high quality scissors 
with molded plastic finger 
openings. But they re-open 
automatically when pressure 
is released. Assists when fin-
ger strength & motor planning 
is difficult.  The finger holes  
are wider than most, for fin-
ger stability. Isolated thumb 
and finger holes facilitates 
isolated finger movements. 
A nice scissor for those not 
ready for Benbow’s.    
          C7362r right   $9.95
           C7362l   left   $9.95  

MInI loop
SCISSorS
Finally, the ease of a loop 
scissor in a small, child 
size. The 5 in. scissor has 
a wider grip area for greater 
stability and it automatically 
reopens when pressure is 
released.  Great beginning 
scissor for preschools, first-
time cutters, or those with 
small hands. Suitable for 
use with either hand.  
                     

BenBoW
SCISSorS
Wonderfully 
crafted scissors 
designed spe-

cifically for 
little hands. 
With small, vi-

nyl coated, fin-
ger holes, shorter overall 
length, and a real cutting 
edge, control is increased. 
Using these scissors, cut-
ting is more successful - 
so kids love using them!  
3” Training Scissors  

W7304 right   $4.95
W7305    left   $4.95

goldIloCk
SCISSorS - Just Right 
Its overall size is small (only 
3”), it has short 1” blades 
and smaller-child size finger 
holes. This makes them 
“just right” for little hands. 
They come in true right or 
left handed models and they 
are ADORABLE! Please 
note the finger holes are 
not coated like the Benbow 
Scissor.
W7304g right/ left $3.95

pFoT MInI penCIl
The round pencil barrel and lead are 
both of standard size but the shortened 
length makes it easy for little hands to 
control.  Comes sharpened with an 
eraser. 

   W7201  (set of 3)  $1.00

JUMBo 
TrIangle 
Cray-
onS
Hooray, 
j u m b o 
triangle cray-
ons are back! 
These 12 high 
quality crayons, with a slightly 
wider profile, have more color 
pigments resulting in brilliant 
colors, a smooth texture and 
no waxy build up. The best 
news is the triangular shape 
fosters a correct three point 
writing grasp and ends frus-
trating “roll away!”          
         W7450   $5.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/miniloopscissors.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/goldie.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/benbow1.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/jumbotrianglebeeswaxcrayons.html
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pFoT 
InTro To prInTIng SeT
Includes the K- grade Teachers 
Guide, Letters and Numbers for 
Me Workbook, Capital Letter Wood 
Pieces Set and one slate.    
          W1582   $69.95

SlaTe CHalkBoard
4”x 6” slate with smiley face for 
practicing letter formation.  Gives 
a frame of reference for writing 
letters and numbers in a consis-
tent size and without reversals.       

W1589     $6.50

geT SeT For SCHool - pre k:
4 years:  introduces shapes, pre-strokes, letters 
and numbers; multi-sensory play with wood pieces 
and Mat Man and other manipulatives.                         
W1570    $12.50
pre-k TeaCHerS gUIde   
             W1570Tg  $13.95

leTTerS and nUMBerS
 For Me - grade k: 
presents activities for teaching correct in-
formation of capital and lower case letters 
& numbers; pencil grip and paper place-
ment skills.  W1598   $12.50
TeaCHer’S gUIde   W1598Tg   $13.95

MaT For Wood pIeCeS 
(Not pictured)
8 ½ x 11”  blue foam mat used with 
the wood pieces to practice form-
ing capital letters.  Yellow smile 
face in upper left corner helps ori-
ent children spatially so formation is 
learned in the correct sequence and 
orientation. Try making “mat man”!   

         W1574      $6.95

CapITal leTTer CardS For Wood pIeCeS
A readiness product used to introduce capital letters to beginning writ-
ers. Children place the wood pieces on the letter cards as shown, in 
the order the letter is made. 26 cards on heavy stock paper each with a 
smile face printed in upper left corner and a picture of an object begin-
ning with that letter.  Students love the successful nature of this step in 
the curriculum.                W1595     $15.50

eConoMy
CapITal leTTer Wood 
pIeCeS SeT
Set of  wooden pieces in big and 
little straight and curved lines.  
Use as first step in teaching size, 
shape and formation of letters.   

HWT STaMp and See SCreen™
A fun, take along activity for reinforcing the formation of cap-
ital letters.  The 4”x 6” magnetic writing screen comes with 
four wooden magnetic pieces, which like the large wooden 
pieces, are used to form capital letters.  An attached chalk-
like writing tool is used to trace, write or draw.  The slide 
eraser clears the board so it can be used over and over.     
  W1575    $21.50
roll-a-doUgH leTTerS™
A great tactile, hands on product for reinforcing the capital 
letter stage of the HWTears  curriculum. Comes with a 4”x6” 
plastic tray, 18, 2-sided laminated letter/number cards and 
12 ounces of dough. Roll out the dough and place it over 
the lines on the cards, starting at the arrow. Also use tray to 
write or draw in sand, rice or shaving cream. A multi-media 
experience!      W1577   $21.95

HWT geT SeT For SCHool™ 
SIng along Cd 
These 24 original songs will have preschoolers singing, 
tapping and dancing as they learn letters, numbers, count-
ing, shapes and so much more. The songs on the CD are 
fully integrated into the curriculum and provide a delightful 
way to reinforce movement patterns and learning.     W1573    

FlIp 
CrayonS
Improve f ine 
motor coordi-
nation as kids 
use manipu-
lation skills to 

switch from one end to the other. 
Short Length also helps promote 
a proper grasp. Comes in 10 col-
ors split between 5 crayons. Set 
includes 10 crayons- 2 of each 
combination. 
W2990  10 CrayonS $2.95
W2681  Classroom pack 
 (206 crayons)  $28.95

HWT CapITal leTTer 
Wood pIeCeS SeT
Use the 26 wood shapes as first 
step in teaching basic size, shape 
and position concepts.  Use the 
lines and curves to form letters on 
the Capital Letter Cards and the 
Mat. (Each sold seperately) 

pFoT - HWT preSCHool 
SeT
Includes:  Pre-K teachers guide, 
“Get Set for School” pre-K work-
book, Stamp and See Screen, Roll-
A-Dough Letters upper case, “Get 
Set for School” CD. 

http://shoponline.pfot.com/getsetforschool.html
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Fiddlesticks
A great tool for engaging fidgety 
hands is now as close as your 
pencil.  Three different plastic 
heads for twisting, turning or 
clicking.  Comes attached to a 
high quality pencil but can be 
removed and used again on 
other pencils.  Need to stay 
alert?  Try a fiddlestick!
T1966    1 stick  $1.95
T1967   Set of 3 $4.95
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see–N–Read
See–N–Read is an innovative reading tool de-
signed to assist readers to seamlessly see, focus, 
and remember the written word. The clear reading 
window is surrounded by non-glare, tinted, trans-
parent film that reduces line skipping, allows read-
ers to more easily concentrate on content rather 
than location and helps readers transition from one 
line to the next without coming to a complete stop. 
A proven reading aid and organizational tool!  

T4971  $3.95

Pencil ToPPerS
Fun, colorful, highly tactile 
sensory fidgets that also fit 
on the end of a pencil. Use 
as part of a sensory diet or 
as a reward. 

Hedgehog – short spikey 
hair T6309  Set of 3  $1.00

Puffer Ball – longer, 
stretchier strands 
 T6311  Set of 3  $2.00 1-7/8 inch wide tape

 ( yellow only)
T8344  Yellow  $7.95

HigHligHTer TaPe
These brightly colored tapes help bring attention to 
specific words, sentences or paragraphs, clearly and 
efficiently, leaving no trace on the page once re-
moved. Transparent and repositionable, 
the tapes can also be written on. This 
allows teachers and parents to leave notes or comments on student’s 
papers which can be removed. Helps with reading, focus and attending 
skills. Rolls are 393 inches long and come in a dispenser.
½ inch wide tape 
T4768 Yellow  $3.50
T8364 green   $3.50
T8799 Blue      $3.50

coloR ReadiNg guides
These colorful strips of transparent 
plastic help isolate a line or paragraph of 
print for easier reading. The black oblique 
lines at the top and bottom frame the 
desired text keeping visual confusion to a 
minimum and improving scanning ability. 
Some people even feel the printed text 
becomes visually clearer, easier to read 
and experience less eye strain. The single 
line strips are especially good at helping 
children keep their place while reading.

line Strips 7” x 1 ¼ “ 
T7007  Yellow each $2.00
T2891  green each $2.00

Paragraph Strips 7 x 3 ¾”
T7784  Yellow each $4.00
T4387  green each  $4.00

BuncHemS
Totally tactile, fuzzy, colorful, prickly little balls stick 
together with a push and come apart with a pull. Acces-
sories included to help make your masterpiece into a 
pet or bug. Prickly little balls also feel “funny” masaged 
between 2 hands or as a pocket fidget. *Caution: Balls 

TeacHing Tac-TileS
Without looking can you match the 
pieces in the bag by texture &/or shape 

have been known to get tangled in hair, 
so please supervise at all times.      

 T6408   Pets   $12.95
T6409  Bugs   $12.95

T 6415  Both Pets & Bugs  $24.95to each other or the 2 
sided cards.

T1761   $19.95

sQuisHY aNimal 
Whether a cute, little purple dino or a 
lime green gorilla these animals are a 
wonderful handful of squishy, tactile 
delight! Bet you can’t squeeze just 
once!               T5032   $3.95

These materials encourage the use of touch 
to learn about objects and the environment, as well 
as to help build an understanding of the body and its 

relation to the world around it.

http://shoponline.pfot.com/teachingtactiles.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/SquishyDino.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product678.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/penciltopper.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pufferballpenciltopper.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/bunchems.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/seenread.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product847.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product848.html
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gook  Book
These recipes 
for tactile play 
are all quick and 
easy. Each has 
been pretested 
and is sure to 
work, and to be 
fun! Booklet in-
cludes detailed 
directions and 
therapist hints for 7 different tactile 
based activities. Most use common 
kitchen ingredients, and little to no 
cooking.  All are natural, nontoxic, 
and safe for even small children. A 
must for sensory groups!             
      T6701  $6.95
     T6701D Digital version  $2.50

WilBarger
PreSSure 
BruSH
Designed by Pa-
tricia Wilbarger 
for use when 
following her 
Therapressure 

Massage Protocol (“Brushing Protocol”).  The 
built in, non-removable handle makes it very 
comfortable for the caregiver, producing less 
hand strain and slips of the brush.  More con-
sistent input produces better results.  Best re-
sults are seen when protocol is administered 
properly by a trained individual.     
        T2261   $4.50

scRuB BRusH
Scrub-a-dub-dub! The bristles of this small rectangular 
plastic surgical scrub brush feel soft if used in one direc-
tion but stiff and coarse if used in other direction. The 
bristle tips are specially cut to create a three sided point 
so more surface area of the brush makes contact with 
the skin. Try it for tactile defensive programs, sensory 
stim, or just to wash hands and fingernails. (Approxi-
mately 2” by 3”).      Scrub Brush     T2201      $2.00

ReusaBle BRusH HaNdles
Curved plastic handle snaps on to either of our 
rectangular brushes making grasping and scrub-
bing more comfortable.  Easy to remove when brush 
needs replacing.              T2213     $4.95

silie ducks, FisH & RouNds - oH mY!
OMG, you have to feel these! Made of pure silicone 
and completely covered with row after row of flexible 
spikes, Silies are a wonderful touch sensation for the 
hands and a delight to the eyes. Soft and bend-
able, fingers just dance over the “crew cut” like 
surface. Comes in a variety of fun shapes and 
bright colors… all latex free. Perfect as a fidget, 

in sensory boxes or in the tub. Must be experienced, looking is 
not enough!flexible spikes, Silies are a wonderful touch sensation 
for the hands and a delight to the eyes. Soft and bendable, fingers just 
dance over the “crew cut” like surface. Comes in a variety of fun shapes 
and bright colors… all latex free. Perfect as a fidget, in sensory boxes 
or in the tub. Must be experienced, looking is not 
enough! Varied of shapes and colors available. 
Get 1 for yourself too! 
 T2220 Duck (colors vary)   $5.95
 T2230  Fish (colors vary)   $5.95
 T2238  Sensory round       $5.95

Tiger BruSH
Highly textured, take  
along anywhere tactile 
fidget. Tiger impression 
in back is fun to feel also. 
Colors vary.
     T8927   $7.95

seNsoRY gel Pads
Put away your messy hair gel and zip-lock bags! These heat-sealed, 
high grade vinyl gel pads are safer, more durable easier to clean, and 
offer a far greater sensory experience than home made ones. Work on 
visual attending, hand eye coordination, finger isolation and hand-finger 
strengthening. Additionally, the proprioceptive input received from push-
ing the shape through the resistive gel, along with the innate sensory 
experience of the gel itself, combine to make the Sensory Gel Pads 
calming, anxiety reducing activities. Try using as a pre-sleep, calming 
down activity. The maze is a fun, finger challenge for one person at a 
time, while the Wave is a lot of fun when played a a 2 person experi-
ence. Alternative play might involve racing the clock or another player, 
or try moving the floating pieces from end to end while eyes are closed. 
Awesome multi-sensory experience!
       S5542  maze $28.95
      S5547  Wave $28.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/product1407.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/tigerbrush.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/siliscrubs.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product1648.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/wilbargerthreapressurescrubbrush.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product783.html
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SPikeY BloW FiSH 
SquirTer
Softball sized fish covered with soft, 
bendable spikes.  Extremely tactile and 
life like.  Use as an air or water squirt toy.  
Such a neat feel, you’ll just love rotating it 
around between your hands and over your 
palms.       T3391   $5.95

kooSH-BanDY  
BallS
The original “hairy” balls that are 
easy to catch, hard to put down and big 
on fun! Their soft and silky feel encourag-
es sensory awareness, finger movements 
and motivation. Try catch or racket and 
ball games.  Super for indoor and 
group games.  

T4703 original size $5.95
T4704  mini size      $2.95

   

STickY 
Snake- roPe 
7-10” of sticky fun! Try stretching, 
twisting, flinging or squeezing this 
mass of sticky-ness! Cut off small 
pieces to use as markers or roll be-
tween fingers. Great for tactile input 
and awareness.        T1601   $1.00

STickY 
BallS/STarFiSH
Small round balls of ooey, gooey 
fun! Smash ‘em, squash ‘em, stick 
‘em together. Two balls to a pack.      

T6301   $2.95
! cHoking HaZarD Small Parts not for under 3.

moNdo koosH-tHReadz
Looks and feels like the old mondo 
koosh balls. Great size, weight nd look 
and it won’t roll away from you when 
dropped. Great for tactile play and 
catch and throw.          T3418   $9.95

Pin arT
Over 1000 flat tipped pins pro-
vide, no mess, touchy, tactile, 

ticklely fun. Use 
hand, fingers, 
face or anything 
else, to form 
an impression. 
Small  5”x 3-
3/4” in a frame.
  
T6211    $14.95

mini FlaSHligHTS 
These 3” plastic working flashlights 
are small and easy to carry. Great 

for visual testing or wall-
light chase games. Re-
quires 1 “AA” battery. 
NOT included.            

  o4806  $1.50

klick ToY
This is a first class 

finger fidgit! Made of small plastic 
links in two colors, that as you bend 
them, make a rewarding “klick” that 
can be heard and felt. A perfect way 
to help hands stay busy so body can 
rest and mind can attend. Doesn’t 
everyone need a klick toy?      

T6167     $1.50

uFiDgeT
C o n t i n u o u s 
loop of foldable, 
f idget ing fun! 
Plan & fold to recreate 
designs on package or 
create your own challenges. 
Warning: this fidget can   
become addictive!

T6922   $7.95

ulTimaTe 
FiDgiPoD

Perfect desk top 
fidget to keep hands 

and fingers and maybe 
feet and toes engaged 

and processing. Or fasten 
to underside of desktop as a 
hidden sensory treasure.

T8928   $9.95

Fickle Foam
Four-inch square 
of thin foam with 
a laminated top.  
Watch the surface 
turn color when-
ever touched by 
the warmth of your fingertips or other 
body parts.  Fun to watch and a great 
cause and effect toy.  Try isolating 
fingertips or using your toes!        

                T7546   $3.95

eggerSiZer
Classic, egg 
shaped hand ex-
erciser looks great 
and has a great 
feel. Solid mate-
rial so kids can 
squeeze as hard 
as they want. Per-

fect fidget, nervous energy releaser 
or distracter when a student or any-
one is anxious.          T3270   $8.50

http://shoponline.pfot.com/product714.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/stickballs.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/stickysnake.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product714.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/miniflashlight.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/eggersizer.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/fidgipod.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/ufidget.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/ficklefoam.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/spikeyblowfishspuirter.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pinart.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/klicktoy.html
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seNsoRY PuPPY
This cute as a button soft floppy 
puppy wags his tail and his 
whole body whenever someone 
picks him up, gives him a hug 
or talks to him. The vibrating 
puppy is great for faciliating 
verbal and physical interaction 
from a child. Easy take along size 
(14” long); batteries required.    
                       T4967      

SenSorY PalS 
These delicious, stuffed plush animals are really loveable, 
huggable vibrators!  You can sit on, lay on, or hug the ladybug 
(18”) and she purrs with delight.  Sound or movement sets Mr. 
Frog (13”x16”) going so pick him up and start talking, singing, or 
clapping, he loves all the attention.  Terrifically rewarding,  these 
vibrating animals help develop cause and effect, vocalization and 
interaction, while providing sensory input.  Batteries required.       
           T4965   lady Bug    $79.95
           T4966   mr. Frog      $79.95

Animal Massagers
Press the cute little button nose on these adorable plas-
tic animals and they continue to vibrator until button is 
again pushed. Vibration is a strong sensory input that is 
frequently rewarding to many children and adults. Use 
these guys to wake up sleepy muscles or to relax them 
when they are stressed. Easy on/off mechanism and hand 
held size lets children operate independently reinforcing 
cause and effect. (*Actual animals 
may vary)
  T1268    Bug    $12.95
  T1269    Dog    $12.95
  T1270    Frog   $12.95
  T1271    3 animal Family  
  $29.95

k - BaSkeTBall: a kinesthetic game
K- Ball, short for Kinesthetic Basketball, is a basketball game you 
play with your eyes closed! Impossible you say…..read on! One 
side of the 11” x 17” dry-erase surface depicts an entire basket-
ball court, complete with men and a scoreboard. The other side 
shows only half court with men arranged in foul shot position.  
The men are actually preprinted circles and squares in 2 different 
colors scattered across the court. The object of the game is for 
the human players to score points. To do so, your game piece 
or tip of a dry erase marker is placed on your shape at center 
court. Decide which of your teammates you want to “pass” to and 
practice that move 2 or 3 times with your eyes open. When ready, 
make that same move but with your eyes closed. If your dot lands 
totally inside your shape, then it was a successful pass and you 
get to go again.  If you missed your mark, ball goes to the other 
side. Feeling lucky?... go for that 3 pointer!  Play individually or 
in teams. It’s loads of fun and everyone’s sensory system gets a 
real kinesthetic workout! Helps improve awareness of body posi-
tion for young and old alike. So, why not challenge Grandpa to a 
game of K-Ball!            T5033     $19.95

exPlorer ring
Totally unique, clear plastic bead filled 
ring. Beads flow from one chamber to 
the next based on the performance of 
a variety of fine motor tasks. Encourag-

es tactile, auditory and visual exploration while working on basic 
hand skills, timing, visual tracking, motor planning and bilateral 
coordination. Game booklet with play ideas for all levels included. 
12 inch diameter.                B3033   $49.95

mini
 rainBeaDS

This is a new smaller size version of our popu-
lar rainbeads product. This see through rainstick 

provides very pleasing visual and auditory stimula-
tion, as the small colorful balls cascade through the 

tube. Cylindrical shape allows child to roll it across 
the floor or table and smaller size makes it easier for 

small hands to manipulate and more convenient for 
travel. V4441    $12.95

We Vibrate!

http://shoponline.pfot.com/minirainbeads.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/explorerring.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product1243.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product722.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sensorypuppy.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sensorypals.html
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Wave dRum
It is like holding the ocean 
in your hands; great sounds 
and sights!  Tilt the disk 
back and forth to watch and 
listen to the waves of color-
ful beads.  10-inch diameter 
facilitates bilateral hand use 
for interaction.  Change 
speed, shake, tap with hand 

or mallet (included) to pro-
duce different visual and auditory effects.  Fascinating to 
watch, as it reinforces cause and effect and delights both 
young and old.                     V4452    $18.95

STreTcHY 
STring
M a d e  f r o m 
quite possibly 
the most elas-
tic compound on 
earth these 12 inch long 
strings stretch like cra-
zy! 2 strings per pack. 
Tie them together, wrap 
them around fingers, 
twirl them in the air or tie 
them to wrist as a handy fidget. Each strand provides 

over 10 ft of stretchy fun!             T3406   $4.95

BoP-Bag
Same pear shaped, 
durable, vinyl con-
struction as our origi-
nal 40” bopbag, but 
this one is all white, 
like a clean write and 
wipe board. Comes 
with 5 wet-erase col-
ored markers allowing 
children or adults to 
personalize the bag to 
fit their current emotional state. Draw or write who or 
what’s bothering you on the bag and swing away. Helps 
release pent up anger and aggression. Cleans with a 
wet sponge or cloth.                    u3108   $23.95

ScenTeD PlaY claY
Kids love this new play clay! It’s soft and 
pliable, brightly colored, strongly scent-
ed and designed to last.  Completely 
natural-nontoxic. Scented to match the 
colors (red-cherry; purple-grape...) Set 
includes 7 cups each a different color. 
(Larger buckets available on request)          
                     T5201    $15.95

! cHoking HaZarD Small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZarD Small Parts not for under 3.

lYcra BoDY BlankeT
Stepping into one of these whole body blankets in like noth-
ing you have ever done before! You just need to stretch, push 
and move around as you explore the space around you. The 
stretchy, pushback quality of the fabric provides a whole-bod-
ies-worth of proprioceptive feedback. This helps calm the cen-
tral nervous system and teaches the child or adult about where 
their body is in space. Made of 4 way stretch lycra with Velcro 
closure. For the more cautious experience seekers, head/face 
can remain outside the blanket. 3 Sizes available.
 T5039  Small Body Blanket 40” x 27”     $39.95
 T5040  medium Body Blanket 47” x 27” $44.95
 T5045  large Body Blanket 56” x 27”     $49.95

Relax Book
A small book takes on a big 
topic and does it right. The first 
part of this 35-page book talks 
to children about what can 
cause stress and anxiety in their 
lives. Things like a new baby, 
being bullied, parents fighting 
and test at school. The second 
part teaches them to find ways to keep from being over-
whelmed. Breathing, stretching, attitude, changes and 
imagery are a few of the many coping techniques and 
relaxation exercises presented. Kid friendly illustrations 
and text, but not childish. Can be a great bedtime book 
to help relaxation for sleep.         T5832   $9.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/wavedrum.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/relaxbook.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/scentedplayclay.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/stretchstring.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/lycrablanket.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/bopbag.html
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Wikki STix acTiViTY SeT
Comes with 84 short colored wikki stixs and a firm, 
durable, reusable playboard to work your wikki’s on. 
Board can also be used as a write - wipe surface. You 
can draw a design, then outline it in wikki’s (sorry-
pens not included). Playboard is also great for work-
ing in a vertical plane, and also when no surface is 
available (i.e. travel, bed)    r3004      $19.95

Wikki  STix
Colorful, nontoxic waxed strings which are easily 
molded to create various forms, shapes and letters. 
Includes 48 reusable wikkies. Excellent for finger ma-
nipulation and tactile stim.     

P3001  Primary colors  $6.95   
P3002  neon colors      $6.95

PFoT Finger FiDgeT kiT #2
A second collection of small manipulative objects perfect 
for keeping restless, fidgety hands out of trouble. A great-
er level of attentiveness  and organization can frequently 
be maintained when hands are engaged. Set includes 2 
each of six different items, each with their own unique 
sensory feel. Wood klick blocks- 4” of small multicolored 
blocks held together with a strong elastic band. Can be 
repeatedly bent and manipulated. Hairy PomPom- Thin 
strands of stretchy rubber provide light touch and stretch-
ability. glitter water ball keychain-Pleasing, squishy 
and sparkley squeeze toy for the hands.Contains latex. 
Stretch lizards- colorful, stretchy lizards for pulling and 
wrapping around fingers.  Squeeze animal- Cute crittert 
with sticky eyes that pop and get bigger the harder you 
squeeze.  Bendable Smile guy- 3 in. of yellow bendable 
fun to keep fingers working. Quantity orders of individual 
items accepted. Call us.        T7015    $19.95

PFot FiNgeR
     Fidget kit #1
Why a finger fidget 
kit? Use of finger 
fidgets can influence 
a clients level of en-
ergy and arousal. 
Many children have 
not found what works 
for them or what they 
have found is making 

their teachers crazy! This kit contains 2 sets of 8 different small 
items, each providing a different sensory input. Use as evalua-
tion kit to help you and your client discover which works best to 
increase alertness or decrease and channel excess energy. Kit 
includes: • 2 levels of Resistive Exercise Band in 1” wide strips for 
pulling, wrapping around fingers and providing a “bounce back” 
feel (4 pieces total)• (2) square pieces of a soft resistive band for 
light touch to fingers and hand stim• 2 levels of Resistive putty in-
dividually packed for stretch, pull and the smooth feel (4 pieces to-
tal) • (2) 6 piece sets of 6” Wikki Stix’s for tacky fun; • (2) 6” Clicks 
with 16 individual plastic links designed to swivel and quietly click, 
both auditorily and proprioceptively, at each joint; • (2) mini Spi-
derballs, have 3” strands of hair. Use as pencil topper and shake 
across palm or back of hands for light touch • (6) Snappeez: dots 
of 1 piece fit into the holes of another piece to make a smooth 
finished surface.• (2) large high quality balloons to make your own 
finger fidget balloons. (Replacement pieces are available-please 
call)  Quantity orders of individual items accepted. Call us.  
                   m7006   $21.00

! cHoking HaZarD Small Parts not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZarD Small Parts/Balloon not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZarD Small Parts not for under 3.

inSTa-SnoW ™
Feeling warm or sluggish today? Add a little water 
to some Insta-Snow ™ powder and watch it erupt 
into a mound of the fluffy, cool stuff.  Have fun mak-
ing snowballs, snowmen, cold packs or slush.  An 
amazing sensory wake up activity. 8 oz container 
makes approximately 2 gallons, enough for a sen-
sory group or large snow bucket. 
      T1011      $13.95

ScruncHkinS
Squeezable animals or balls made of a memory foam.  Give 
‘em a squeeze and watch them unscrunch and change right be-
fore your eyes!  Animals and balls are assorted, so order more 
then one for a variety. We’ll mix ‘em up.             T2705     $3.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/wikki.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/wikkisticksactivityset.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/insta-snow.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/scrunchkins.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/PFOTsensoryfingerfidgetkit1.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pfotsensoryfingerfidgetkit2.html


BloBZ Ball
This ball offers no resistance at all. When 
squeezed it oozes through your fingers. Provides 
a very strange, slightly sticky sensation. Also, 
when thrown against a surface it goes “splat” and 
looks like an amoeba.  But like magic watch it re-
form into a ball.    

      T3440   $2.95
cHoking HaZarD Small Parts not for under 3.

SPikeY gloVeS
Looks sort of scary and tough but 
these are the softest spikes you 
ever felt. Easily stretches over hand 
providing a comforting hug. A totally 
amazing tactile experience!
  T3407    $5.95
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unuSual SqueeZe BallS/oDD BallS
We’re very excited about these fun balls. They’re tactile. They’re visual.  They’re stretchy. 
They’re squeezable. They’re balls, but they don’t bounce and they are very hard to put 
down!  Each is slightly different, but all are highly pleasing to look at and play with. We 
could not decide which one we like best, so we got them all!   (Although made of nontoxic 
and durable material, caution and common sense should be used. They will weaken over 
time and break. They also will break  if punctured, bitten or abused.  Choke hazards may 
be present if broken.  Also, please avoid temperature extremes which will effect materi-
als).  Please note: all balls on this page contain latex and maybe a choking hazard!

Dna BallS  
Filled with mini spheres in hot neon col-
ors, this ball is a little bit squishy, a lot 
bumpy and very pretty to look at! Mosaic 
like pattern of the mini balls changes with 
each squeeze,So happy squeezing!   
         T3491   $5.95

SPagHeTTi Ball  
It’s a sensory bonanza! Thin 
strands of wiggly, jiggly, stretchy 
and colorful hyper flex material 
that feels amazing on your skin 
and looks amazing at they sail 
through the air! Try it – you’ll 
like it!   T3496   $4.95

! cHoking HaZarD Small Balls. not for under 3.

BeaD Ball 
A soothing, oozing combination 
of hundreds of tiny beads and 
gel makes this one a little resis-
tive but pleasing.       

T3457    $5.50
       

! cHoking HaZarD Small Balls. not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZarD Small Balls. not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZarD Small Parts. not for under 3.

! cHoking HaZarD Small Balls. not for 

ziggY Pasta Ball
The thin crinkle cut strands of the hy-
per stretchy stuff provides a bowlful of 
light sensory fun. Go ahead, stretch it, 
bounce it like a yo-yo, squeeze it; give 
it all you got and watch it come back 
for more! T4601 $6.95

ickY YickY / Smile Face Ball
A clear skin filled with gel and a collec-
tion of 14 small balls all sporting a big 
smiley face. A great sensory experienc-
es as the balls glide and slide over each 
other.               T3410  $5.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/ickyyickysmilefaceball.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/dnaball.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/spaghettiball.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/ziggypastaball.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/spijkeyglove.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/beadball.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/blobzball.html
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ergo BallS
They’re soft yet tactile, resistive, yet yielding and 
amazingly comforting.  Each of these little treasures 
are made with a cotton Lycra® cover filled with spe-
cially coated plastic beads that glide smoothly over 
each other.  The result is a “can’t put it down,” squeez-
able, hand exerciser and stress relief machine. 
   W3450 Small 2”  $2.00
   W3452 large 3”  $9.95
         W3450J  Set of 3 small balls  $5.00

SuPer inSiDe-ouT Ball
Super-sized version is a real handful. The 7-inch dia. ball has a 
heavy,  weighted feel and takes a little more work to turn inside out. 
Wear as a hat or on the foot for a different sensory experience.
   T3419      $8.95

TangleS   
An incredible fidget.  It just makes your fingers 
want to move!  Multi-colored segments join 
together to twist and turn, move and groove. 
These small, brightly, colored plastic toys will 
quickly become a favorite. Four styles to choose 
from. Tangle Jr. is small, smooth and colorful; 
Textured Tangle Jr. is small and adds bumps, 
ridges and grooves to the fun;  Fuzzy Tangle Jr. 
is, well… fuzzy! The smaller size,  cool colors, 
and fuzzy texture are a tactile treat!
  T3381  Tangle Jr.   $2.95
  T3659  Texture Jr   $3.50
  T3364  Fuzzy Jr.     $3.95

THeraPY Tangle
Well, maybe you like your fidgets 
soft! Then the Therapy Tangle 
with its soft, pliable rubber coating, 
distinctive raised tactile nodes and 
soothing colors, is just what you 
have been waiting for! The one of 
a kind feel and action keeps the fin-
gers mobile and the stress reduced. 
Doesn’t everyone you know need 

one of these?
    T3386 Therapy   $12.95

T3388   relax Jr   $5.95

! cHoking HaZarD Small Parts not for under 3.

inSiDe ouT BallS
Abracadabra - you’re a magician as 
you change this soft round ball into a 
soft spiky ball with a quick flip of your 
hands. Experience stretchy, prick-
ly, smooth and soft all at the same 
time with this way cool ball.                   

T3461  48mm     $2.95

PlaY Foam
It’s the perfect tactile experience! You can squish it, 
sculpt it, mold it, roll it, cut it, save it or smoosh it and 
start all over again! It never dries out, is lightweight 
and comes  in 6 colors. Play Foam won’t crumble 
or stick to skin or clothing... So requires no clean 
up. These remoldable sculpting beads provide that 
messy, tactile experience without the mess. A great 
beginning activity for those tactile  defensive chil-
dren, parents and therapists.   T3543   $8.95

Wiggle
    WHomPeR kit: 
improvingsensory reg-
ulation in the general 
education classroom
Kit includes: An instruc-
tional manual with ac-
tivity suggestions and 
all materials needed 
to be implemented by 
a teacher within any 
classroom, to help any 
student regulate envi-
ronmental stimuli through the use of tactile, visual, au-
ditory, gustatory, vestibular, and proprioceptive based 
tools and activities. Each activity is based upon true 
research, which is cited on each activity page for quick 
reference. Successfully classroom tested - Can also be 
used by parents at home. Simple materials can be kept 
in purse or glove compartment for use on the go.

 q0404   Deluxe Set (includes  multiples of all 
materials needed)  $184.95

q0404S  Basic edition (includes 1 of special-
ized materials, common materials not included)   

$99.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/blobzball.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/supermondoinside-outball.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/playfoam-combopack.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/tangle-toys.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/ergoballs.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/wigglewhomperkit.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/therapytangle.html


BumPY 
THeraPY 
maSSage 
Ball
The therapy ball 
with the  great 
bumpy surface! 
Whether the kids 
roll on it or it rolls 

on them, the highly 
textured surface provides continuous tactile input. 
This helps to increase attending, body awareness 
and alerting behaviors 
while facilitating motor 
responses. Great addi-
tions to a therapy clinic 
or home therapy room.
q1032  75 cm 29.5 in.  

$72.95
q1035   90cm  

$66.95

SenSeeZ
ViBraTing cuSHion 
Simply squeeze or sit on to activate those “good vibrations”! Vinyl shape 
or fuzzy, furry, plushy, or bumpy materials all with tails.            
x-SPT  cloth cover Turtle  $44.95
x-SPc cloth cover cow $44.95
T7065J  cloth cover Jellyfish $44.95
T7065  Vinyl  Blue Square   $39.95
T7065S  Vinyl Soccer circle   $39.95

We Vibrate!
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ToucH PlaY TenT
Gadzooks, this is the easiest ever tent to put up and 
take down. Patented “one touch” technology lets you 
simply remove tent from carry bag, unfold it, lift up 
and then push down. It’s all set and in a matter of 
60 seconds you have a quiet reading space or iso-
lated, calm down spot in a classroom corner. Use 
it the same way at home, or in the clinic. Playtime 
becomes more creative and maybe naptime less 
stressful. Also, great when traveling with children. 
Use at the beach, in the park, or your own backyard. 
This ultra high quality tent has been engineered with 
the structural stability to withstand wind and provides 
protection from UV rays. Each 48 x 48 x 36 high tent 
is UV treated, SPF 30 rated and has a water proof 
floor. The kids love it and so will you!  
 T5683   $81.95

Hammock cHaiR sWiNg 
FoR cHildReN
Made from organic cotton and with an 
integrated rotary device, the Hammock 
Chair provides a more open and vigor-
ous vestibular experience.  Extra care is 
taken in the construction to provide an 
attractive, durable product of the highest 
quality. Perfect in clinics, therapy rooms, 
play and children’s rooms. Great alterna-
tive to other, more institutional looking 
pieces of vestibular equipment. Weight 
capacity to 175lbs.

q9877    green   $79.95
q9875  Purple/Pink  $79.95

cRoWs Nest sWiNg & staNd 
Beautifully crafted provides a safe, child sized, “snug 
as a bug” space for calming, reading, playing or 
or generating vestibular input. Includes soft, over-
stuffed removable pillow in the bottom. Choose from 
Outdoor/Indoor fabric or Cotton- Indoor only fabric. 
Readily attach’s to suspension hardware in therapy 
clinics, to tree limbs or a freestanding stand is avail-
able. Rotary device not included. Weight capacity to 
175 lbs. Stand requires fixing set (Rope & mecha-
nism to suspend swing) which will allow the swing 
to be the appropriate height. Universal fixing set 
also allows swing to be used on a tree! Stand, 
rotational device and rope attachment sold sep-

arately. 
crows nest outdoor/indoor $127.95
crows nest cotton indoor $117.95
Stand Frame $279.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/massageball.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/senseez.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/onetouchplaytent.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/crowsnest.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/hammock.html


ToucH PlaY TenT
Gadzooks, this is the easiest ever tent to put up and take 
down. Patented “one touch” technology lets you simply 
remove tent from carry bag, unfold it, lift up and then push 
down. It’s all set and in a matter of 60 seconds you have a 
quiet reading space or isolated, calm down spot in a class-
room corner. Use it the same way at home, or in the clinic. 
Playtime becomes more creative and maybe naptime less 
stressful. Also, great when traveling with children. Use at 
the beach, in the park, or your own backyard. This ultra 
high quality tent has been engineered with the structural 
stability to withstand wind and provides protection from 
UV rays. Each 48 x 48 x 36 high tent is UV treated, SPF 
30 rated and has a water proof floor. The kids love it and 
so will you!   T5683   $81.95
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laP lanDer 2
A terrifically effective and less invasive alternative to the 
use of weighted vests. Weighted with 4 lbs of popcorn 
seeds, the Lap Lander reaches across the lap and down 
the thighs (9”x18”) to provide increased proprioceptive 
feedback and stability for user while sitting at a desk or on 
the floor. Helps reduce hyperactivity and agitation while 
increasing attending and organization. Made from attrac-
tive, machine washable, kid friendly fabrics with puff paint 
embellishments for in-
creased sensory output. 
Separate pockets in 
which hand and fingers 
can play and hide.            
            T6666   $99.95

dizzY disc JR
This great adjustable spinning and balancing 
ride on toy is a “must have”. Now improved with 
metal ball bearings for a smoother, easier spin. 
Provides lots of vestibular/movement input in a 
small space. Large 16” textured top surface can 
easily be adjusted to change angle of slope to 
match level of skill. The wide 18” base provides 
maximum stability and a built in carry handle. Try 
sitting, kneeling, lying down. Maximum weight 
is NOW 200 pounds. No assembly is required. 
(Adult supervision, caution and common sense 
is recommended when using this and any move-
able surface.) 
                        T4724   $169.95

SPin arounD
Classic toy provides fun 
vestibular play while build-
ing hand and arm strength. 
A must have for every 
clinic, preschool program 
and home with young chil-
dren.   e8316   $37.95

roTaTor
A great piece of equipment for 
providing vestibular input and 
balance training.  Slightly ob-
long 20x18x5” spinning disc has 
a slight wobble for increased 
input and is perfect for lying, sit-
ting or standing.  Designed for 
younger children The Rotator 
will safely hold 150 lbs.  Durably 
constructed with two molded car-
ry handles for easy transport. 

T4730  $109.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/spinaround.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/dizzydiscjr.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/rotatorspinner.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/laplander.html
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arm & HanD WeigHTS
An easy, very functional means for providing proprioceptive input to forearms and 
hands thereby increasing kinesthetic awareness during fine motor and self-care 
activities. Can also be helpful in providing increased stability for those with instabil-
ity or tremors. Made from durable lycra, double stitched for strength and filled with 
lead-free steel shot.

HanD WeigHT
Unique design, places weight over back 
of hand, keeping palm totally open. Fin-
ger loops secure weight to hand while 
still allowing great finger flexibility and 
wrist mobility

T6630  Small    2.50” - 3/8 lb. $22.95
T6632 medium 2.75” - 1/2 lb. $26.95
T6634 large     3.00” - 1/2 lb. $26.95

Forearm WeigHT
Tapered sleeve slips over hand to 
cover a large portion of forearm for 
even distribution of weight. Sorry -
Sold individually, not in pairs.

T6621  Small 5.5” - 1/2lb.    $22.95
T6622  medium  6.5” -1lb.   $26.95

leg WeigHTS
Same great quality construction as our 
hand and forearm weights, Leg weights 
provide proprioceptive input for those 
with diminished sensory processing.  
Designed to allow maximum lower leg 
flexibility and mobility it will help increase 
kinesthetic awareness during gross mo-
tor, helping to improve body awareness, 
motor planning and overall co-ordination.  
Size determined by measurement taken 
from 2” above ankle bone to crease of 
the knee.
         T6615   Small  7” -1/2 lb    $30.95
         T6618   medium 9” - 1lb    $34.95

WeigHTeD VeSTS
While attractive to look at, this vest is also 
uniquely designed with weight pouches at, but 
not on the shoulders, as well as on the front and 
back. Weight is distributed evenly across the 
upper body. Comfortable for the wearer, it pro-
vides proprioceptive input and stability, helping 
to calm children and improve attending. Remove 
all weight pouches before machine washing the 
satin protected cotton denim material.
 
 T6640    x-Small  size 2   1lb     $157.00 
 T6641     Small size  3-4  1lb     $167.00 

 T6642     med size    5-6   2lb     $169.00
 T6643     large size   7-8 2lb     $179.00
  T6644    xl  size     10-12 2lb    $185.00

http://shoponline.pfot.com/weightedvests.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/handweights.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/legweight.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/forearmweights.html
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coZY comForTer™
BY WeigHTeD WearaBleS™
The first thing you will notice about these comforters is the 
high quality of the workmanship and materials used. They 
are beautiful to look at and a pleasure to feel.  With the pleas-
ing printed fabric on the outside and the cozy fleece under-
side, it is easy to imagine yourself or your child wrapped in 
its weighted folds. Use at school, home or in the clinic, while 
playing, resting or sleeping. The all over body pressure/pro-
prioceptive input provided by the quilt works to relax the body 
and calm the central nervous system.  Great for use with 
highly active, unorganized children and adults.  Available in 
two sizes, and in juvenile print or attractive plaid fabric. The 
weight tubes are easily removed for machine washing and 
drying.
  Small (45”x60”)  10-12 lbs.  Juvenile Print  
     T6603      $289.95
  large (60”x80”)  15-18 lbs.  Plaid Print
    T6604      $369.95   

miracle BelT coVerS
Blue material covering gives the normally sporty black Miracle 
Belt  more of a wardrobe accessory look!                    

miracle 
BelT™
The Miracle 
Belt is a weighted therapy belt for children 
which promotes self calming, balance and 
increased body awareness by enhancing 
proprioceptive feedback.  When wearing 
the belt children quickly feel more ground-
ed, focused and secure.  Attending and 

stability improves, distractibility decreases and 
children are better able and more neurological-
ly prepared to participate in tasks and activities 
at home, school and at play.    The proximal/
central location of the Belt at the waist means 
less weight is required to effect a change. 
Worn under or over clothing, the Miracle Belt 
is a wonderfully freeing alternative to weighted 
vests. Made with EVA foam and neoprene 
weight pouches filled with tiny stainless steel 
balls, the Belt is one of the most comfortable, 

safe and durable sensory processing aids available!  
 

T7021 Small belt:     child weighing 15-25lbs - 
   waist of 14”-24”  1lb.   $51.95
T7024 medium belt: child weighing 25-45lbs - 
   waist of 16”-26”  2lb.   $57.95
T7025 large belt:     child weighing 45-75lbs - 
   waist of 18”-28”  3lb.   $64.95
T7071 xlarge belt:    child weighing 75-125lb - 
   waist of 26”-36”  4lb.   $72.95

T7073 Small cover $11.95
T7074 med. cover  $12.95

T7075 lg.  cover    $13.95
T7077 xlg. cover   $14.95

FocuS laPPY
This new and exciting weighted 
lap pad comes with 2 hand fidg-
ets already attached and ready 
for use! Fidgets are remov-
able and others can be eas-
ily added. Durably constructed 
of tough Condura nylon and 
heavy duty webbing; the Focus 
Lappy is weighted with play 
sand and comes with a remov-
able, machine washable, fleece 
cover. Weighs 4.2 lbs. and 
measures 23”x8”. Pockets on 
the underside of the Lappy give 
the hands a soft, warm place to 

burrow. While using the Focus Lappy students remain in their 
seat longer and bother their 
neighbors less. Additionally, us-
ers tend to be calmer and more 
focused with better attending 
and greater patience. Perfect 
for use in the classroom, clinic 
or at home.      

T6677  medium  $99.95

(Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery time. addtional 
shipping may be needed- due to weight and size)

SenSorY FocuS Box
A terrific starter collection of sensory toys to keep 
hands and fingers occupied, helping the brain focus 
on learning new information. Additionally, children re-
spond positively to these items, making them perfect 
for use as rewards. Sensory boxes are fun for parents 
and teachers too!  Includes 1 each of the following 
items. (Specific Items may vary, but value remains 
the same). Box not included.
  Wood Clicks Klixx
  Textured Tangle   Bead Ball 
  Inside Out Ball Spaghetti Ball
  Small Ergo Ball Scrunchkin
    T8939   $39.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/cozycomport.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sensoryfocus.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/focuslappy.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/miracle.html
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FrOggy
Highly textured “froggy” front with 
fully covered bumpy back. 14 inch 
black cord. For light, non-aggressive 
chewing.   1.5 x 0.5x 2.5”

O1431g green $12.95
O1431P  Pink   $12.95

turtle
Turtle texture on front, fully covered 
with nubbies on back. 14 inch black 
cord. For light, non-aggressive 
chewing.   1.5 x 0.5x 2.5”

O1435g  green  $12.95
O1435l  Purple  $12.95
O1435B  Blue     $12.95
O1435r    red    $12.95

rOBOt
Most are a grey disc with textured 
colored robot on the front and nubbies 
covering the back providing excellent 
stimulation.  14” black cord, for non-
aggressive chewers. 1.75”x0.25

O1434y   grey    $12.95
O1434B   Blue     $12.95
O1434r   red     $12.95
O1434g  green   $12.95

Square PendantS 
Attractive ribbed pattern on 
front, nubbies on back. Ideal 
gift for new or expecting moms 
and the graphic, unisex design 
appeals to all. Comes on a 16” 
black, adjustable length cord. 
Helps maintain child’s interest 
while nursing or playing. For 
light, non-aggressive chewing.    
Pendant is 1.75 x 0.05 x 1.75”

O1437y  grey $12.95 
O1437B  Blue  $12.95

SenSO BruSh
Oral StiMulatOr:

The Senso Brush can be used to directly 
stimulate areas of the mouth both inside and 
out. The alternating textures make it helpful for 
children with feeding difficulties by introduc-
ing new textures into their mouth easily in a 
controlled manner. Also provides a source of 
sensory stimulation for children who seek input 
from grinding teeth or chewing on items such 
as pencils, fingers, clothing etc.

O8922  $8.95

WearaBle CheWiy neCklaCeS

These attractive oral motor fidgets are per-
fect for teething and sensory exploration 
/ stimulation by infants. They also provide 
light to medium “chewers” a more socially 
acceptable manner in which to provide input 
through the jaw. Helps alleviate chewing and 
sucking of clothing, fingers, hair and lips 
while facilitating concentration and calming.  
All are made from BPA, latex, Phthalates 
and lead free materials and come on adjust-
able length cords with breakaway clasps. 
Designed to be worn by parents or children 
over 3. Wash with soap and water before first 
use and then as needed. Products should be 
checked regularly and discarded when signs 
of wear or irregularities are noted.

rePlaCeMent COrdS     
14” black adjustable length cords with break away 
clasps. Can also be used with any chewy or pendant. 

O1440   $2.00

textured SPOOn
Unique spoon with the tex-
tured bottom, small shallow 
bowl and child friendly colors. 
Large spoon comes in a sil-
ver grey color. Great tool for 
transitioning individuals with oral motor 
and sensory needs to spoon feeding.  Also great as a means of 
providing sensory input to the inside of the mouth.
 O2818   Small  $4.95 each

O2856   large  $4.95 each

http://shoponline.pfot.com/Square_Chew_Necklace_by_Pocket_Full_of_Therapy.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/Turtle_Chew_Necklace%7CPocketFullofTherapy.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/Frog_Chewy_Necklace.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/Robot_Chew_Necklace_by_Pocket_Full_of_Therapy.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/textspoons.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sensobrush-oral-stimulator.html
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the Z-ViBe FaMily OF PrOduCtS
(eaCh SOld SeParately)

C.

PenCil tiP kit
A long awaited addition. Kit in-
cludes a screw in adapter that al-
lows a DnZ-Vibe to hold a pencil, 
6 appropriately sized pencils & a 
sharpener. Use pencil tip on one 
end & bite tip on other for a perfect 
stess reducing writing instrument. 

W1423  Pencil tip   $14.95
W1425 6 pc refill    $1.95

tranquil PenCil kit  
Just what some children need - All 
the pieces in one cool, easy to use 
pencil.  Comes with a double ended 
plastic Z-Vibe, pencil tip converter,  
6 refill pencils and 3 bite tips

O1498   $39.95 

D&Z-Vibe (Double Z-Vibe)
It’s here… a 2 in 1 oral motor tool! 
Makes your life easier and your therapy 
more effective. Includes a z-vibe plastic 
body where both ends can be threaded 
with a tip so one side can vibrate and 
the other will not. Comes with a Probe 
tip at one end and a special removable 
plug at the other end. Turn plug end 
for on and off. (Additional tips avail-
able and sold separately. See item 
below)

O1412d  Original Metal Body  $45.95
O1412r  new Body in durable Plastic $34.95

Pen tiP
5 colored pen tips for 
a fun “wake up your 
hand” writing adventure. 

  O1415   $14.95

Fine tiP 
Useful in stimulating 
very specific points 
within the oral cavity 
– This tapered, rigid 
tip is smooth, and 
rounded.

O1494F   $5.50

Mini tiP 
Same great shape as the 
probe, but smaller for tiny 
mouths and tight places. 
Sold individually 

O1494M   $5.50

BruSh tiP
This innovative tip 
works wonders in 
transitioning children 
familiar with the z-
vibe into tooth brush-
ing.  Hundreds of soft 
bristles help provide 
tactile and proprio-
ceptive input to the 
tongue, gums, pallet 
and insides of mouth. 
Each sold individually  

O1491   $15.95

Z-ViBe
Bite & CheW tiP
A great attachment for 
the z-vibe collection.  
Promotes a controlled 
sustained bite with 
the firm but somewhat 
chewy material. Short 
size will not overstuff 
mouth. Can be used 
outside of mouth to 
provide input to lips or 
cheeks. Perfect used 
in combination with the 
pen or pencil tip on a 
DnZ-Vibe.  Comes in a 
package of 5 tips.  

     O1402    $11.95

SOFt SylVi SPOOn tiP 
Made of latex free, flexible material 
this small spoon with the short neck, 
shallow bowl and slight flexibility is 
perfect for beginning eaters.  Easy 
to place in mouth and apply pres-
sure when needed. Three rows of 
tactile bumps provide greater sen-
sory input.   Sold individually 

O1493   $5.95

PreeFer tiP 
Especially useful 
when a rolling action 
is desired. Cylyndri-
cal shaped with ridg-
es.   Sold individually 

O1409   $5.50

PrOBe tiP 
Textured on 2 sides with 
slightly different feels 
on each. One side has 
bumps, the other ridg-
es. Sides are smooth. 
Sold individually 
O1404   $4.95

Z-ViBe 
tiP & teChniqueS BOOk 
Now updated! Quick, easy to 
follow reference guide explaining; 
how, when and where to use the 
z-vibe or double z-vibe and its 
tips. A helpful resource based 
on the insights of the author’s 
more than 30 years experience 
in the area of oral sensory-motor 
therapy.

 O1488  $19.95

Z-ViBe 
Battery

replacement.     
  Sold individually

  O1410   $3.50

aniMal tiPS
A wonderful ad-
dition & a “must 
have” oral sen-
sory motor tool. 
Designed with a 

variety of textures 
to generate different sensations 
within the mouth, to the lips and 
face. Use with or without vibration          

t1481   $27.95

! ChOking haZard Small Parts not for under 3.

http://shoponline.pfot.com/bite&chewtipforZ-vibe.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/basicZ-vibe:doubleended-plasticbody.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/softsylvispoontipforZ-vibe.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/brushtipforZ-vibe.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/Z-vibetip&techniquesbook.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/animaltipsetforz-vibe.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/replacementbatteryforZ-vibe.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/finetipforZ-vibe.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/minitipforZ-vibe.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/tranq.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/penciltipkit.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pentipforZ-vibe.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/preefertipforZ-vibe.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/probetipforZ-vibe.html
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Check online for quantity discounts on Chewy Tubes.!

PuSteFix  Bear BuBBleS
No more bubble mess! Gently squeeze 
the bear’s belly and watch wand emerge, 
already for bubble blowing. Extra bubble 
juice drips back into the bear - Not on you 
or the floor. 
  S1802       $7.95
 Small refills  x1812       $1.95

String PiPe
Blow into the 4” plastic pipe to make 
the string move continuously through 
the pipe. Great item for working on 
breath control and endurance. As-
sorted styles.           O1500   $1.95

CheWy tuBeS

Blue CheWy tuBe
Largest diameter of all the Chewy 
Tubes! The blue chewy tube is in-
tended for adolescents and adults 
with mature jaws. Provides greater 
resistance with its larger diameter 
and thicker walled stem. 

O2892  $7.95

Chewy Tubes are an innova-
tive oral motor device offer-
ing a safe, non-flavored, non-
toxic surface for biting and 
chewing. Children and adults 
seeking additional proprioceptive input to the jaw through biting have 
found them pleasing. 2 sizes, with instruction sheet. Try threading with 
yarn and wear as necklace for easy access.(over 10 mo)        

O1910 yellow smaller stem size    $7.95
 O1915 red  larger stem size          $7.95 

knOBBy CheWy tuBe
The bumpiest chewy tube yet! Little 
nubs all over the surface adds extra 
tactile appeal and interest. 

O1914   $7.95

BuBBlin’ 
glitter BugS 
Use this “sparkly” guy with 
or without bubble liquid by 
simply holding mouthpiece 
to lips and blowing. Does 
not need to be placed into 
mouth. A gentle blow will 
set the 5”  shiny wings to 
spinning; a visual delight 
for all ages!  Comes with 
2oz of bubble liquid and 
dip tray for blowing hun-
dreds of bubbles. 
    t8910    $3.95

! ChOking haZard Small Parts not for under 3.

rOlling
nOiSeMakerS
There’s a party every time you use 
one of these classic mouth toys.  Blow 
into the 3” long plastic mouthpiece and 
watch the colorful foil curl unroll to its 
full 12 inch length.  Comes 4 to a set. 
            O3912 (4 pack) $1.00

! ChOking haZard Small Parts not for under 3.

SuPer
CheWy tuBeS
This latest addition to 

the chewy tube line offers a bit more resis-
tance, a closed loop handle for easier grasping 

and a solid stem for chewing and biting practice. 
Comes in smooth and knobby versions.

O1919   red knobby       $5.95
O1917   green Smooth   $5.95

PrO-PreeFer
A terrific tool for providing oral  input.  
The one-piece construction consists 
of a lightweight, easy to control 
probe handle and a rounded nubby 
tip.  Easy to clean and the tip will not 
separate from the handle. 

 O1403   $6.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/propreefer.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/rollingnoisemaker.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/stringpipe.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pustefixbearbubbles.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/bubblinglitterbugs.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/chewy-tubes.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/knobbychewytube.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/bluechewytube-largest.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/superchewys.html
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Check online for quantity discounts!

aniMal BlOW CuP
Check out the eye popping action! 
Blow into the pipe and watch as the 
2 eyes hover like magic. See for 
how long can you keep their eyes 
a-poppin?             
          O8981    $3.95

! ChOking haZard Small Parts not for under 3.

dinO SOarS
All it takes is a blow to get this “cop-
ter” going! Blow a little and watch it 
spin, blow a lot and we have lift off! 
Great oral motor fun for everyone, 
dino included.

O3339   $4.95

ark PrOBe
Shaped like a small toothbrush, this 
new tool for oral motor treatment 
provides sensory input to gums, 
palate and tongue. Use by stroking, 
rubbing or applying pressure to all 
areas of the mouth with either of 
the two textured surfaces.  Made of 
latex free medical grade plastic for 
durability, it is not meant as a chew 
toy.     O1422    $6.95

tri-CheW 
A terrific new product designed to provide 
sensory input to the lips, gums, tongue and 
jaw made from resistant, medical grade, 
latex free material with ridges, bumps and 
swirls on each end to simulate the different 
textures of food.  For use by children, birth 
- 2 years of age. The short ends prevent gag-
ging and the triangular shape makes it easy 
for little hands to hold.  Makes a great teeth-
ing toy but not recommended for aggressive 
chewing; check regularly for any breakage.  
Color – purple. 

O1480   $7.95tri-CheW xt 
Same great features as the standard 
tri-chew but in a tougher material.  
Color – green.

 O1482   $7.95

ark xt CheWy graBBer
Same shape different color.  This x-tra tough version of 
the original Ark Grabber is an attractive bright green and 
will last when other chewys have been “chewed through.”  

  O1405   $6.95

BaBy graBBer
Great addition to the Grabber family 
of oral motor products.  Baby blue 
in color, the soft resilient latex free 
material, shorter size and easy held 
shape make this just right for baby’s 
mouth.  Provides a positive oral 
experience through mouthing, play 
and exploration.  

  O1484   $6.95

ark textured 
graBBer
The same great shape and material, 
but now with nooks and cranny’s.  

O2387  $7.25

ark graBBer
A great piece of equipment for 
all kids who seem to chew and 
bite on everything.  With its’ 2” 
long chew-stem, easy “grab” 
loop, and latex free chewy, 
resilient feel, the purple grab-
ber is the answer.  Also use 
to encourage jaw and tongue 

movements and oral exploration.  One recom-
mended per child.  Cleans up with soap and wa-
ter.                  O1404g   $6.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/dinosoars.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/animalblowcup.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/babygrabber.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/arkprobe.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/tri-chew-standard.htm
http://shoponline.pfot.com/tri-chew-xt.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/arkchew.html
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WhiStleS and hOrnS
All these items provide fun motiva-
tion for kids to work on and build lip 
closure, breath control, coordination 
of oral musculature and oral/facial 
muscle tone.       
O1505 Train Whistle 4 pk           $2.00
O1503 Mini Horn Whistle 4 pk   $1.00
O6168 Pinwheel Whstle   4 pk   $1.00

WOOden Bird WhiStle
Adorable wooden birdies painted in 
vivid colors. Sold individually

O8513   $.95

Siren WhiStle
Easy to play plastic whistle makes an 
authentic old time police siren sound.  
Great oral motor exercise. For ages 
4 and above.         O5827   $.50

Cat and Canary Flute  
This classic mouth toy was originally 
introduced way, way, way back in 
1954 and it was a best seller then as 
it is now! Breathe onto mouth piece 
and move the slide to create great 
sounds, play a tune, or call wild birds. 
Young and old will find it hard to resist 
the little animated canary fluttering in 
it’s cage under the watchful eye of its 
feline friend! You will definitely need 
a few of these as everyone will want 
a turn!   O8457   $4.95

duCk Bill WhiStle
Plastic 3” neon colored whistle looks 
just like a duck beak! O8511    $.75

tWO Way WhiStle
Easy to use whistle creates noise 
on both the exhalation and inha-
lation of air. A fun way to work 
on or receive feedback regarding 
sucking and blowing skills.   

O5817 $3.50

WOOd Ball BlOWer
Classic wood toy where you blow 
through the tube and see how long 
you can keep the ball hovering in 
the air! Blower is 6 inches long and 
comes with 2 lightweight balls.  
      O8912     $3.95

Slide WhiStle
High quali ty plastic 
whistle with metal slide 
makes great fun of oral 
motor work. Blow into 
the mouthpiece while 
sliding the handle along 
to create musical notes 
or unusual sound ef-
fects. Very motivat-
ing!             

O5826   $3.95
! ChOking haZard Small Ball. not for under 3.

tOuChaBle BuBBleS 
Amazing new kind of bubble juice pro-
duces a large quantity of small bubbles 
with just one blow!  But best of all, most 
of these bubbles will remain bubbles, 
popping only if squished. This allows 
visual tracking for much greater dis-
tances and lengths of time. Small square 
keychain container, with short wand, so 
there is less dripping of the bubble juice. 
Sold individually.         t8907     $2.00

http://shoponline.pfot.com/twowaywhistle.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/touchablebubbles.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/duckbillwhistle.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/trainwhistle.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/mini-horn-whistles.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pinwheelwhistle-4pk-.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sirenwhistle.html
"http://shoponline.pfot.com/woodballblower.html" target="_blank"
http://shoponline.pfot.com/slidewhistle.html
app.launchURL("http://shoponline.pfot.com/woodenbirdwhistle.html/, true);


HAMMOCK CHAIR SWING 
fOR CHIldReN
Made from organic cotton and 
with an integrated rotary device, 
the Hammock Chair provides a 
more open and vigorous ves-
tibular experience.  Extra care 
is taken in the construction to 
provide an attractive, durable 
product of the highest quality. 
Perfect in clinics, therapy rooms, 
play and children’s rooms. Great 
alternative to other, more institu-
tional looking pieces of vestibular 
equipment. Weight capacity to 
175lbs.

Q9877    Green   $79.95
Q9875  Purple/Pink  $79.95

HANGING CROWS NeST SWING

SWING STANd
Individual swing stand 
for hanging crows and 
hammock chair swings. 
Rotator device NOT 

included. Includes 
Universal Fixing 
Set which al-
lows for height 

adjustable of the swing. 
Only moderate linear move-
ments recommended.
      STANd    $279.95

uNIveRSAl 
fIxING SeT 
Rope and 
materials to 
assist mount-
ing swing to a 
ceiling, beam 

or tree. Includes height 
adjuster device. Does 
not include rotary de-
vice.   Q9872   $24.95

SeGuRO
 fIxING SeT 
Designed as a 
basic method to 
hang a swing. In-
cludes eyebolt (ring 
hook) to attach to 
ceiling(molly-screw 
anchor provided), 
3 meters of rope to 

ROTA-
TIONAl 
devICe
Inc ludes 
a Safety 
swivel that 
will allow 
s w i n g s 
to rotate. 

Weight limit 350 lbs. 
Does not include a car-
abina, rope or a height 
adjustable device.
             ROTA   $15.00

Beautifully crafted swing provides a safe, child sized, “snug as a bug” space for children. 
Great space for calming, reading, playing or or generating vestibular input. Comes with 
a soft, overstuffed removable pillow in the bottom. Material is quick drying. Choose from 
Outdoor/Indoor fabric (pale blue/orange or Green/Coco) or Cotton- Indoor only fabric 
(Royal blue/green or Green/Dark green). Readily attach’s to suspension hardware in 
therapy clinics, to tree limbs outside or freestanding stand is available. Rotary device not 
included. Weight capacity to 175 lbs. Stand requires fixing set (Rope & mechanism to 
suspend swing)which will allow the swing to be the appropriate height. Univer-
sal fixing set also allows swing to be used on a tree! Stand, rotational device 
and rope attachment sold separately. 
Crows Nest Swing    - Outdoor/Indoor Blue/Orange “Nemo”         $127.95
Crows Nest Swing  - Outdoor/Indoor Green/Cocoa “Baloo”   $127.95
Crows Nest Swing  - Cotton Indoor Blue/Green “dolphy”       $117.95
Crows Nest Swing  - Cotton Indoor Green/dk Green “frog”   $117.95

  Safety Swivel - Rotary device         $15.00
 Individual Swing Stand          $279.95
universal fixing Set for Swing 

(Including Height Adjuster)  $24.95
Seguro fixing Set - Basic Swing Suspension  $24.95

WIGGle WHOMPeR KIT: 
IMPROvING SeNSORY 
ReGulATION IN THe GeNeR-
Al eduCATION ClASSROOM
Kit includes: An instructional manual 
with activity suggestions and all mate-
rials needed to be implemented by a 
teacher within any classroom, to help 
any student regulate environmental 
stimuli through the use of tactile, vi-
sual, auditory, gustatory, vestibular, 
and proprioceptive based tools and 

activities. Each activity is based upon true research, which is 
cited on each activity page for quick reference. Successfully 
classroom tested - Can also be used by parents at home. Simple 
materials can be kept in purse or glove compartment for use on 
the go.         Q0404    $184.95

loop through the eye bolt, 
and a carabina to attach a 
swing to the rope. (Height 
adjuster/rotator not included)    
fSSet   $24.95
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RuNTz 
BAll CHAIR
E n c o u r a g e s  a c t i v e 
seating; anti-burst ball 
covered in comfortable 
mesh fabric; 17” seat 
height, 4 stable legs. Mesh 
fabric:  Sour apple, Bubble 
gum, licorice. Black Vinyl

Q6155   $165.95

zeNeRGY 
BAll CHAIR
Runtz chair big sister 
@23” seat height; Both 
come deflated with a 
pump. Fabric colors: 
R a s b e r r y ,  B l a c k , 
Crimson, Grass, Gray. 
Vinyl on request.

Q6157  $169.95

KORe WOBBle CHAIR
Gently rounded bottom of this chair 
alternative, encourages movement 
while improving tone, posture 
& position in space awareness. 
Variety of sizes & colors. Pre-K 
through Adult.

AleRT SeAT 
Improve concentration & ability to retain 
information using this covered, latex-free 
ball attached to steel frame with 6 rubber 
feet. Dolly with locking wheels available. 
Much safer than just a therapy ball. Variety 
of sizes & colors available. Pre-K through 
Adult.
  Small - user Height: 34-45”     $116.95
  Medium - user Height: 45-55” $124.95
  large - user Height: 55-65”     $135.95

AlPHA-BeTTeR 
deSK WITH 
fOOT fIdGeT BAR
Adjustable height desk 
perfect for sitting or 
standing; from 26-42”  
with patent pending 
footrest f idget bar. 
Under desk book draw 
available.

Q6160    $310.95

SPIN AROuNd
Classic toy provides fun 
vestibular play while 
building hand and arm 
strength. A must have for 
every clinic, preschool 
program and home 
with young children.  

 e8316   $37.95

PreSchool   12” high        $61.95
Children’s   14” high         $71.95
Teen            18” high         $81.95
Adult           18-25” high    $185.95
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AlPHABeT BeAN BAGS
Made from soft cuddly bright yellow felt these 26 
little bean bags are perfectly sized for little hands. 
Embroidered with upper case letters on one side 
and lower case on other side. Consonants are blue 
and vowels are red. Comes in easy store draw 
string bag with a tip sheet of activities. Great for 
hiding, spelling, playing pick up with snatcher or 
other tool and you  Will discover about 1,000 other 
uses.                              Q6073B   $34.95

fACe flY BeANBAGS
These bags made from brightly 
colored durable nylon scarves, 
let little hands readily grasp & 
throw the lightweight bags by the  
“head” or flowing tails. Throw for 
distance, aim at a target, spin 
one or two, pass them in circle, 
play catch with a partner or by 
yourself, juggle, etc. Endless 
play possibilities with this set of 
6 in 6 different colors.         
                          Q5031    $17.95

STOP 
WATCH
All your time 
and timing 
needs met by 
one easy to 

use stop watch. Features one 
button operation for stop and 
start functions. Large digital 
display of time, date and split 
lap time and an alarm! Durable 
water resistant plastic casing fits 
nicely in the hand. Battery and 
adjustable cord included.
            x2165   $11.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/runtz-ballchair.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/zenergyballchair.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/alpha-better-desk.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/spinaround.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/alphabetbeanbags.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/schooltimestopwatch.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/faceflybeanbag.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/kore-wobblechair.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/alertseat.html
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BABY TRAMPOlINe
A small, 28” dia., fun but safe 
trampoline for 2-4 year olds or 
children up to 50 lbs. The canvas 
is tensioned so that even very 
small children will experience a 
spring effect when normally they 
are too light. Rubber cover offers 
protection from the metal frame 
and both large hand holds are 
foam covered for added protection.  

Q5028   $204.95

MONO TRAMPOlINe
Constructed for rugged use, this is 
one of the safest trampolines avail-
able! High yellow padding around 
the edge and fully padded handle 
provide superior protection for chil-
dren as they jump. Welded steel con-
struction supports a reinforced 41” 
dia. bed suspended on steel springs. 
Holds up to 130 lbs. Perfect piece of 
equipment for use in day care, clinic, 
classroom and home settings.   
    Q5025   $447.95

THe “BIG Red” TOP
The large, 32” dia. and pointy end 
makes this a versatile piece of equip-
ment for balance, vestibular and whole 
body work. Large enough for 1-2 chil-
dren, watch them get it rocking, spin-
ning and balancing. Use in the pool or 
upside down as a fort. Strong plastic 
construction for indoor or outdoor use.  
Outer edge protects heads and hands 
while raised spots along the edge pre-
vent children from getting their arms 
and fingers caught. A fun way to de-
velop physical coordination skills.

Q5029    $164.95 

JuNIOR TRAMPOlINe
Suitable for both indoor and outdoor 
use, this trampoline has a tough 
weatherproof mat and tubular steel 
frame. The approximately 3’x3’ bed 
has a padded cover to cushion the 
frame and prevent stepping through 
the bungee cord. Padded handle 
screws off and legs fold down for 
easy under bed storage. Holds up 
to 77lbs. Some assembly required.      

Q6805   $119.95

ROTATOR
A great piece of equipment for pro-
viding vestibular input and balance 
training.  Slightly oblong 20x18x5” 
spinning disc has a slight wobble 
for increased input and is perfect for 
lying, sitting or standing.  Designed 
for younger children The Rotator 
will safely hold 150 lbs.  Durably 
constructed with two molded carry 

handles for easy 
transport. 
T4730  $115 .95

RIveRSTONeS
Inspired by the stepping stones found 
naturally in brooks and streams, each 
side of these tZextured triangles vary 
in steepness. Highly textured for better 
traction and the rubber studs on the bot-
tom prevent slipping. Use indoor or out 
to get kids moving. Have children travel 
around the room jumping or “giant step-
ping” from one stone to another without 
touching the floor. Use them in obstacle 
courses or build auditory memory as 
players must step on stones in the color 
sequence given. Three large and three 
small stones in six colors per set.  
   Q5027   $64.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/babytrampolline.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/juniortrampoline.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/monotrampoline.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/rotatorspinner.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sorry-not-available-details.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/riverstones.html


dIzzY dISC JR
This great adjustable 
spinning and balanc-
ing ride on toy is a 
“must have”. Now 
improved with metal 
ball bearings for a 
smoother, easier 
spin. Provides lots of vestibular/movement input in a small 
space. Large 16” textured top surface can easily be adjust-
ed to change angle of slope to match level of skill. The wide 
18” base provides maximum stability and a built in carry 
handle. Try sitting, kneeling, lying down. Maximum weight is 
NOW 200 pounds. No assembly is required. (Adult supervi-
sion, caution and common sense is recommended when 
using this and any moveable surface.) 
             T4724   $169.95
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BOuNCeRS
A classic childhood toy built sturdy 
enough for use in therapy. Strong, 
vinyl therapy ball with large, easy to 
hold, one piece molded.Handle pro-
vides added stability and balance for 
the child being encouraged to sit on 
ball and hop independently. Great 
for postural control, vestibular and 

proprioceptive input. Can also 
suspend ball from the handle.
 
Q1118 Confetti 3yr+ $35.95
Q1122  Red    6yr+    $36.95 
Q1126  Blue   9yr+    

AIR CuSHION:
  BIG Blue
This large 22 inch air cushion, or as we call it, “Big Blue”, is stud-
ded with bumps on one side and is more gently textured on the 
other side. Use it on the floor in sitting, kneeling or standing to 
challenge trunk and leg muscles and improve balance. Two chil-
dren at the same time will have loads of fun trying to stay on their 
feet as they march around. And, it is a favorite spot for cushiony, 
wobbly, tactile exploration by infants and toddlers.      
        Q6676   $64.95

MASSAGe BAll
A great therapy ball with a great bumpy surface! Whether 
the kids roll on it or it rolls on them, the highly textured 
surface provides continuous tactile input. This helps to 
increase attending and alerting behaviors while facilitat-
ing motor responses. Great addition to a therapy clinic or 
home therapy room.

Q1032  75 cm/29.5 in.  $49.95
Q1035  90 cm/35 inch  $66.95

! CHOKING HAzARd Small Parts/Plug. Not for under 3.
! CHOKING HAzARd Small Parts/Plug. Not for under 3.

fASTeR BlASTeR
HANd AIR PuMP
This wonderfully transportable hand 
pump inflates your therapy balls on 
both the push and the pull- so you’re 
done twice as fast. The easy to use, 
11 inch long, plastic pump is perfect 
when children want to help. Provides 
a good upper extremity workout.   

    Q1005   $13.95

SOfTMedS
These small, sand filled weighted 
balls are perfectly sized for the small-
er hands of women and children. They 
look and feel great in your hands and 
kids just seem to love carrying them 
around. Use for strength training and 
increasing sensory awareness. 

Q6401  Yellow 1.1lbs   $12.95
Q6403  Red 3.3lbs       $14.95

AIR PuMP
Fast, dual-action air pump.  Comes with 
2 attachments, one cone shaped for in-
flatables with a removable plug and one 
a needle attachment for inflating/deflat-
ing products that require a needle/pin 
type device.                 Q5760  $6.95

! CHOKING HAzARd Small Parts/Plug. Not for under 3.

http://shoponline.pfot.com/massageball.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/aircushion-bigblue.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/airpump.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/fasterblasterhandairpump.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/softmeds.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/dizzydiscjr.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/bouncer.html


SPeCIAl CATAlOG COuPON:
Thanks for viewing our online catalog.! As a 
“Thank you” if you enter code cat17-10 we will 
take 5% off your  current online order. 
(Expiration to be announced)

MYSTeRY BOx
Who doesn’t LOVE a good 
mystery! We take a standard 
shipping box and stuff it with 
all kinds of fun goodies. We 
can’t tell you what will be in it 
(that would ruin the surprise!), 
but we can tell you that the to-

tal retail value will be AT LEAST double the price!*  
Check the Specials page online.
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BAll vAlve TOOl
Hey, no more broken fin-
gernails trying to pry loose 
a stopper from a therapy ball 
or seat cushion that needs re-
inflating. This great little tool 
just scoops them right out.   
 Q1000   $4.95

THeRAPY 
PeANuTS
Looks like 2 balls welded together with a 
small valley where they meet. Provides 
all the fun and bounce of a ball with 
greater stability. Sit or straddle, lay on 
stomach or back- a very versatile piece 
of equipment. Less threatening for the 
young child or those who are posturally 
or gravitationally insecure. Safer for in 
home or independent use by a child. La-
tex free and burst resistant. 
 Q1140 Yellow 40cm   $52.95
              Q1155   Red    50cm   $74.95

SIT ‘N GYM: BAllS WITH feeT
Same high quality latex free vinyl as the regular ther-
apy balls, but these come with 3 little feet. The feet 
are a real asset when balls are used as chairs in the 
classroom or at home for homework. They do not in-
terfere with the postural benefits or increased attention 
span derived from sitting on a ball, but they keep the 
ball where it is placed. No more balls rolling around the 
classroom, so less chance they will be thrown. Balls 
with feet are really neat!
Q1214 Confetti 14” $28.95   Q1222  Red  22” $36.95
Q1218 Yellow    18” $29.95  Q1226  Blue 26” $44.95

THeRAPY BAllS
It is hard to outfit a therapy room or 
clinic without a couple of therapy balls, 
so for our customers convenience we 
are now stocking the original yellow, 
orange and green therapy balls, to 
which we have all become accus-
tomed. Additionally, we are introduc-
ing the pink ball, which is the small-
est therapy ball available. Balls are 
perfect tools for working on balance, 

strengthening, proximal stability, as well as for providing controlled vestibular 
and proprioceptive input. Contains no latex. Approximate sizes.
     Q1020 Orange 20” $32.95      
Q1016 Yellow 16”  $27.95  Q1026  Green  26” $41.95 

! CHOKING HAzARd Small Parts/Plug. Not for under 3.

! CHOKING HAzARd Small Parts/Plug. Not for under 3.

fuN TuBe: See THRu TuNNel
Terrific play tunnel made of a durable, fine nylon mesh so it is fully see 
through. At 6 ft. long and 19” wide it is the perfect first tunnel. Reluctant 
toddlers and young children are comforted by being able to see and interact 
with care givers even while they are in the tunnel. Sturdy spring steel con-
struction with fully padded interior for fun and safety. Fully collapsible with 
velcro snaps  for easy storage.        Q8937   $45.95

SuPeR 
eNORMOuS 
TuNNel

With a 28 inch diameter 
this is the ultimate tunnel. 
Designed for the “Big Kids” or 
even adults, this 6 foot long 

tunnel has a padded interior for greater 
comfort and can be joined with other Super E 

Tunnels. Due to large open feel even reluctant tunnel 
crawlers are more cooperative. Can also try using as a 

quiet, calm down space. Folds flat for storage. 
Q5680   $89.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/therapypeanuts.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/superenormoustunnel.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/therapyballs.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/sitngym.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/funtube:seethrutunnel.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/ballvalvetool.html


SPOONeR 
BOARdS - THe 
BeST PIeCe Of 
eQuIPMeNT IN 
YOuR BAG!*

A truly amazing, “one of a kind” piece 
of equipment! Improve balance, 
weight shifting, coordination, mo-
tor planning, and gross motor skills 
while strengthening ankles, legs and 
core musculature. the “spoon shape” 
lets you replicate most board sports 
in any location and on any surface, 
inside or out. virtually indestructible, 
the balance boards safely hold 250+ 
pounds. Learn to stand, rock, pivot 
and spin, both regular and “goofy footed.” Lots of online instruc-
tions and videos for learning basic moves and advanced tricks. 
A terrific product that’s fun for all!

Q5161   freestyle Spooner Board - 24”  $44.95
Q5168   Pro Spooner Board for Older Kids  $54.95
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TuRTle 
SKOOTeRS   

With this 12” x 12” heavy duty plastic scooter board you get 2 great 
products in one!  Remove the turtle shell from scooter board for all 
those prone extension and upper extremity activities. With shell in 
place, it becomes a ride on toy stressing balance responses and work-
ing the lower extremities.  Kids will also have a great time using the 
turtle shells as something to sit on and think, or sit in and rock;  a spot 
to balance on and jump from; or a place to throw and drop bean bags.  
With more than one, arrange shells as stepping stones for a stroll 
across the pond or form a turtle train!    
       Q8139  $37.95 each

STePPING lOGS
Watch balance skills improve after a few trips 
around these balance logs on a rope!  Be-
gin by organizing logs in a bumper to bum-
per straight line.  As balance and confidence 
improve, move on to more curved and open 
arrangements.  Connecting rope makes them 
easy to move while raised surface provides 
traction and tactile stimulation.  A “stack up” 
and take anywhere balance beam.
     Q0002   $74.95

STePPING 
BuCKeTS  
Wow, these buckets on a rope 
will add an amazing amount 
of gross motor versatil-
ity to your sessions. The 
wide, stable, tactile sur-
face and bright primary 
colors of the sturdy plastic 
draws immediate interactions from young and old. They 
step, jump, bend, walk sideways and backwards starting 
with buckets close together and progressing until connect-
ing ropes are fully extended. Turn some over to act as 

“pick up” and “put in” containers 
during stepping tasks or as part 
of an obstacle course. A  stable 
12 inches wide at the base, they 
are approximately 16 inches high 
when stacked together.  

Q2192   $74.95

CRITTeR BeAN BAG SeT
Colorful, 12 piece set of bean bag 
critters. The 6 lady bugs count 1-6 
and the 6 frogs are a great size 
for throw and catch. A motivating, 
friendly addition to you bean bag 

collection.  Q1732   $34.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/spooner-brds.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/turtlescooters.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/steppinglogs.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/steppingbuckets.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/critterbeanbagset.html


ROllING TOTe
Attractive light weight rolling tote measures 
20x14x8 providing 2300 cubic inches of therapy 
bag space. Made of Supreme polyester, with re-
cessed in-line skate wheels, and hide-away retract-
able handle. Top load, opening to spacious main 
compartment, and the easy access side and front 
mesh pockets help keep everything organized. 
These are great! You will need a couple of them; 
one for work; one for home and an extra one for 
those emergency gift giving situations. (Color will 
be black or blue sorry no choice, but can contact 
us to check in-stock color prior to ordering)

x4752  $29.95
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SuPeR MOBIle duffel
Very practical duffle on wheels gives you 4600 cubic inches (26” x 12.75” 
x 13.5”) into which you can place bulky toys and equipment, files, books, 
evaluation kits, your lunch and anything else you may need for a day of itin-
erant therapy. Made with durable polyester, push button retractable handle, 
recessed in-line skate wheel system and self repairing excel zippers. Large 
inner compartment with 8 smaller pockets for organizing smaller personal 
items and fine motor materials. A truly versatile piece for on the go therapy 
or travel. x6750   $44.95

fOOf
(Better than 
a Bean Bag 
Chair!)
The “Foof”  is 
possibly the most 
comfortable chair 
anywhere. Pat-
ented urethane 
fill engulfs you 
in a soothing, 
body snuggling 
cushion of foam. 
Perfect place for 
quiet calm down activities for children and adults. 
Durable, wear resistant cotton twill cover is double 
stitched. Sealed liner allows you remove cover for 
cleaning or use spot cleaner. Comes in a wide variety 
of colors:  pink, black, green, purple, navy, royal, or-
ange, red, tan or yellow.  Please specify color when 
ordering or royal blue or Tan will be sent. 

Foof with
removable cover

Extra Cotton
Twill cover only   Size  

         
     S      38”   T1281  $149.95       T1281C  $48.95
     M     42”    T1282  $169.95       T1282C  $55.95
     lG   48”    T1283  $189.95       T1283C  $59.95

MINI MOBIle duffel
Smaller than its big brother, but it may 
be a perfect size for you. Measures 
22” x 11.75” x 11.5” with a total of 
3100 cubic inches. Same great fea-
tures as the larger bag, you just can’t 
fit as much stuff! If you are carrying 
too much, try scaling down by moving 
up to a “mini.” Also great for travel.           
           x6796   $39.95

lARGe PARACHuTe
A must have piece of whole body exercise equip-
ment for all preschool, special education classes, 
daycare centers, after school programs and ther-
apy clinics. Also a great addition to any birthday 
party or family picnic. Made from colorful light-
weight polyester with 8 reinforced handles. Rope 
sewn into outer edge makes grasping the 12” diam-
eter chute by more then 8 players very easy.        

  Q5026   $39.95

SMAll PlAY
PARACHuTe
Small, 6’ diameter chute is 
perfect for use in small spac-
es.  Made of brightly colored, 
durable poly-stop material 
with 8 hand holds and rein-
forced mesh center for ample 
air flow.  Comes with one in-
flatable ball and a carry bag.  
A fun way to encourage co-
operative play while building 
upper body strength, motor 
planning and timing.

Q5350  $25.95

Come on, join the SOS (Save our shoulders) ranks. Don’t you want 
to be able to play tennis, prune your roses, and lift your grandchildren 

after you retire? Get the bag off your shoulder and put it on wheels where 
it belongs! 

http://shoponline.pfot.com/largeparachute.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/smallplayparachute.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/foofchair.htm
http://shoponline.pfot.com/rollingtote.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/minimobile-rollingduffel.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/supermobileduffel.html


flOOR SuRfeR 
SCOOTeR BOARd
Beautifully and functionally 
designed, this Floor Surfer 
rolls smoothly and easily while 
safeguarding fingers.  Padded, 
ergonomic design is 23 inches 
long, 15 inches wide and hold 
a maximum weight of 220 lbs.  
Perfect for all scooter board 
activities, in prone, supine, sitting 

and kneeling positions. Fits all 
sizes but ideal as a first scooter 
board for younger children due 
to ease of movement, support 
provided and finger safety.   

Q1163   $129.95
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WAvY TACTIle PATH
It’s pretty and curvy and wavy and bumpy and 
kids cannot resist walking on it. Built to fit the 
arch of the foot while still challenging balance 
front to back and side to side. The 8 segments 
can be set up to create a wide variety of path 
shapes, increasing or decreasing balance 
demand, as needed. Can also be integrated 
with Rainbow River Stones using special con-
nector pieces. Path segments are stackable 
so loading into included travel bag is easy. A 
truly wonderful piece of equipment!    

Q5751   $395.95

CONNeCTOR
You get 6 hard rubber connectors. Each Rainbow River Stone 
requires 3 connectors to keep its balance when linked to the Wavy 
Tactile Path.   Q1731   $22.95

RAINBOW RIveR STONe
Colorful, highly versatile piece of equip-
ment for home, school and clinic. You 

get 6 stones in 3 sizes. 
Use them individually or 
stack 2 or 3 together to 
create a wider variety of 
heights. By rotating the 
stacked pieces you can 
also create stone tops that are flat or angled 
increasing or decreasing the balance challenge 
as needed. Step, jump, balance, stoop. The 
kids will love this piece of equipment! Comes 
with carry bag for ease of transport. Holds up 
to 80 Kg.      Q5753   $229.95

POP flY
Powerful piece of equipment for improving arm strength, 
aim, and throwing and catching skills. Hit one of the 2 
large paddles with your bean bag and POW!...a ball 
comes popping out ready for you or someone else to 
catch.  (The harder the throw, the higher the pop fly.) 
Play inside or out with 1-4 players.     

Q1877  $29.95

MOTOR SKIllS
BASIC 
BAlANCe SeT
Terrific 16 pc. set of 
bricks, beams and 
poles provide fun and 
innovative platform 
for improving motor 
skills. Can be config-
ured in many ways 
for focus on balance, 
jumping, crawling etc. 
Watch motor planning 
skills improve as chil-
dren build their own 
constructions for play. 

Durable, versatile set with 
enough pieces to be func-
tional but not enough to 
overwhelm. You’ll be using 
this set for years whether 
in a pre-school class, day 
care, therapy clinic or home 
setting.  Q5051   $239.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/rainbowriverstone.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/product1023.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/pop-fly.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/wavytactilepath.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/motorskills.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/floorsuferrugscooter.html


Books & Stuff

Mighty 
Fine Motor Fun:  
Fine Motor 
Activities For 
young children
Written specifically for teachers, 
Christy Isbell’s new 140 page 
book provides the tools and in-
formation needed to teach fine 
motor skills to children ages 3 – 5 
years old.  Using her occupational 
therapy background, Ms. Isbell 
covers a wide range of current 

research on fine motor development, from differences 
between boys and girls to guideposts for what is de-
velopmentally appropriate for children at each age; to 
development of pre-writing and pre-scissor skills. The 
playful and absorbing activities are organized by age 
and are perfect for large and small group instruction. A 
valuable resource and reference for teachers of young 
children or for anyone who needs to understand how to 
impact and advance fine motor coordination.    

A Moving child
is A leArning child
Grounded in best practices 
and current research, this 
hands-on resource connects 
the dots that link brain activity, 
movement and early learning.  
The Kinetic Scale: a visual 
map of the active learning 
needs of infants, toddlers, 

preschoolers and primary graders that fits each child’s 
individual timetable.  Provides teachers, parents and 
caregivers a wealth of information, tips, games and ac-
tivities they can use to support healthy development.   
                  X3221    $34.95
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AstronAut trAining:
A Sound ActivAted veStibulAr 
viSuAl Protocol for Moving, 
looking And liStening
Authors Mary Kawar MS, OTR 
and Sheila Frick OTR continue 
their quest to provide practical 
treatment guidelines for Sen-
sory Processing Dysfunction 
with this 2nd book in their Hand-
books for Innovative Practice 

Series. The vestibular system, as a bridge 
between sensory processing and movement control, 
plays a major role in everything we do including look-
ing and listening. Astronaut training presents a long-
awaited protocol for improving function in the Vestibu-
lar-Auditory-Visual Triad. Handbook and Companion 
Music CD.        X4660   $39.00

cAtch A BrAin WAve
This innovative and interactive 
CD features simple, sequential 
movements proven to help chil-
dren integrate left and right brain 
hemispheres for successful learn-
ing. Developed by a Brain Gym 
instructor and an educational 
consultant, the 15 energetic and 

infectious rhythms are combined with movement instruc-
tions, all designed to motivate kids 4-9 years of age to 
get up and get going! They’ll think its great fun! – Great 
for home programming or group activity.

X7541   $15.95

core concepts in Action
In this book by Sheila Frick, OTR and Mary 
Kawar, MS, OTR readers will find inviting, afford-
able, easily implemented movement activities 
for children of all ages with diverse sensory pro-
cessing and motor control issues. The emphasis 
is placed on activating core musculature to 
achieve deeper respiration and to increase core 
strength and endurance. When deep muscles 
are engaged, postural control and breath sup-
port are effortless, the body moves with ease 
and fluidity. The child is free to execute complex 

reasoning for communication, problem solving, planning, organizing 
and executing life tasks and roles. Handbook and companion CD.  

 X4662   $33.95

Wiggle WhoMper Kit: 
iMProving SenSorY 
regulAtion in tHe generAl 
educAtion clASSrooM
Kit includes: An instructional manual with 
activity suggestions and all materials 
needed to be implemented by a teacher 
within any classroom, to help any student 
regulate environmental stimuli through the 
use of tactile, visual, auditory, gustatory, 
vestibular, and proprioceptive based tools 
and activities. Each activity is based upon 
true research, which is cited on each activ-

ity page for quick reference. Successfully classroom tested - Can also 
be used by parents at home. Simple materials can be kept in purse or 
glove compartment for use on the go.           Q0404    $184.95

leArning in Motion
If you have ever dreamed of having great sen-
sory motor activities for your students AND 
also being able to send home a comprehen-
sive letter to parents with home ideas… then 
this is your dream come true! This incredible, 
time saving resource book was designed and 
written by 3 school-based occupational thera-
pists. It was developed as a method of pro-
viding sensory motor activities for use in the 
classroom in an integrated therapy model. 

It has over 150 activities, organized by month and relative to calendar 
events. Each activity includes a comprehensive list of the materials 
needed and easy to follow directions. Each also includes a well written 
letter to parents, explaining the activity, and the educational objec-
tive. The letter also includes some activities ideas to try at home! A 
wonderful time saver written in easy to understand language. Every 
therapist and teacher should have this on their bookshelf!     
                c2277     $39.95

http://shoponline.pfot.com/sensory.htm#1882
http://shoponline.pfot.com/wigglewhomperkit.html
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Just 
tAKe A Bite
This long-awaited book is written for 
parents and professionals working 
with children with food aversions 
and eating challenges.  Written by 
an autism/behavioral consultant and 
a pediatric occupational therapist, it 
provides clear and concise strate-

gies, lesson/treatment plans & common sense tips for 
reducing aversions and increasing a child’s food selections. 
However, the broader goal is to change mealtimes from 
stressful battlefields into relaxing and maybe even fun 

family times!        o7891      $24.95

sociAl sKills MAtter
Terrifically useful book contains over 
80 “mini books”, similar to “social 
stories”, used to help teach essential 
social skills and highlight and reinforce 
common behavioral expectations. 
Each chapter focuses on an important 
developmental theme including: com-
munication, cooperative play, feelings, 
keeping calm, manners and time at 
school. The social narratives con-

tained in the mini books are written in simple language so they 
can be easily understood and assimilated. Graphics are simple 
line drawings and students are encouraged to color their mini 
books increasing interaction and participation. 382 pages best 
suited for students from 4-8 years.          X7852    $27.95 
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the everything pArents 
guide to sensory integrA-
tion disorder
This is a 300 page book providing 
practical advice to help parents cope. In 
straight forward, easy to understand 
language, an in-depth definition of Senso- ry 
Integration Disorder and its effects is pro-
vided. Occupational therapy treatments 
are explained and specific techniques 
for calming are highlighted. Parents are given helpful advice on 
teaching their child how to deal with this disorder at school, home 
and play. A terrific book that will help you better understand your 
child, or any child with SI difficulties.   X1631    $14.95

pAy Attention pleAse
A 64 page resource book for parents, 
teachers and therapists.  Filled with 
games and activities to; strengthen 
listening, concentration, and visual and 
auditory memory skills; assist children 
in learning relaxation techniques; pro-
vide healthy, appropriate ways to burn 
excess energy; explore ways to reduce 
over-stimulation and impulsivity and 
much, much more.              
        X8052  $11.95

Building Bridges 
through 
sensory integrAtion
A highly informative, well written and 
well organized book explaining Oc-
cupational Therapy treatment for chil-
dren with autism and other pervasive 
developmental disorders. Written by 
three Occupational Therapists with a 
wealth of knowledge and expertise 
in this area. The first part of the spi-
ral bound book explains, for parents, 

educators and other therapists, the role of OT with children 
with PDD and provides a detailed,  but easy to comprehend 
explanation of sensory integration theory. Part 2 reviews the 
identification of SI problems, and provides behavioral strate-
gies and activity suggestions for home and school settings.      

     X7810    $35.95

get orgAnized: 
  Without losing it 
A practical, humorous book for kids 
who want to manage their tasks, time 
and stuff without going overboard. 
Kids learn to conquer clutter, prioritize 
tasks, plan projects, stop procrastinat-
ing and enjoy the benefits of being or-
ganized, less stressed and more suc-
cessful. Adults can also benefit from 
this handy little book.     
          X7127   $9.95

reMeMBer your MAnners
This 150 page book uses a teachers 
guide, stories with large pictures, teach-
ing posters, activities, guided questions 
and role-playing  to easily make the 
teaching of manners and social skills 
part of the curriculum.  Perfect for social 
skills groups and at home reinforcement 
of proper behavior.  Each engaging sto-
ry relates to a specific manner or social 
situation and the role playing practices 
making it equally effective for children 
with autism.           X4012   $$14.95
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hAnds Free WAter Bottle clip
We all carry water bottles. They get thrown 
into therapy bags, backpacks, purses, gym 
bags, etc and we just cross our fingers that 
they don’t open or get punchard! What a 
mess if they do! What will get wet and what 
will get ruined?  Well, here’s the answer: A Clip that snaps 
onto the neck of most bottles, then can be attached to 
the outside strap, belt loop or handle of almost anything! 
Always within reach, hands free and worry free!

X7009   $3.95
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visuAl tiMe tiMers
The concept of how much time is left, is difficult to grasp, 
especially for our special education students. These unique 
timers provide a clear visual display of the time remaining. 
Set to any time between 1-60 minutes, time is up when the 
red shield is no longer visible. Timers run silently but now 
have the option of a single auditory cue to indicate the end of 
that session. You can set the auditory responce mode or not, 
depending on need. Sorry, no auditory feature available on 
the wall model. Easy to read dials; battery operated (1 AA-not 
included). The small personal timers are great for keeping 
individual students motivated, so you may need more than 
one.  

X9201 original-with auditory (8”x8”)     $34.95
X9223B personal -with auditory (3”x3”)$29.95
X9245 Wall (12”x12”) - no auditory       $39.95

stop WAtch
All your time and timing needs met 
by one easy to use stop watch. 
Features one button operation for 
stop and start functions. Large digi-
tal display of time, date and split lap 
time and an alarm! Durable water 
resistant plastic casing fits nicely 
in the hand. Battery and adjustable 
cord included.            X2165   
$11.95

  
W6740    $85.99

hAnd
developMent Kit
We have put together, (at your request) 
a collection of our favorite and most 
versatile materials for hand skill develop-
ment. Provides enough materials for work-
ing with groups of children or to stock a 
fine motor work station. Also a great initial 
purchase when starting or updating a de-
partment, clinic, or therapy bag! Costs 10% 
less as a kit then when ordered as sepa-
rate items! Comes packaged in our on the 
go Tote bag. The kit includes:

 1. tool sampler Kit
 2. hook
 3. Key chain set
 4. Magnetic wand & chips
 5. (6) accordion pipes  
 6.  dancing animal 

 7.  Mini squeeze clips
 8.  Mini clothespins
 9.  popBeAds set-large
10. popbead set-small
11. delux peg set 

tiMe tiMer plus
Same great concept as al-
ways…as time elapses, the 
red disk gradually disap-
pears. The “Plus” comes 
from the addition of; a clear, 
durable protective lens; on-
the-go carry handle; volume 
control dial for the “time is 
up” beep; easy to control 
center dial for setting the timer; light weight for easy 
transport and smooth, silent operation. Sleek new look 
makes it the ideal time management tool for all ages 
and all settings!    X9228     $36.95

MAgnetic dots
Creating your own magnetic pieces 
is as simple as finding a picture you 
like, cutting it out and sticking a self 
adhesive magnet dot on its back. You 
get 100, ¾ inch, ready to go dots. Just 
use your imagination! Take full page 
pictures from a magazine, cut them 
into 4, 12, or 20 pieces and add a 
“dot” to the back of each piece. You 
now have your own magnetic puzzle 
ready for reconstruction on the fridge, 
file cabinet or chalkboard. Make your 

own set of magnetic letters and numbers. So easy and fun 
you can let the kids help make their own learning or play 
materials. X7660   $4.95
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Motor-Free 
visuAl per-
ception test 
- 3 
The MVPT-3 is de-
signed for screening and research 
purposes for those professionals who 
need a quick, reliable and valid measure 
of overall visual ability in children and adults (ages 4-94) 
The MVPT-3 requires no physical or motoric response 
from the individual being tested and so is especially useful 
with those who may have a physical disability or motor 
incoordination. The MVPT-3 assesses the following sub-
areas of visual perception; Visual Discrimination, Spatial 
Relationships, Visual Memory, Figure-Ground, Visual 
Closure. The revised test features new normative data 
on a wider sampling and provides reliability and validity 
studies. The MVPT-3 takes about 25 minutes to admin-
ister and scoring is very easy.
 complete test Kit: Manual, Test Plates, 25 Recording 
Forms    X5744  $175.00
refill packs:  25 Recording Forms    X5746  $ 40.00
 

the test oF 
hAndWriting sKills 
Revised by Michael Milone
The THS-R is an untimed, clini-
cal assessment of Neuro-sen-
sory Integration Skills evident 
in handwriting (both manuscript 
and cursive) that are often dis-
rupted in students with learning 
difficulties. The THS-R provides 
standardized assessment of 
children’s (6 years-18 years) 
handwriting ability for both 
manuscript and cursive styles. 
Also includes a useful training 
video to assist administrators 
in quickly mastering the scoring 
criterion.

sensory processing MeAsure
HoMe forM bY l. diAne PArHAM And cHerYl ecker
MAin clASSrooM And ScHool environMentS forMS:
   bY HeAtHer Miller kuHAneck, diAne A. HenrY And
   tArA J. glennon

The Sensory Processing Measure (SPM) offers a complete picture 
of a child’s sensory functioning at home, at school and in the commu-
nity. Recognizing that sensory processing problems often manifest 
differently in different environments, this set of 3 integrated rating 
forms assesses sensory processing, praxis, and social participa-
tion in elementary school children (ages 5-12). Firmly grounded in 
sensory integration theory,  it provides norm-referenced standard 
scores for 2 higher level integrative functions - praxis and social 
participation - and 5 sensory systems - visual, auditory, tactile, pro-
prioceptive, and vestibular functioning. The 75 item Home Form is 
completed by The Child’s parent or home-based care provider. The 
Main Classroom Form (62 items) is filed out by the primary class-
room teacher. The School Environment Form (10-15 items) per en-
vironment, completed by other school personnel. You will find the 
SPM comprehensive and clinically rich. It supplies the  information 
you want and the psychometric integrity you need.

comprehensive Kit; 
Includes 25 Home forms, 25 Main Classroom Forms
School Environments Form CD, and Manual      X6760   $190.00

school Kit; 
Includes 25 Main Classroom Forms; 
School Environments Forms CD, and Manual     X5757   $137.50

home Form refill; Pack of 25      X5759     $46.00 
   

preschool 
sensory processing MeAsure   
HoMe forM bY: cHerYl ecker, l.diAne PArHAM
ScHool forM bY HeAtHer Miller kuHAneck, 
    diAne A. HenrY, And tArA J. glennon

With the new Preschool edition of the popular, Sensory Pro-
cessing Measure, you can identify sensory processing dif-
ficulties in children from 2-5 years of age.  Lets you look at 
overall sensory functioning, as well as specific vulnerabilities 
that can affect learning, including; under- and over-respon-
siveness, sensory seeking behavior and perceptual prob-
lems.  Measures the same functional areas as the SPM and 
includes both a Home Form, completed by the parent and a 
School Form, completed by the pre-school teacher or day 
care provider.  When used together, the 2 forms provide a 
comprehensive overview of the young child’s sensory pro-
cessing, and they allow you to quickly compare functioning 
across settings.  If you work with pre-schoolers, you need 
this assessment!

spM-p complete Kit: 
Includes 25 home and 25 School Forms  X5600  $142.00

spM-p Forms:
 Home Autoscore Forms Only, 25pk  X5601 $46.00
 School Autoscore Forms Only 25pk  X5602 $46.00

spM-p Manual only (no forms included)    X5603  $72.50

complete test Kit;
Includes Manual, 15 Manuscript Test Booklets; 
15 Cursive Test Booklets, 30 Record Forms, Video      X5743   $170.00
refill packs: X5748 15 Manuscript Test Booklets & 15 Record Forms or 
X5749  15 Cursive Test Booklets and 15 Record Forms    $35.00

http://shoponline.pfot.com/wigglewhomperkit.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/wigglewhomperkit.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/wigglewhomperkit.html
http://shoponline.pfot.com/wigglewhomperkit.html


Books & Stuff

“The place to turn for Select School- Based & Pediatric Therapy Products”
              (800) PFOT-124      (732) 441-0404         www.pfot.com 

To Our Customers and Friends,

Pocket Full of  Therapy

	 	

 Order Information / Policy

Payment Options:

♦	 All orders subject to acceptance by PFO T.
♦	 Minimum order is $20.00.  Orders under this amount 

are subject to a $3.00 service charge.
♦	 There is a $20.00 fee on all returned checks.
♦	 Shipping Charges, as noted on the order form, 
 MUST be included in order total.
♦	 Please add an additional $9.00 post office fee for 

US orders shipped outside of the contiguous United 
States (AK, HI, PR, etc.).

♦	 Prices are subject to change without notice, 
 including shipping/handling rates, as needed.
♦	 Substitutions may be made, of equal or higher 
 value, unless otherwise stated.
♦	 Full shipping address (including company name, 

apartment/suite number, etc. where applicable) and 
any other pertinent information must be included on 
order.

♦	 All orders shipping within the contiguous United States 
will be shipped via UPS.

 Purchase Orders
♦	 Purchase Orders are accepted from approved agencies.  

All PO’s must be submitted in writing on your agency’s 
form with authorized signatures. Please call for instruc-
tions.

♦	 Appropriate shipping charges MUST be added to pur-
chase order total.  Failure to include this information will 
create a delay in the shipment of your order.

♦	 All P.O.’s are payable net 30 days of invoice.  Past due 
balances are subject to finance charges.

Prepaid Orders
♦	 Orders from individuals are gladly accepted.
♦	 Payment may be made by check, money order or credit 

card and MUST be submitted with your order.
♦	 If prepaying with a check, you may wish to call us for 

availability of items.
♦	 Shipping charges, as noted on the order form, must be 

included in payment.

Returns/Damages
♦		 All returns: require proof & date of purchase, will not 
be accepted without prior authorization, are subject to 
a 20% restocking fee & must be made within 30 days of 
receipt of order. All damages/shortages must be reported 
within 15 days & all packing material must be retained. 
Return of undamaged products must be shipped at con-
sumers expense.♦ A PFOT/store credit slip will be issued 
for all refunds/credits under $50.00. All other  credits will 
be issued in the same method as received. Computer 
software can not be returned if opened.

       

About Us:  We are both occupational therapists with over 45 
years of combined experience in pediatrics and developmental 
disabilities. We no longer work as school based therapists but do 
continue to see clients and supervise Therapists in our private 
practice. If you need help selecting items for a specific child or 
have any questions, ask for one of us when you call or e-mail.   

  Michelle Tobias     Ilene Goldkopf

©2010	PFOT		(To	our	PFOT	family	-	All	we	can	say	is	Thank	You!)

Children Learn What They Live
If children live with hostility,
   they learn to fight.
If children live with ridicule,
   they learn to be shy.
If children live with tolerance,
   they learn to be patient.
If children live with encouragement,
   they learn confidence.
If children live with praise,
   they learn to appreciate.
If children live with fairness,
   they learn justice.
If children live with security,
   they learn faith.
If children live with approval,
   they learn to like themselves.
If children live with acceptance, and friendship,
   they learn to find love in the world.
  Dorothy Law Nolte, Ph. D.

Some fun but meaningful words to remind us all 
why we work so hard.
 “You will always be your child’s favorite toy”
     Vicky Lansky
 “Hugs can do a great amount of good... especially  
  for children”    Princess Diana
 “The soul is healed by being with children”
     English Proverb

International Orders
♦	 International orders will be shipped via US Global
 express mail service.Contact us for a shipping quote.
♦	 Only US Funds accepted. Any fees incurred for non-US 

will be charged back to customer as needed.
♦	 International orders must be prepaid via international 

money order, check or credit card.
♦	 Email for an international quote before placing order.
♦	 PFOT reserves the right to pass on any additional post-

age/shipping costs to the consumer, as needed. All 
customs fees, taxes, and brokerage charges are the 
responsibility of the consumer.

♦	 PFOT reserves the right to change the method of 
 shipping as needed.

96www.pfot.com                                *Prices subject to change www.pfot.com                                *Prices subject to change
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